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Mill Valley investor rips prosecutors
Suspect in college bribery scandal
says key evidence being withheld
By John Woolfolk
Bay Area News Group

A Mill Valley investor who
founded a social justice fund for
rock group U2’s frontman Bono
said in court papers Friday that
prosecutors’ evidence doesn’t

show he paid for test cheating or
bribing coaches to admit his son
to USC as a phony football kicker.
Bill McGlashan Jr., 56, accused prosecutors of withholding potentially exonerating evidence they deemed irrelevant
that would support his con-

Bill McGlashan,
Jr., leaves the
courthouse after
making his plea
for charges in the
college admissions
scandal.

tention that he was misled by
the corrupt college consultant
turned government witness at
the heart of the case, William
“Rick” Singer, and didn’t knowingly pay for cheating.
“What the messages and calls
show are that from McGlashan’s
perspective, he was continuing
to retain Singer for his legitimate
counseling services,” the founder
of the TPG Growth equity fund

JOSEPH PREZIOSO —
GETTY IMAGES
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FULFILLING DREAMS
Performing Stars: 30 years of changing lives

SAUSALITO-MARIN CITY

Charter
school
suffers
setback
Judge rejects Willow Creek bid to
intervene in desegregation plan
By Keri Brenner
kbrenner@marinij.com
@KeriWorks on Twitter

PHOTOS BY SHERRY LAVARS — MARIN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL

Felecia Gaston, founder of Performing Stars of Marin, watches over a dress rehearsal for a Tuskegee airmen play in Marin
City. The nonprofit organization helps at-risk youth express themselves through the arts.
By Lorenzo Morotti
lmorotti@marinij.com

A 5-year-old girl walked
past a ballet school in Marietta, Georgia, in 1960 and
paused to look through the
glass.
“I remember that longing feeling of wanting to be
there, but I couldn’t because
of segregation,” said Felecia
Gaston, Performing Stars
founder. “I always wanted
to take ballet lessons, and I
never let go of my dream. I
wanted to find a way to help
other children of color fulfill
their dreams.”
In 1990 she founded Performing Stars of Marin, a
nonprofit art academy that
serves underprivileged communities. She started the
program with zero budget,
with the help of Anne Rogers and the Marin City community.
“I had no idea about fundraising, writing grants, doing all the networking, filling out the 501(c)(3)s,” Gaston said. “I’ve always stayed
passionate. It wasn’t always

easy and it’s been a journey,
but all these success stories
make it all worth it.”
Now 30 years later, more
than 3,000 youth have
gone through the program
and many have gone on to
achieve goals they thought
were unreachable.
Performing Stars offered
classes, supplies and scholarships to families who
could not afford to pay for
their children to participate
in the arts.
John Lam, a principal
dancer with the Boston Ballet, was one of those children. He said he is now in
his 15th season with the internationally-recognized
ballet company and owes
his success to Performing
Stars.
Lam, who was born and
raised in the Canal area
in San Rafael to Vietnamese immigrants, said arts
or dance were never an option until she met Gaston at
a day care. She offered him
an opportunity that would
change his life.
“I went to class and didn’t

CHARTER >> PAGE 4

IMPEACHMENT

Trump acquittal set
as witnesses nixed
Robert Lewis goes over a script with young actors during a
dress rehearsal for a Tuskegee airmen.
like it at first because I was
the only boy,” he said. “But
Felecia had arranged to take
all of us to go see the San
Francisco Ballet and I got to
see other dancers who were
men — it was then I gave
dance a chance.”
Performing Stars paid for
classes, shoes and uniforms
and enabled Lam to fall in
love with dance. With the financial and emotional support of Gaston’s program,

VIRUS

Lam said he attended Marin
Ballet until he was 15 years
old and then Canada’s National Ballet School in Toronto.
“Felecia helped me with
funds my family couldn’t
provide,” he said. “I then
came to Boston and have
been able to work my butt
off to be where I am now.”
Nichelle
Haynes,
32-year-old aesthetician, is

Britain officially exits
European Union

The U.S. has declared a public
health emergency because of
a new virus that has spread to
other nations. PAGE A7

Britain officially drops out of
the EU Friday night, 3½ years
after the country voted to
walk away. PAGE A10
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By Lisa Mascaro, Eric Tucker and Zeke
Miller
The Associated Press

The Senate narrowly rejected
Democratic demands to summon witnesses for
President Donald Trump’s impeachment trial late
Friday, all but ensuring Trump’s acquittal in just
the third trial to threaten a president’s removal
in U.S. history. But senators pushed off final voting on his fate to next Wednesday.
The delay in timing showed the weight of a
historic vote bearing down on senators, despite
prodding by the president eager to have it all behind him in an election year and ahead of his
State of the Union speech Tuesday night.
Trump and Senate Majority Leader Mitch
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A San Francisco judge has ruled that a Sausalito public charter school does not have the
right to an official seat at the table in a desegregation plan underway in the Sausalito Marin
City School District.
San Francisco Superior Court Judge Ethan
Schulman said Willow Creek Academy, which is
authorized by the district, “is not entitled to intervention” in the plan because it lacks a sufficient “interest relating to the property or transaction which is the subject of the action” — in this
case, the mandatory desegregation of a district
school, Bayside Martin Luther King Jr. Academy
in Marin City. The desegregation, to be accomplished within five years, was ordered as part
of an Aug. 8 settlement with the district and a
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TODAY IN HISTORY

1790

The U.S. Supreme Court
convened for the first
time in New York.

1896

Giacomo Puccini’s opera
“La Boheme” premiered
in Turin, Italy.

1960

Four black college
students began a sit-in
protest at a Woolworth’s lunch counter
in Greensboro, North
Carolina, where they’d
been refused service.

1962

The Ken Kesey novel
“One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest” was
first published by Viking
Press.

1991

34 people were killed
when an arriving USAir
jetliner crashed atop a
commuter plane on a
runway at Los Angeles
International Airport.

1994

Jeff Gillooly, Tonya
Harding’s ex-husband,
pleaded guilty in
Portland, Oregon, to
racketeering for his part
in the attack on figure
skater Nancy Kerrigan in exchange for a
24-month sentence and
a $100,000 fine.

Birthdays
Rock musician Mike
Campbell (Tom Petty &
the Heartbreakers) is 70.
Actor-writer-producer
Bill Mumy is 66. Rock
singer Exene Cervenka
is 64. Comedian-actor
Pauly Shore is 52. Actor
Brian Krause is 51. Jazz
musician Joshua Redman is 51. Rock musician
Patrick Wilson is 51.
Actress and mixed martial artist Ronda Rousey
is 33. Rock singer Harry
Styles is 26.

Star report

George Kittle met
idol ‘The Rock’

Before the 49ers took
the stage for the Super
Bowl’s Opening Night,
they were introduced
by a University of Miami
legend — and George
Kittle’s personal hero:
None other than Dwayne
“The Rock” Johnson.
“That was wild,” Kittle
said. “I was up on stage
and they said, ‘OK,
you’re going to walk out
and The Rock’s going
to introduce you. I was
like, ‘Who? The Rock?!’
I turn around and all of
a sudden he’s chest to
chest with me. I almost
fell off the stage. It was
insane.”
Kittle only got 30 seconds with him. But he
did get a bottle of The
Rock’s own Teremana
Tequila.
— Evan Webeck, Bay Area
News Group

LOTTERY
WINNING NUMBERS

Daily 3 Afternoon:
3, 3, 3
Daily 3 Evening:
8, 0, 6
Daily 4: 3, 1, 8, 3
Fantasy 5:
3, 9, 14, 18, 30
Daily Derby
1st: 7, Eureka
2nd: 12, Lucky Charms
3rd: 11, Money Bags
Race Time: 1:49.45
SUPER LOTTO PLUS

Wednesday’s drawing:
22, 26, 28, 29, 36
Mega Number: 4
Today’s estimated
jackpot: $10 million
MEGA MILLIONS

Friday’s drawing:
28, 31, 33, 57, 62
Mega Number: 19
Tuesday’s estimated
jackpot: *pending*
POWERBALL

Wednesday’s drawing:
9, 12, 15, 31, 60
Mega number: 2
Today’s estimated
jackpot: $40 million
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Bribe
FROM PAGE 1

and Bono’s Rise Fund said
in Friday’s court filing. He
suggested an “entrapment”
defense — that the government through Singer, who
pleaded guilty and cooperated with authorities, may
have tricked him into incriminating acts.
McGlashan is among 36
wealthy parents around
the country whom federal
prosecutors charged in the
bombshell “Varsity Blues”
college admissions cheating
case announced last March,
more than a dozen of them
from the Bay Area.
While many of them,
including seven in the Bay
Area and Hollywood actress
Felicity Huffman, have
pleaded guilty, McGlashan
is among more than a dozen
others fighting the charges,
including actress Lori
Loughlin and her fashion
designer husband. Their
cases could go to trial later
this year.
Friday’s filing was a response to court papers federal prosecutors filed two
weeks ago rejecting claims
by McGlashan, Loughlin

Stars
FROM PAGE 1

a business owner and a
night instructor at Milan
Cosmetology. She joined
Performing Stars when she
was 4 years old.
“Growing up in Marin
City there weren’t too
many positive role models and activities to be involved in,” Haynes said.
“We more so had a vision
of what we didn’t want to
be like rather than people
who we wanted to be like.
“Performing Stars created an atmosphere where
a child can add to the tool
box rather than remove
stuff once they get older.”
Robert Lewis, an original 1990 participant of
the program, is volunteering to direct “Heroes of the

and other parents that the
government misconstrued
evidence of their guilt or
withheld anything pointing to their innocence.
“They accuse the government of withholding evidence that they acted in
good faith, were duped by
Singer, or that the university was fully aware of what
they were doing,” prosecutors wrote. “But that is not
what happened.”
Prosecutors said they
have provided “an extraordinary volume of evidence,”
including 1.5 million emails
and 4,000 recorded phone
calls and text messages, and
the “exculpatory evidence”
McGlashan and other parents seek “simply does not
exist.”
In McGlashan’s case,
prosecutors allege the investor conspired with
Singer in 2017 to have his
son take the ACT entrance
exam at a West Hollywood
site controlled by Singer’s
associates instead of at his
Bay Area high school, on
grounds that he had a learning disability and needed
more time to take it.
He then flew with his son
on a private jet to Los Angeles, and although they
had secured approval for

the boy to take the test over
two days, left after only one
day and returned to the
Bay Area. Singer’s associate, they alleged, admitted
correcting the son’s test answers, earning him a nearperfect score of 34, and McGlashan sent a $50,000
check made out to Singer’s
foundation as “payment for
West Hollywood Prep.”
Prosecutors said McGlashan also conspired
with Singer toward having
his son admitted to the University of Southern California through a “side door”
scheme in which he would
be presented as a football
recruit — a sport he didn’t
actually play.
In recorded phone calls
in 2018, prosecutors said,
Singer explained that
McGlashan would pay
$250,000 for the “side door,”
and Singer would prepare
a fraudulent profile of his
son as a football kicker using computer programs to
alter images of legitimate
players to look like him. In
an Aug. 22, 2018, recorded
call with Singer, prosecutors said McGlashan called
the caper “just totally hilarious” and laughed when
Singer told him “I’m gonna
make him a kicker,” reply-

ing: “He does have really
strong legs.”
In his response Friday,
McGlashan argued the
prosecutors characterization of events is “rife with
misrepresentations, omissions and overstatements.”
He argued the fact that his
son didn’t use the full two
days he was given for the
ACT doesn’t establish corruption, and noted that in
September 2019 his son retook the test and scored a
nearly identical 33.
McGlashan added that
prosecutors haven’t provided evidence that the
two Singer associates they
say admitted helping boost
his son’s ACT score actually
did so. One of them didn’t
even remember the boy or
anything unusual about his
test, he said.
In addition, McGlashan
said he ultimately decided
not to pursue or pay for
the “side door” scheme. His
son didn’t attend USC, and
there is no evidence that
Singer spelled out that any
payments in the scheme
would constitute a bribe,
he argued. And he noted
that he had told Singer he
had changed his mind and
would instead reach out to
people he knew at USC on

his own.
“The only references to
the scheme are by Singer,”
McGlashan’s filing said, “after he had begun cooperating with the government.”
Prosecutors countered
that McGla shan only
backed off the “side door”
after Singer tipped him off
to the government’s investigation, telling him in an
Oct. 24, 2018, call that “I’d
rather just sorta lay low.”
“During the call,” prosecutors alleged, “McGlashan
did not dispute” that Singer’s associate “had taken
the ACT for his son and
acknowledged he still intended to pursue the ‘side
door’ once things ‘cleared
up.’”
But McGlashan argued
that prosecutors only belatedly acknowledged a Sept.
27, 2018, conversation in
which Singer advised federal agents that McGlashan
would not be using the
side door, but would be going through his own connections at USC. His filing
seeks transcripts from the
grand jury that indicted
him and other parents, arguing that if prosecutors
misled the jury, it could be
“grounds for dismissal” of
the charges.

Night,” a short play about
the Tuskegee Airmen of
World War II.
The play is a part of a
Black History Month celebration at First Missionary Baptist in Marin City.
A performance is planned
at 11 a.m. Feb. 23, Gaston
said.
Lewis said his son is in
the play, and hopes that
the lessons he learned —
discipline, camaraderie
and how to be a pillar for
his family and community
— will be passed down.
“It shows kids they are
a lot more than what they
think they are,” he said.
“It shows them they can
be somebody. They can be
a star, and that does not
necessarily mean be in the
limelight and perform but
in whatever they are good
at.”
When Performing Stars

started, it primarily offered classes in ballet,
tap dance, theater, baton
twirling and drill teams,
he said.
While it still has an art
focus, there is a greater
emphasis on community
engagement, entrepreneurial advice, confidence
building and networking,
Gaston said.
Ryan Turner, a senior at
the Academy of Art studying visual development,
was born and raised in
Marin City. He said he received a full-ride scholarship through the Performing Stars network, which
would have cost about
$110,000.
He now has six illustrations displayed in the
academy’s spring showcase, won first place director’s choice award and
second place for best per-

sonal work in the school of
illustration.
Turner recalled seeing an
art show Performing Stars
hosted when he was a kid.
“I always wanted to be
one of the students featured
in an art show like that,” he
said. “It’s amazing that she
does this for everyone.”
Devon Smith, a 22-yearold actor attending College
of Marin, said the program
helped him not succumb to
the challenges of living in
Marin City and how to be
successful physically, mentally and spiritually.
“We visited colleges and
met with public figures
within the community who
talked to us about their experience growing up and
what it takes to grow into
the kind of men we want to
be and not end up in jail or
dead,” Smith said.
The organization will be

celebrating its 30th anniversary on Dec. 12 at Osher Marin Jewish Community Center.
Gaston said she is proud
to know that her hard work
and support of the community has contributed to
countless success stories.
“Performing Stars contributes to a better community and feeling of pride
for our community because we are under a lot of
stereotypes,” she said. “I’m
happy that we are letting
people know low-income
communities can succeed.”
Performing Stars has
helped transform children
who have felt like that little
girl in Georgia — a spectator looking in — into participants looking out.
“Someone told me that 30
years means a generation,”
she said. “So now we’re into
the next generation.”

Acquittal
FROM PAGE 1

McConnell spoke by phone
to lock in the schedule
during a tense night at
the Capitol as rushed
negotiations proceeded on
and off the Senate floor. The
trial came to a standstill
for about an hour. A person
unauthorized to discuss the
call was granted anonymity
to describe it.
The president wanted
to arrive for his speech at
the Capitol with acquittal
secured, but that will not
happen. Instead, the trial
will resume Monday for final arguments, with time
Monday and Tuesday for
senators to speak. The final voting is planned for 4
p.m. Wednesday, the day after Trump’s speech.
Trump’s acquittal is all
but certain in the Senate,
where his GOP allies hold
the majority and there’s nowhere near the two-thirds
needed for conviction and
removal.
Nor will he face potentially damaging, open-Senate testimony from witnesses.
Despite the Democrats’
singular focus on hearing new testimony, the Republican majority brushed
past those demands and
will make this the first impeachment trial without
witnesses. Even new revelations Friday from former
national security adviser
John Bolton did not sway
GOP senators, who said
they’d heard enough.
That means the eventual
outcome for Trump will be
an acquittal “in name only,”
said Rep. Val Demings, DFla., a House prosecutor,
during final debate.
Trump was impeached
by the House last month
on charges that he abused
power and obstructed Congress as he tried to pressure Ukraine to investigate
Democratic rival Joe Biden,
using military aid as leverage as the ally fought Russia. He is charged with then
blocking the congressional
probe of his actions.
Senators rejected the
Democrats’ effort to allow
new witnesses, 51-49, a near

JULIO CORTEZ — AP PHOTO

Sen. Lindsey Graham, center, walks with reporters at the end of a session in the
impeachment trial of President Donald Trump.
party-line vote. Republicans
Susan Collins of Maine and
Mitt Romney of Utah voted
with the Democrats, but
that was not enough.
Senate Democratic leader
Chuck Schumer called that
decision “a tragedy on a
very large scale.” Protesters’
chants reverberated against
the walls of the Capitol.
But Republicans said
Trump’s acquittal was justified and inevitable.
“The sooner the better
for the country,” said Sen.
Lindsey Graham, a Trump
confidant. “Let’s turn the
page.”
The next steps come in
the heart of presidential
campaign season before a
divided nation. Democratic
caucus voting begins Monday in Iowa, and Trump
gives his State of the Union
address the next night.
Four Democratic candidates have been chafing in
the Senate chamber rather
than campaigning.
T he Democrats had
badly wanted testimony
from Bolton, whose forthcoming book links Trump
directly to the charges. But
Bolton won’t be summoned,
and none of this appeared
to affect the trial’s expected
outcome. Democrats forced
a series of new procedural
votes late Friday to call
Bolton and White House
acting chief of staff Mick
Mulvaney, among others,

but all were rejected.
In an unpublished manuscript, Bolton has written
that the president asked
him during an Oval Office
meeting in early May to bolster his effort to get Ukraine
to investigate Democrats,
according to a person who
read the passage and told
The Associated Press. The
person, who was not authorized to disclose contents of
the book, spoke only on condition of anonymity.
In the meeting, Bolton
said the president asked
him to call new Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelenskiy and persuade him
to meet with Trump’s personal lawyer, Rudy Giuliani,
who was planning to go to
Ukraine to coax the Ukrainians to investigate the
president’s political rivals.
Bolton writes that he never
made the call to Zelenskiy
after the meeting, which included acting chief of staff
Mick Mulvaney and White
House Counsel Pat Cipollone.
The revelation adds
more detail to allegations
of when and how Trump
first sought to influence
Ukraine to aid investigations of his rivals that
are central to the abuse of
power charge in the first
article of impeachment.
The story was first reported Friday by The New
York Times.

Trump issued a quick
denial.
“I never instructed John
Bolton to set up a meeting for Rudy Giuliani, one
of the greatest corruption
fighters in America and by
far the greatest mayor in
the history of NYC, to meet
with President Zelenskiy,”
Trump said. “That meeting
never happened.”
Key Republican senators
said even if Trump committed the offenses as charged
by the House, they are not
impeachable and the partisan proceedings must end.
“I didn’t need any more
evidence because I thought
it was proved that the president did what he was
charged with doing,” retiring GOP Sen. Lamar Alexander of Tennessee, a late
holdout, told reporters Friday at the Capitol. “But that
didn’t rise to the level of an
impeachable offense.”
Republican Sen. Lisa
Murkowski of Alaska said
she, too, would oppose more
testimony in the charged
partisan atmosphere, having “come to the conclusion that there will be no
fair trial in the Senate.’’
She said, “The Congress
has failed.”
Eager for a conclusion,
Trump’s allies nevertheless suggested the shift in
timing to extend the proceedings into next week,
acknowledging the signif-

icance of the moment for
senators who want to give
final speeches.
To bring the trial toward
a conclusion, Trump’s attorneys argued the House
had already heard from 17
witnesses and presented
its 28,578-page report to
the Senate. They warned
against prolonging it even
further. The House impeached Trump largely
along party lines after less
than three months of formal proceedings, making
it the quickest, most partisan presidential impeachment in U.S. history.
Some senators pointed to
the importance of the moment.
“What do you want your
place in history to be?”
asked one of the House
managers, Rep. Jason
Crow, D-Colo., a former
Army Ranger.
To hear more witnesses,
it would have taken four
Republicans to break with
the 53-seat majority and
join with all Democrats
in demanding more testimony. But that effort fell
short.
Chief Justice John Roberts, in the rare role presiding over the impeachment
trial, could break a tie, but
that seemed unlikely. Asked
late Friday, he told senators
it would be “inappropriate.”
Murkowski noted in announcing her decision that
she did not want to drag
the chief justice into the
partisan fray.
As protesters chanted
outside the Capitol, some
visitors watched from the
Senate galleries.
Bolton’s forthcoming
book contends he personally heard Trump say he
wanted military aid withheld from Ukraine until it
agreed to investigate the
Bidens. Trump denies saying such a thing.
The White House has
blocked its officials from
testifying in the proceedings and objected that
there are “signif icant
amounts of classified information” in Bolton’s manuscript. Bolton resigned last
September — Trump says
he was fired — and he and
his attorney have insisted
the book does not contain
any classified information.
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Mill Valley beefs up safety Three challenge
by adding three firefighters Levine in race
for Assembly
By Will Houston
whouston@marinij.com
@Will_S_Houston on Twitter

ROBERT TONG — MARIN INDEPENDENT JOURNAL

Firefighters from Mill Valley and Corte Madera participate in a chemical attack drill in 2018.
By Lorenzo Morotti
lmorotti@marinij.com

Mill Valley is hiring three firefighters, a move aimed at bringing its staffing closer to national
safety standards.
City officials anticipate having
the recruits on board by the end
of March to give them enough
time to go through training and
be on duty by June.
Deputy Fire Chief Tom Welch
said the timeline would get the
firefighters ready in time for fire
season.
“They would be on the line by
June,” Welch said. “The goal of the
City Council is to have them on
the line by then, so we are hiring
them early to send them to the advanced training academy.”
Three candidates have been
identified, gone through the physical test and are now undergoing
extensive background checks, he
said.

The process has lasted years
due to budgetary issues, he said.
“We did an analysis by hiring
an outside contractor to look at
all the prospective at risks, compiled call data and considered our
changing environment,” Welch
said. “The recommendation was
to hire three additional firefighters to help bolster engine staffing.”
The city allocated about
$350,000 to hire the firefighters through its long-term financial plan, said Eric Erickson, finance and human resources director. The money will come out
of the general fund.
“The cost will grow after that
first year because assumptions in
step-increases, such as the cost of
living increases, health care increases and increases in CalPERS
(retirement fund),” Erickson said.
Marin Professional Firefighters
Association President John Bagala said while this is a step in the

DO YOU OWN A

TIMESHARE

?

WE HAVE THE
GUARANTEED TIMESHARE
EXIT SOLUTION
Seating is Very Limited for this Event
Please call now to reserve
888-564-0258

right direction, the city missed an
opportunity to provide more efficient service.
“Service engines in Marin usually have firefighters and paramedics,” Bagala said. “So if Mill
Valley hired three firefighter
paramedics instead just firefighters they could have killed two
birds with one stone.”
The two types of engines are
classified as advanced life support
and basic life support, he said.
Welch said there are six paramedics on the fire department’s
staff and the city runs both advanced life support and basic life
support engines depending on
the call.
Bagala said having more paramedics on board engines and ambulances would have been useful when a house in Mill Valley
caught fire on Jan. 13 or on Jan.
21 when a pedestrian was struck
and pinned under a bus.
SAFETY » PAGE 4

Four-term incumbent Marc
Levine faces three challengers for the District 10 state
Assembly seat in the March 3
election, with the competing
campaigns focusing on issues
including housing, climate
change, fire risk, pension reform, government spending,
gun control and more.
Returning to face Levine is
Santa Rosa-based Democrat
Veronica “Roni” Jacobi who
ran against him in the 2016
general election. Two newcomer assembly candidates,
Democrat Ted Cabral of Petaluma and Republican candidate Ron Sondergaard of Sebastopol, are also vying for the
position.
Levine, D-Greenbrae, said
in his time with the Assembly,
the state has worked to pull itself out of the Great Recession
and build up a large rainy day
fund to prepare for the next
recession.
“We’re on footing we’ve
never been on as a state,”
Levine said. “For me, I’ve authored now 82 laws in the last
seven years. Those laws embody the values of the North
Bay; laws to bolster environmental protections, to address
mental health issues, to deal
with public safety, gun violence.”
To address PG&E oversight
and fire risk, Levine said he
has introduced a bill to create
a public administrator with
the California Public Utilities

Commission to oversee all
public safety decisions related
to PG&E’s operations. Levine
said he also seeks to introduce
legislation to reduce home insurance payments for communities that are funding wildfire
prevention; to have property
insurance cover losses caused
by PG&E’s public safety power
shutoffs; to expand the state
of emergency definition to include the power shutoffs; and
to require public utility board
members to be California residents.
Other issues Levine said
he would work to address are
reducing barriers for affordable housing development;
planning for the replacement
of the Richmond Bridge and
Highway 37; reintroducing his
gun ammunition excise tax
proposal in 2021; and working to reduce pension burden,
especially in employee health
care costs, to school districts
and other government agencies.
For Sondergaard, he said
high taxation and the rising
cost of living is driving away
thousands of California residents and businesses. He said
his campaign is about giving
North Bay voters a different
option.
“We can’t afford to keep voting for the same people again
and again and expect any different results,” Sondergaard
said. “I’m running because I
think a lot of Californians are
frustrated with the singleparty monopoly in the Legislature.”
ASSEMBLY » PAGE 4

We would like to cordially invite you to our Regional Owners Association event
February 5, 2020 for Timeshare Owners. Our company has over 20 years of
experience in the Timeshare Travel Industry with more than 25 locations nationwide.
What sets us apart is the honest answers from our associates rather than a
commissioned sales agent working on behalf of a resort. We provide immediate
solutions to the following issues;

Most common owner issues,
1. Do you have a timeshare that you are paying on that you want to get out of?
2. Are you tired of paying maintenance fees?
3. Are you worried about handing down your timeshare to your kids?
4. Do your maintenance fees continually increase?
5. Are you paying for something you just simply don’t use anymore?

omniellis.com

LOCATION: Four Points by Sheraton
1010 Northgate Dr, San Rafael, CA
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SF CONSERVATIONISTS

$2 BILLION LOSS

Group buys grove of old-growth redwoods Administration says
it will reject state’s
key health care tax
The Associated Press

A San Francisco conservation group has reached
an agreement to buy a
canyon in the Santa Cruz
Mountains that includes
100 acres of ancient redwood trees, a purchase that
will help create a continuous corridor of protected
redwood habitat stretching to the Pacific Ocean.
Save the Redwoods
League reached an agreement Thursday to buy the
564-acre Cascade Creek,
nestled between Big Basin
Redwoods and Año Nuevo
state parks, the San Fran-

Assembly
FROM PAGE 3

If elected, Sondergaard
said he would work to make
legislative positions parttime so that lawmakers
have to live under the same
regulations and burdens
that they impose on others.
Improving water storage,
addressing the Public Utilities Commission’s oversight
of PG&E, protecting 2nd
Amendment gun rights,
cutting government spending and reducing tax burdens are among other issues
Sondergaard said he would
hope to address if elected.
“California has got to
tighten their belt, stop overspending what they collect
from us and stop thinking
of us as the cash cow and
maybe more like the goose
that’s laying the golden
egg,” Sondergaard said.
Ensuring climate change
resiliency and preparedness
at all levels of society is one
of Jacobi’s main campaign
issues.
“We need to address our
climate emergency and I am
the best candidate to do that
optimally because I have the
political will as well as the
skills,” Jacobi said.
Jacobi is returning with
her “Climate New Deal Good Jobs, Housing and
Climate Plan.” The plan,
she said, would work to declare a climate emergency
and implement a plan “with
teeth and incentive” to
lower greenhouse gas footprints at a personal and col-

Charter
FROM PAGE 1

simultaneous judgment issued by state Attorney General Xavier Becerra.
“Willow Creek Academy
contends that it has a direct interest in the action
because of the potential
adverse effect on it of several different provisions of
the (Becerra’s) judgment,”
Schulman wrote. “None,
however, rises to the level
of a direct and immediate interest that would entitle WCA to intervene as
of right.” He said although
the charter school asserts financial hardship caused by
district actions, “that is an
‘indirect’ and consequential
interest, not a direct interest,” the judge writes in the
ruling.
The denial also applies to
the city of Sausalito, which
was granted amicus curae
— “friend of the court” —
status in support of Willow
Creek’s motion.
The ruling, filed in late
January, is a win for the
school district, which is in
the midst of creating both
a court-ordered desegregation plan and a separate
but parallel process to unify
the two schools into one
500-student high achieve-

Safety
FROM PAGE 3

“Mill Valley’s new action
to hire firefighters is good
news,” he said. “But Engine
No. 6 was the first to the fire
and to the lady who was hit
by the bus with only two
people on them. Now they
should have a third body going forward roughly 60% of
time.”
He said hiring paramedics is just as important because about 70% of calls engines respond to are medical emergencies.
“Fires happen occasionally,” he said. “The opportunity to provide the best

at their full height and density, provide unique, valuable habitat for many rare
birds, insects, reptiles,
mice and other mammals.
Cascade Creek, which
also contains woodlands
filled with knobcone pine
and madrone, was already
a study plot for the league,
which plans to do further
research on forest growth,
wildlife and the carboncapturing properties of
redwoods. The ultimate
goal throughout California is to build ecological
bridges connecting oldgrowth and second-growth
stands.

cisco Chronicle reported.
The towering redwoods
have never felt the blade of
a saw, the kind conservationists reverently refer to
as “old-growth.”
“We got here just in
time,” said Sam Hodder,
president and CEO of Save
the Redwoods League, gesturing toward blue paint
marks, which indicate they
were once the target of loggers.
The league has so far
raised $8.6 million of the
$9.6 million needed to
complete the transaction,
which is expected to close
May 30.

The plan is to make Cascade Creek an integral part
of a larger effort to preserve second-growth trees,
which are the conifers that
grew up after the originals
were cut down.
These fast-growing descendant trees — often
found growing in a circle,
called a fairy ring, around
the original stumps —
make up 95% of the redwood acreage across the
state. Ecologists believe
the reconstruction of California’s once mighty forest
ecosystem is dependent on
the regrowth of the previously logged giants which,

lective level.
Among the initiatives are
100% local food production
and water supply self-sustainability in each water basin; fund clean energy projects through the creation of
public banks; and creating
a fee on carbon pollution.
Jacobi said she would
also work to maintain
transportation infrastructure; promote energy-efficient affordable housing
development near transit
services; provider greater
choice in pension plans;
and promote the creation
of mass transit systems.
“If we face climate
change and we do all we
can to stop it, like I said, we
could end up in a very good
place,” Jacobi said. “But
avoiding it doesn’t help.”
Cabral’s campaign also
focuses on climate change
planning as well as addressing the homelessness crisis
and improving local transportation among other issues. His oversight experience working on various
state committees, he said,
differentiates him from legislators that he said have
acted as enablers of bureaucratic processes.
“I think we need someone
who can increase communications between agencies
and also be able to get our
government moving more
efficiently,” Cabral said.
Quicker implementation
on near-term, multi-faceted
projects to prevent flooding,
impacts of sea level rise,
and restore habitat must be
the first focus, Cabral said.
In addition, communities

THE CANDIDATES

must be looking at creating microgrids with clean
energy and look to new energy sources including hydrogen energy.
Cabral said he would
also seek to streamline
housing development planning while ensuring such
projects have sustainable
groundwater supplies; develop affordable housing to retain younger residents; improving drug

therapy and medicated assistance programs to address homelessness issues;
fine pharmaceutical companies responsible for the opioid crisis; replace the Richmond Bridge and add rail
service; raise Highway 37
as part of a Interstate 580
extension; create tax credits for middle-income residents for medical expenses;
and ease restrictive cannabis regulations.

ment, bilingual, arts, science, math and tech-focused academy. It has not
yet been decided whether
the unified school would
be spread out over the two
campuses in Sausalito and
Marin City or on just one
campus, or whether the
school would be a Marin
County public school under the Sausalito Marin
City School District or some
form of charter school. A
draft plan is tentatively set
to be unveiled March 12.
“We appreciate the work
of district counsel and the
Attorney General’s office,”
district Superintendent
Itoco Garcia said Friday.
“We believe that the ruling
was in accordance with the
law.”
Willow Creek is already
a partner in the unification effort; at least two
Willow Creek officials —
head of school Emily Cox
and board president Kurt
Weinsheimer — are also
listed as members of the
desegregation advisory
group, which had its second meeting Thursday in
Marin City. About 35 people attended the gathering,
ranging from community
members, parents and administrators to public officials such as Janelle Scott,
the court-appointed desegregation plan monitor.

“I’m very excited about
the progress of the desegregation advisory group and
the unification task force,
and the efforts of the (citizen
and parent) work groups —
and our ability to blend the
two (plans),” Garcia said,
adding that Willow Creek
will not be left behind in the
efforts. “I’m very optimistic
about the ability of the district to come up with some
financial support from Willow Creek so that students
and staff can feel secure as
we finalize planning and
move into taking action.”
Jeff Knowles, a Willow
Creek board member who
attended Thursday’s desegregation advisory group
meeting, said the charter
school was not happy with
the court’s decision but
would continue to move
forward.
“Although we are disappointed in the ruling and
are weighing our options
for appeal, we will continue
to fight for the right of all
students to be treated fairly
and equitably,” Knowles
said in an email.
“Despite being the most
diverse school in Marin
County, Willow Creek students and their families continue to be cast aside in the
decision-making process,”
he added. “Nothing has
changed in our view that

all students attending public schools in the Sausalito
Marin City School District
deserve equal access to a
Correction
quality education — and that
the 80% of (district) students
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service to the public would
be running (advanced life
support) engines and have
two medics on an engine instead of one.”
Welch said the two engines in Mill Valley are
staffed with firefighters
who are trained to provide
basic medical assistance,
and one ambulance which
usually arrives minutes after the engine arrives.
But he said if the need is
appropriate they could look
into hiring more paramedics as well.
“We are always looking
for ways to do things better,” he said.
Bagala also said that,
even though the hiring
brings the city up to the re-

Ted Cabral

Age: 57
Occupation: general manager, business owner
Education: Petaluma High
School graduate; technical school; certified natural
chef, Bauman College
Experience: State Parks
Commissioner; California Off-Highway Vehicle
Commissioner; State Parks
Transformation Advisory
Committee member; former
Sonoma County Flood
Advisory Committee Zone
2A member and chairman;
watershed, public land
management and planning
experience

Environmental Protection
Agency, PG&E, Energy & Environment, OurGreenChallenge.org founder

Marc Levine

Age: 45
Occupation: State Assemblyman
Education: Master’s degree
in national security affairs
from Naval Postgraduate
School; Bachelor of Arts
political science, California
State University Northridge
Experience: Four-term District 10 state assemblyman

Ron Sondergaard

Age: 40
Occupation: Business
Veronica “Roni”
owner (publisher/business
consultant)
Jacobi
Education: Bachelor of Arts
Age: 61
in sacred music, master of
Occupation: Mechanical
science in biblical counseling
engineer, small business
Experience: farming; buildowner
Education: Bachelor of Sci- ing construction; property
ence, mechanical engineer- maintenance and management; city public works;
ing, UCLA
church ministry; Sonoma
Experience: Former Santa County Republican Party
Rosa councilwoman, U.S.
Central Committee member

gional standard of three per
engine, this number could
drop down to two.
“Things that knock this
backward (include) the
huge chance we’ll have
another bad fire season,”
he said. “Once Mill Valley
has committed engines to
fight fires in Northern California or Los Angeles are
gone, that firefighter-to-engine count will drop back
down to two people.”
Welch said that, if fire
trends continue, it is likely
the department could send
out an engine to provide
mutual aid. In the past, he
said the department’s wildland engine has been sent
out with four firefighters.
Bagala said the downside

to providing this aid is that
it would provide extra strain
on an already small staff, especially when responding to
medical emergencies.
“Mill Valley is one of
more remote parts of the
county when the ambulance
has to transport patients
to the hospital they have
one of the furthest routes
because it is in southern
tip of county,” he said. “It
takes a lot of time to get to
(MarinHealth Medical Center), Kaiser or Novato.
“Patient transport takes
20 to 25 min to the hospital
and travel time back. That
adds onto the time they are
not available to citizens of
Mill Valley who pay for this
service in taxes.”

By Adam Beam
The Associated Press
SACRAMENTO >> The Trump
administration says it will
not allow California to collect a key health care tax
on managed care organizations, a decision that could
cost the state nearly $2 billion a year for low-income
benefits.
The news does not immediately affect California’s budget because the
state did not plan to receive that money this year
or the budget year that
begins July 1. But it could
cost California $1.2 billion in the fiscal year that
begins July 1, 2021, California Department of Finance spokesman H.D.
Palmer said. That number
increases to $1.9 billion after that.
“The Administration
will continue its ongoing
discussions with federal
Medicaid officials on this
issue,” Palmer said. “Consistent with the federal
government’s prior approvals of similar financing waivers, we believe and
expect that we can reach
an agreement that allows
this type of financing to
continue.”
The decision will likely
further inflame tensions
between the Trump administration and Gov.
Gavin Newsom, who are
fighting over money for
a high-speed rail project
and California’s authority
to set its own vehicle emission standards.
The tax applies to managed care organizations
that administer California’s Medicaid plans, the
joint state and federal program that provides health
benefits for the poor and
people with disabilities.
California uses the
money it gets from the
taxes to pay its share of
Medicaid costs, which
then triggers payments
from the federal government. It was expected to
save the state about $1.2
billion in the 2021-22 budget year and $1.9 billion in
the 2022-23 budget year.
Losing the money likely

won’t cripple California’s
Medicaid program, the
largest in the country with
a budget of more than $100
billion, said John Baackes,
CEO of LA Care Health
Plan, the largest publiclyoperated health plan in
the country with nearly
2.2 million members.
“For me, the bigger
question is how (are) the
Newsom administration
and the Trump administration going to find a
way to work together that
doesn’t cause harm to the
people here who depend on
these programs?” Baackes
said. “The Trump administration doesn’t seem to be
as willing to talk.”
While a small part of
the overall Medicaid budget, the money is an important for number of benefits
that would be eliminated
without it, said Anthony
Wright, executive director
of Health Access, a consumer health care advocacy group. Plus, he said
the Trump administration’s decision was surprising given that it has approved similar proposals
from Ohio and Michigan.
“There should be no reason why California should
not be able to get a revenue stream for our Medicaid program that other
states are getting,” he said.
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services says it won’t allow
the tax because it only applies to managed care organizations that receive
Medicaid payments. Organizations that don’t receive Medicaid payments
would not be taxed. That
is against federal rules,
according to a letter from
Calder Lynch, acting deputy administrator and director of the federal Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services.
Gov. Gavin Newsom had
planned to use the money
from the tax to extend the
extension of 21 programs,
including an 18-month extension of a sales tax exemption on diapers and
tampons. Those tax exemptions are scheduled to
expire in in 2022.
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KOBE BRYANT CRASH

COLLEGE BRIBERY

Grand Canyon inspired pilot to fly Loughlin accuses

feds of ‘improperly’
hiding evidence

By Stefanie Dazio
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES >> Ara Zobayan’s passion for helicopters
began as a teenager and
took flight years later after
a life-changing trip soaring
above the vast Grand Canyon.
The freedom felt by the
man who would become
Kobe Bryant’s pilot was
transformational, inspiring
Zobayan to scrimp and save
to take lessons and learn to
pilot the aircraft himself.
“It tapped into what he
felt he was here on Earth to
do: to fly and to teach, and
to teach people to have this
feeling that he had,” said an
emotional Darren Kemp, a
student pilot of Zobayan
who became a close friend.
Zobayan’s journey from
pupil to pilot to the stars
ended Sunday when the
Sikorsky aircraft he was
flying crashed into a hillside outside Los Angeles,
killing him Bryant and the
other seven aboard. The
National Transportation
Safety Board is investigating the accident, including
any role heavy fog played.
The helicopter’s owner,
Island Express Helicopters,
announced Thursday that it
is suspending flights indefinitely.
“The shock of the accident affected all staff,
and management decided
that service would be suspended until such time as
it was deemed appropriate for staff and customers,” the company said in a
statement.
The 50-year-old Zobayan
was the chief pilot for the
charter service and had
more than 8,200 hours
of flight time. He was additionally certified to fly
solely using instruments
— a more difficult rating
to attain that allows pilots
to fly at night and through
clouds.
But on the day of the disaster, he was flying under
special visual flight rules
that require pilots to see

By Nancy Dillon
New York Daily News

Lori Loughlin and Mossimo Giannulli are returning fire in their college admissions bribery case, saying new “core” evidence
coughed up this week
shows they were scammed
by bad actors.
In a furious Friday filing,
the couple blasted prosecutors for “improperly” waiting until Tuesday night to
hand over the key “exculpatory” evidence allegedly
owed to them since May.
The “Full House” actress and her fashion designer husband — accused
of paying $500,000 to get
their two daughters into
the University of Southern California as rowing
recruits even though they
didn’t participate in the
sport — even claimed the
government “hid the information” to “pressure”
them into pleading guilty.
They said the new information came from the FBI’s
interviews with admitted
scam mastermind William
“Rick” Singer, and now they
want access to everything
Singer said because prosecutors “cannot be trusted”
to divulge what’s due.
The “last-minute disclosures” cited by the couple include Singer’s purported statement to investigators that “families that
do the side door (admissions scheme) typically do
not know that (disgraced
USC official Donna) Heinel
is involved until the time
of the first payment.”
The “belated” material
also includes Singer telling
the FBI he “did recall telling
(Loughlin and Giannulli)
that the first $50,000 for
each girl went to USC,” and
that the couple “thought their
payment of $50,000 went directly to USC’s program,” ac- Distributed by Tribune
News Service.
cording to the filing.

GROUP 3 AVIATION

Helicopter pilot Ara Zobayan stands outside a helicopter. Zobayan was at the controls of
the helicopter that crashed in Southern California, killing all nine aboard including former
Lakers star Kobe Bryant.
where they are going.
He had completed the
same flight the day before
— Orange County to Ventura County — but Sunday
morning brought fog so
heavy it grounded helicopters for the Los Angeles Police Department and county
sheriff. Zobayan was forced
to detour around the San
Fernando Valley until he
could return to follow U.S.
Highway 101 in Calabasas.
In his final radio transmission to air traffic controllers, Zobayan said he
was climbing to avoid a
cloud layer before the helicopter plunged more than
1,000 feet (305 meters) into
a hillside.
The helicopter didn’t
have a crash-alert warning
device called the Terrain
Awareness and Warning
System that signals when
an aircraft is in danger of
hitting ground.
The NTSB had recommended the system be required for helicopters but
the Federal Aviation Administration only requires
it for air ambulances.
On Thursday, U.S. Congressman Brad Sherman,

D-Los Angeles, said he is
introducing a bill requiring
the FAA to mandate the devices as part of new safety
standards.
The death of Bryant
shocked the sporting world.
It also shook those who
were endeared to Zobayan
as much for his skills in
the skies as the smile that
greeted them each time
they would fly.
“He was one of their best
pilots,” said Los Angeles
Clippers star Kawhi Leonard, who flew with him to
commute from his home
in San Diego to the Staples
Center in downtown Los
Angeles where the Clippers
and Lakers play.
“That’s a guy who you ask
for to fly you from city to
city,” Leonard said Wednesday. “He’ll be like, ‘I just
dropped Kobe off and he
said hello.’ ”
Born in Lebanon in
1970, a teenage Zobayan by
chance sat next to a helicopter mechanic on the flight
taking him to the United
States.
The mechanic lent Zobayan a helicopter magazine, which the youth de-
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When it came to the
$200,000 Loughlin and
Giannulli paid to Singer’s Key Worldwide Foundation for each daughter, Singer told the FBI it
was his “belief that the Giannullis knew that part of
the $200,000 sent to KWF
was going to a USC program,” the paperwork said.
“As things now stand,
the government clearly acknowledges that Giannulli
and Loughlin’s alleged
‘bribe payments’ did not go
to any USC official personally, but rather were given
as donations to USC itself,”
the defense’s filing in Boston Federal Court said.
“There is no evidence
defendants somehow knew
these payments to USC
were personal bribes designed to compensate Heinel for betraying her employer,” it argued.
Prosecutors will no
doubt challenge the defense claims. In a filing
two weeks ago, prosecutors said they’re only required to hand over “exculpatory” evidence at this
point, and such evidence
“simply does not exist.”
Offering new details
amid 500 pages of paperwork, prosecutors said the
celebrity couple “specifically
rejected” a chance to use the
school’s “legitimate” pay-toplay admissions approach
when they “rebuffed” a USC
development official who
offered to help their oldest
daughter Isabella Rose.
Instead, the couple conspired with Singer to stage
photos of their daughters
on rowing machines for
fabricated athletic profiles with phony crew credentials, prosecutors said.
Loughlin, 55, and Giannulli, 56, have pleaded
not guilty in the case.

voured for the remainder
of the flight, said Chuck
Street, executive director of
the Los Angeles Area Helicopter Operators Association.
W hen he had saved
enough money, he took
that fateful helicopter tour
of the Grand Canyon.
“After that experience, he
became laser-focused on becoming a helicopter pilot,”
Street said.
Zobayan began taking
lessons in 1998 at Group 3
Aviation at the Van Nuys
airport in Los Angeles,
where he would ultimately
become a flight instructor,
Group 3 owners Peter and
Claudia Lowry said in a
statement.
Zobayan remained so
dedicated to his craft that
he continued to wash aircraft and vacuum offices
even as he ascended in his
career, Street said.
Kemp, the former student, said Zobayan inspired
him to become a better pilot. His mentor was a stickler for pre-flight checklists,
Kemp said, and would make
his students sit in the pilot
and passenger seats.

APARTMENT TOWER

LA fire revives push for sprinklers
to avoid tragedy in older high-rises
By Christopher Weber
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES >> Residents
displaced when flames tore
through a 1960s-era Los
Angeles apartment tower
and injured 13 people this
week are wondering why
the management company
didn’t install sprinklers
after another destructive
blaze seven years ago.
City officials said after the 2013 fire “that it
shouldn’t take another
tragedy” to get sprinklers
into older buildings that
are exempt from retrofitting rules, City Councilman
Mike Bonin said Thursday.
“But it did.”
Bonin introduced a council motion Friday to seek an
ordinance that would require sprinklers in residential
buildings built more than 50
years ago, before regulations
required fire-suppression systems in buildings taller than
75 feet (23 meters).
It’s an issue that officials
in other U.S. cities have grappled with in recent years. Honolulu passed regulations requiring stricter safety rules
for buildings with 10 floors
or more after a fire raged
through a 35-story condominium in 2017, killing four people. It was built in 1971, before the city required condos
to have a sprinkler system.
In Chicago, a 2015 law
required residential highrises that were built before
1975 to install fire sprinklers. In New York City,
many older residential
buildings lack sprinklers, a
fact that made headlines in
2018 when a fire at Trump
Tower killed a resident and
injured firefighters.
The Los Angeles City
Council has considered expanding the sprinkler requirement for years but
they “petered out in committee,” Bonin said.
Previously, the effort faced
objections from building owners who said the fixes would
be too expensive and would
drive up rents. This time,

council members are committed to getting the law passed,
and they have the backing of
building owners and tenants’
groups, Bonin said.
He said officials hope to
find federal grants to cover
the installation costs, but if
not, he wants to see management companies pick up
the tab. For the most part,
they are corporations —
“not mom-and-pop owners”
— that can afford the costs.
Los Angeles Fire Chief
Ralph Terrazas recommended in 2017 that sprinklers be installed in all 55
high-rise buildings that still
lacked them. At the time,
the department estimated
that the updates would cost
about $6,000 per unit.
“Is someone really going
to come to council chambers and argue that the life
of a tenant isn’t worth 6,000
bucks?” Bonin asked.
Greg Brown, senior vice
president of government affairs at the National Apartment Association, said in a
statement that apartment
owners face complex and
expensive challenges in retrofitting existing buildings.
“Existing apar tment
buildings already operate
under fire codes, required
evacuations and safety
plans, and annual municipal inspections processes to
ensure resident safety,” he
said. “Mandating such retrofits would negatively impact an already inadequate
affordable housing supply
and discourage investment
in older housing stock.”
Images of flames spewing from the seventh floor
of the Barrington Plaza on
Wednesday were eerily similar to those from the 2013
fire that caused injuries and
gutted the 11th floor.
Puja Oza and her roommate Dalia Kingsbury got
calls and texts from friends
about the fire before they
heard smoke alarms. Still
wearing pajamas, they ran
with their golden retriever,
Seymour, and their panicked
neighbors down 16 flights.

In a hotel the next day,
Oza wondered whether a
sprinkler system would
have doused the flames before they got out of control.
“The fire destroyed three
other apartments in the
time it took for firefighters
to get up there,” she said. “I
just don’t understand how
it’s not already a law. It’s really ridiculous.”
Tenants filed a class-action lawsuit Thursday accusing the building’s owner,
Douglas Emmett Inc., of
negligence.
In response to a request
for comment on the lawsuit, the fire and the lack
of sprinklers, the company
said in statement s Friday that its “thoughts and
prayers are with those who
are injured” and its focus
was on getting residents
back into their homes.
The company said floors
10 through 25 were cleared
for residents to return to
their units and residents of
the lower floors were being
accommodated in hotels
until further notice.
The statements did not
address the lawsuit but said
the building had passed its
most recent Fire Department inspection and that
the company was interested in learning the results
of the investigation into the
cause of the fire, “which appears to have started inside
one of the residential units.”
Landlords neglecting fire
safety is an ongoing issue,
said Jacob Woocher of the
Los Angeles Tenants Union.
“Across the city, we see
owners minimize spending
on maintenance and upkeep in order to maximize
profits, and cutting corners
on fire safety is just one
particularly egregious way
their greed can endanger
the lives of tenants,” he said.
Eleven people were
treated after Wednesday’s
fire, mostly for smoke inhalation. Seven of them,
including a 3-month-old
child, were sent to hospitals.
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US bars foreigners coming from 7th US case of
China for now due to virus fear new China virus

found in Bay Area

By Ken Moritsugu
and Zeke Miller
The Associated Press

The United States on Friday declared a public health
emergency and took drastic steps to significantly restrict entry into the country because of a new virus that hit China and has
spread to other nations.
President Donald Trump
has signed an order that
will temporarily bar foreign nationals, other than
immediate family of U.S.
citizens and permanent
residents, who have traveled in China within the
last 14 days. The new restrictions, which take effect
at 5 p.m. EST on Sunday,
were announced by Health
and Human Services Secretary Alex Azar, who is coordinating the U.S. response.
“It is likely that we will
continue to see more cases
in the United States in the
coming days and weeks, including some limited person-to-person transmissions,” Azar said. “The
American public can be assured the full weight of the
U.S. government is working
to safeguard the health and
safety of the American people.”
Americans returning
from China will be allowed into the country, but
will face screening at select ports of entry and required to undertake 14 days
of self-screening to ensure
they don’t pose a health
risk. Those returning from
Hubei province, the center
of the outbreak, will be subject to up to 14 days of mandatory quarantine.
Beginning Sunday, the
U.S. will also begin funneling all flights to the U.S.
from China to seven major

By Daisy Nguyen
The Associated Press

CHINATOPIX

People line up Friday outside a fever clinic at Wuhan Union Hospital in Wuhan in central
China’s Hubei Province. The United States took drastic steps to significantly restrict entry
into the country because of a new virus that hit China and has spread to other nations.
airports where passengers
can be screened for illness.
The virus has infected
almost 10,000 people globally in just two months,
a troublesome sign that
prompted the World Health
Organization to declare the
outbreak a global emergency. The death toll stood
at 213, including 43 new fatalities, all in China.
A public health emergency in the U.S. allows
the government to tap additional resources to send to
states, such as emergency
funding and if necessary
drugs or equipment from
the national stockpile, and
to suspend certain legal requirements.
Dr. Robert Redfield, director of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, said that while
the risk in the U.S. is low,
“I want to emphasize that
this is a significant global

situation and it continues
to evolve.”
There are seven cases of
this virus in the U.S. and
all were travelers except for
a Chicago man who caught
it from his wife, who had
been in China.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, infectious diseases chief at
the National Institutes of
Health, said one reason the
U.S. stepped up its quarantine measures was an
alarming report from Germany that a traveler from
China had spread the virus
despite showing no symptoms. Fauci contrasted it
with the response to recent outbreaks of Ebola,
which can’t be spread unless someone is very ill.
At the same time, federal health authorities
were recognizing that the
test they’re using to detect the virus isn’t always
dependable. Redfield said

when it was used on some
of the people currently in
isolation, they’d test positive one day and negative
another.
Law rence Gostin, a
Georgetown University expert on public health law,
said putting a large number of people under quarantine “is virtually unprecedented in modern American history.”
Declaring a public health
emergency “gives HHS
added powers, and is warranted. Quarantine of those
returning from Hubei is
also reasonable given the
high risk of exposure to
coronavirus in that province,” he said.
He did note that travelers from other parts of
China don’t pose as high a
risk. “We need to use the
least restrictive measure
necessary to safeguard the
population,” Gostin said.

TRAVEL VISAS

Trump curbs immigration for 6 nations
By Colleen Long and
Nomaan Merchant
The Associated Press

The Trump
administration announced
Friday that it was curbing
legal immigration from six
additional countries that
officials said did not meet
security standards as part
of an election-year push to
further restrict immigration.
Officials said immigrants
from Kyrgyzstan, Myanmar, Eritrea, Nigeria, Sudan and Tanzania will face
new restrictions in obtaining certain visas to come
to the United States. But
it is not a total travel ban,
unlike President Donald
Trump’s earlier effort that
generated outrage around
the world for unfairly targeting Muslims.
Trump was expected to
sign a proclamation on the
restrictions as early as Friday; the restrictions would
go into effect Feb. 21.
T he a n nou nc ement
comes as Trump tries to
promote his administration’s crackdown on immigration, highlighting a signature issue that motivated
his supporters in 2016 and
hoping it has the same affect this November. The administration recently announced a crackdown on
birth tourism and is noting

WASHINGTON >>

CAROLYN KASTER — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A flag is waved outside the White House in Washington.
the sharp decline in crossings at the U.S.-Mexico border and citing progress on
building the border wall.
Immigrant visas were
restricted for Kyrgyzstan,
Myanmar, Eritrea and Nigeria. That type of visa
is given to people seeking to live in the U.S. permanently. They include visas for people sponsored
by family members or employers as well as the diversity visa program that made
up to 55,000 visas available
in the most recent lottery.
In December, for example,
40,666 immigrant visas
were granted worldwide.
Sudan and Tanzania have
diversity visas suspended.
The State Department uses
a computer drawing to select people from around the

world for up to 55,000 diversity visas. Nigeria is already excluded from the lottery along with other countries that had more than
50,000 natives immigrate
to the U.S. in the previous
five years.
Nonimmigrant v isas
were not affected. Those
are given to people traveling to the U.S. for a temporary stay. They include visas for tourists, those doing
business or people seeking
medical treatment. During December, for example,
about 650,760 nonimmigrant visas were granted
worldwide.
Acting Homeland Security Secretary Chad Wolf
said Homeland Security
officials would work with
the countries on bolstering

their security requirements
to help them work to get off
the list.
“These countries for the
most part want to be helpful, they want to do the
right thing, they have relationships with the U.S., but
for a variety of different reasons failed to meet those
minimum requirements,”
Wolf said.
Rumors sw irled for
weeks about a potential new
ban, and initially Belarus
was considered. But Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
was headed to the Eastern
European nation as the restrictions were released and
Belarus was not on the list.
Wolf said some nations were
able to comply with the new
standards in time.
The current restrictions
follow Trump’s travel ban,
which the Supreme Court
upheld as lawful in 2018.
They are significantly softer
than Trump’s initial ban,
which had suspended travel
from Iraq, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen
for 90 days, blocked refugee admissions for 120 days,
and suspended travel from
Syria. The government suspended most immigrant
and nonimmigrant visas to
applicants from those countries. Exceptions are available for students and those
with “significant contacts”
in the U.S.

A Bay Area man who
became ill after returning
from a trip to China has
become the seventh person
in the U.S. to test positive
for a new virus, health authorities said Friday.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention
confirmed the diagnosis
of the Santa Clara County
resident, said Sara Cody,
director of the county Public Health Department.
The man traveled to
Wuhan, the epicenter of
the novel coronavirus
outbreak in China, and
Shanghai before returning Jan. 24 to California,
where he became ill, Cody
said.
The man was never sick
enough to be hospitalized
and “self-isolated” by staying home, she said.
The man left home
twice to seek outpatient
care at a local clinic and
a hospital. Public health
officials are now trying to
reach anyone he may have
come into contact with
during those times to assess whether they were exposed to the virus.
Those people, along

with the few members of
his household, will have
to undergo a 14-day quarantine.
“Fortunately, the list of
contact since his return is
short,” Cody said.
Health officials believe it
can take up to two weeks
for someone who is infected to get sick.
The virus has infected
almost 10,000 people
worldwide and killed more
than 200. The vast majority of the cases and all the
deaths have been in China.
Cody said there was no
risk of infection for the
general public from the
Santa Clara County case.
“Although we understand this case may raise
concern, it doesn’t change
the risk for the general
public. The public at large
is still at low risk,” she said.
Nearly 200 Americans
who were evacuated from
Wuhan are under a 14-day
quarantine at a military
base outside Los Angeles
— the first by the government in half a century.
Other cases of the new
pneumonia-like virus include two in Southern California, one in Washington
state, one in Arizona and
two in Chicago.

FLORIDA

SUV breaches security
at Trump’s Mar-a-Lago;
2 in custody after chase
By Terry Spencer
The Associated Press

Officers fired shots at an SUV
that barreled past a security checkpoint at President Donald Trump’s Mara-Lago resort Friday, leading to a car and helicopter
chase before officers were
able to stop the vehicle and
arrest two people.
Trump was not at the resort at the time, although
he was scheduled to arrive there later Friday. The
president had been briefed,
said press secretary Stephanie Grisham. There were
no changes to his travel
plans.
The black SUV breached
security a little after 11:30
a.m. at the main entrance
of the resort, according to
the Palm Beach County
Sheriff’s Office. Officers
fired shots and the SUV
raced off. It was pursued
by the Highway Patrol and
a sheriff’s office helicopter.
Investigators say the
vehicle approached the
checkpoint at a high rate
of speed and did not appear to brake in any way,
according to a law enforcement official who spoke on
condition of anonymity in
order to discuss the investigation.
The official stressed the
investigation was just beginning and the information was preliminary. The
breached checkpoint, one

PALM BEACH, FLA. >>

of several set up when
Trump is traveling to the
resort, is a few blocks away
from the actual resort.
The Secret Service said it
would have a news conference later Friday.
Several hours after the
breach, cars were allowed
to drive on streets near
the resort. Armed guards
were present as usual but
did not appear to be on a
higher alert than normal.
Mar-a-Lago has been the
scene of several intrusions
since Trump became president. On Jan. 5, just hours
after Trump and his family had left the club following a two-week vacation, a
Florida man who had been
dishonorably discharged
from the Marines for sex
offenses was arrested after he got past two checkpoints by falsely identifying himself as part of the
president’s helicopter crew.
In March 2019, Chinese
national Yujing Zhang
gained access to Mar-aLago while carrying a
laptop, phones and other
electronic gear. That led
to initial speculation that
the 33-year-old businesswoman from Shanghai
might be a spy, but she was
never charged with espionage. Text messages she
exchanged with a trip organizer indicated she was
a fan of the president and
wanted to meet him or his
family to discuss possible
deals.

POLITICS

Trump to tout US ‘comeback’ in State of the Union
By Aamer Madhani
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON >> President
Donald Trump will use next
week’s State of the Union to
promote what he calls the
“Great American comeback,” according to a senior administration official.
The speech comes at a
moment when Trump is
hoping to put his Senate
impeachment trial behind
him. White House officials
say Trump wants to use the
nationally-televised address
to highlight his administration’s efforts to bolster the
economy, tighten immigration rules and lower prescription drug costs just as
his reelection effort accelerate.

“I think it’s safe to say
the speech will celebrate
American economic and
military strength and present an optimistic vision of
America’s future,” said the
senior administration official, who briefed reporters on the broad outlines
of the speech that Trump
is scheduled to deliver before a joint session of Congress Tuesday
But for the second
straight year, Trump will
deliver his speech with a
cloud over his presidency
as his Senate impeachment edges to a rancorous
close. Last year, Trump
was forced to postpone his
speech because of the longest government shutdown
in the nation’s history trig-

gered by bitter partisan battle over his push for funding for his border wall along
the U.S.-Mexico border.
Trump appeared headed
for an all-but-certain impeachment acquittal as
senators prepared on Friday to reject efforts to call
more witnesses to testify
about his efforts to pressure Ukraine’s president
to investigate former Vice
President Joe Biden and his
son’s business dealings in
the Eastern European nation.
But as the trial wraps
up, Washington is bitterly
divided. Democrats claim
that Republicans refusal to
allow witnesses, has undercut the fairness of the trial.
Meanwhile, most Republi-

can senatorseven those
who say that Trump acted
inappropriately in pushing
a foreign leader to investigate a domestic rivalhave
indicated they don’t believe
Trump’s actions warranted
removing him from office.
The official who briefed
reporters on Trump’s State
of the Union preparations
declined to comment on
how Trump will address
impeachment. His predecessors traditionally have
tried to use the annual address as a platform to try to
offer a unifying message to
the country.
In recent days, Trump
has spoken out bitterly
about what he calls a
“hoax” trial pushed by his
Democratic opponents.
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FDA approves first treatment
for kids with peanut allergy

Online political ads:
cheap, efficient
and ripe for misuse

By Lauran Neergaard
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON >> The first
treatment for peanut allergies is about to hit the market, a big step toward better care for all kinds of food
allergies — but still a long
way from a cure.
Friday’s approval by the
Food and Drug Administration promises to bring
some relief to families
who’ve lived in fear of an
accidental bite of peanuts
at birthday parties and play
dates, school cafeterias and
restaurants. Named Palforzia, it was developed by
Aimmune Therapeutics.
“It’s been a life-changer,”
said Nina Nichols, 18, of
Washington, whose first
encounter with peanuts as
a toddler — a peanut butter
cracker shared by a friend
— required a race to the
emergency room. She entered a Palforzia research
study as a teen and calls it
“a security blanket.”
The treatment is a specially prepared peanut
powder swallowed daily

FEDERICA NARANCIO — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

In this image from video, 18-year-old Nina Nichols takes
her daily dose of Palforzia as her mother, Maria Acebal,
watches in her home in Washington.
in tiny amounts that are
gradually increased over
months. It trains children’s
and teens’ bodies to better
tolerate peanut so that an
accidental bite is less likely
to cause a serious reaction,
or even kill in severe cases.
Palforzia users still must
avoid peanuts just like they
always have.
The treatment is not for
everyone. Palforzia can
cause side effects, including occasional severe allergic reactions. The FDA is
requiring that doctors and

their patients enroll in a
special safety program, and
patients must take the first
dose and each increased
dose under supervision in
a certified health center.
And if youngsters stop
taking the daily dose, they
lose the protection.
Shots have long been
used to induce tolerance
for allergies to bee stings or
pollen. But swallowing an
allergen to build tolerance
is a new twist — one that
scientists call “oral immunotherapy.” And peanuts

are just the first food to
be tackled. Tests for eggs,
milk and tree nuts are underway.
But because of the drawbacks, scientists also are
developing next-generation options that work differently. Next up for FDA
review: A skin patch for
peanut allergy.
“For so long, we had
nothing to offer these patients,” said Dr. Pamela
Guerrerio of the National
Institutes of Health, which
funded much of the research that led to food allergy therapies. “We finally
have a treatment. That’s a
big step.”
A immune executives
said Friday they hope doctors can begin prescribing the treatment in “a
matter of weeks.” They set
the treatment’s list price
at $890 a month, but how
much patients will pay depends on their insurance.
Aimmune says it is working with insurance companies for coverage, and will
offer a patient co-pay assistance program.

FINANCIAL MARKETS

Stocks sink on fears virus will dent economy
By Alex Veiga
The Associated Press

Stocks fell sharply on
Wall Street on Friday as
fears spread through the
markets that a virus outbreak emanating from
China will dent global
growth.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average skidded more
than 600 points and the
S&P 500 index erased its
gains for January.
Technology companies,
which do a lot of business
with China, led the losses.
Airlines fell after Delta and

American suspended flights
to and from the country.
Just two weeks ago, the
S&P 500 had closed at
an all-time high, having
climbed around 13% since
early October. A preliminary trade deal signed by
the U.S. and China earlier
in the month eased a big
source of uncertainty in the
markets. Volatility was running at 12-month lows and
even a dust up between the
U.S. and Iran didn’t rock
markets.
Then came the virus outbreak in China.
Markets around the

globe have sold off on concerns about the potential economic impact of
the outbreak. Hong Kong’s
Hang Seng fell 5.9% this
week and South Korea’s
Kospi dropped 5.7%. Markets in Europe declined as
well. The U.S. stock market,
which had calmly been setting record after record,
suffered its worst January since 2016 and its first
monthly loss since August.
China’s stock markets
reopen Monday after being closed since Jan. 23 for
the Lunar New Year. A lot
of pent-up selling has likely

MARIN YOUTH LEADERS INSPIRED
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built up in the meantime.
Some funds that try to
mimic the movements of
Chinese indexes are still
trading in the United States
and elsewhere. These exchange-traded funds, or
ETFs, are moving on investors’ expectations for where
Chinese stocks would be if
markets in mainland China
were still open. The Xtrackers Harvest CSI 300 China
A-Shares ETF tracks an
index of large stocks that
trade in Shanghai and
Shenzhen, for example. It’s
down roughly 9% since Jan.
23.

Second CIA contractor testifies
in Sept. 11 case at Guantanamo
FORT MEADE, MD. >> A former

CIA contractor who helped
design a harsh interrogation program following the
Sept. 11 attacks sought Friday to minimize the severity of techniques used on
the men facing war crimes
charges for their alleged
roles in the plot.
John Bruce Jessen, testifying in public for the first
time about an interrogation
program long shrouded in
secrecy, told a military
court at the U.S. base at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
that the techniques used
against detainees had been
shown to have no lasting effects and were used only a
small portion of the time
they were in captivity.
Jessen said the techniques, which included waterboarding and prolonged
sleep deprivation, were em-
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Older men in Arkansas
might see a close-up photo
of President Donald Trump
pumping his fist in the air,
along with a message asking them to donate $30 to
his campaign for a Super
Bowl commercial.
Middle-aged women
in California might see a
photo of Trump pointing
to a crowd, with a plea for
them to give “any amount”
to the campaign.
Before Election Day, politicians across party lines
are expected to spend more
than $1 billion to pelt voters with millions of these
cheap online ads, which
can be tailored to a voter’s most personal details
— down to one household
or even a single individual.
Experts warn that this
ad-targeting system is
still vulnerable to manipulation by foreign governments and domestic actors trying to influence the
election, just as they did in
2016. Those attempts could
become more sophisticated
this year as tech companies wrestle with a dysfunctional federal election
watchdog agency and deploy haphazard safeguards
that still offer plenty of
loopholes.
“There’s now so much
money and attention spent
online with so few rules
that if you wanted chaos,
that’s the place to go for
chaos,” said David Karpf,
a political communications
professor at The George
Washington University.
“And there’s a bunch of
people who want chaos.”
According to Facebook,
Russia-connected accounts
spent about $100,000 on
Facebook ads during the
2016 presidential election.
The ads seemed to fan di-

vision on polarizing issues such as gun control
and race relations. That’s
a fraction of the cost of a
single 30-second spot on a
major TV network.
But it was enough to stir
up trouble. In response,
Google, Facebook and
Twitter instituted verification policies that require
advertisers to confirm their
identity using their organization’s tax identification number or other government ID. Twitter later
banned all political ads.
“Microtargeting” allowed the divisive messages to reach small pockets of voters in certain geographical locations based
on their specific interests.
Google this month began limiting U.S. advertisers’ ability to target political ads beyond broad categories such as sex, age
and postal code. Facebook
will continue to allow campaigns to target voters for
any reason, down to their
most personal interests.
Such targeting technology offers distinct advantages.
A candidate running
a TV spot might reach a
specific audience watching the show “The Real
Housewives of Atlanta.”
But on Facebook that
same candidate can run
a specific ad aimed at Atlanta housewives who lean
moderate, like to hunt and
hold a master’s degree, for
instance.
In Texas, for example, Republican strategist Chris Wilson said his
polling found suburban
women were frustrated
by red-light cameras, so
he targeted thousands of
them on Facebook with
ads promising that his client GOP Gov. Greg Abbott
would abolish the cameras
if elected to a second term
in 2018.

INTERROGATION PROGRAM

By Ben Fox
The Associated Press

On February 14, 2020 millions of students across the
country will celebrate No One Eats Alone® Day an
initiative created by Beyond Differences to make
schools more inclusive!

By Barbara Ortutay
and Amanda Seitz
The Associated Press

ployed only to gather intelligence aimed at preventing
another terrorist attack.
“If at at any time they
didn’t want the techniques
to be applied, all they had
to do was talk, and most of
them did that right away, “
said the retired Air Force
psychologist.
Jessen took the stand after eight days of testimony
by James Mitchell, also a
retired Air Force psychologist. The pair are considered the architects of the
interrogation program,
which was used on detainees in clandestine CIA facilities around the world and
is now largely viewed as torture.
Their testimony comes
as lawyers for the five men
charged in the attacks seek
to exclude a key piece of evidence against them: statements the defendants gave
to FBI agents after they
were moved from CIA cus-

tody to Guantanamo in September 2006. Their death
penalty trial is scheduled
to start at the base next
January.
Jessen, as Mitchell did
before him, described how
Khalid Shaikh Mohammad,
the self-proclaimed mastermind of the Sept. 11 attacks,
learned to withstand the
waterboarding and eventually began to volunteer
information, including his
role in the killing of Wall
Street Journal reporter
Daniel Pearl in Pakistan in
2002.
“The objective was to get
the detainees to willingly
engage in dialogue with the
CIA analysts at some level,”
Jessen testified.
A Senate investigation in
2014 found that the interrogation program designed
by Mitchell and Jessen was
used on 39 detainees and
produced no useful intelligence.
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www.marinhousing.org
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Call 415-382-7335 to place an obituary.
To Share Memories or to sign the
Guest Book visit http://www.marinij.com/obits.
Daily deadline for the following day is 2 p.m.
Sat., Sun., Mon., deadline is 2 p.m. Friday.

Bette J. Pedroli

Bette Jane (Arata) Pedroli,
passed away peacefully on
Friday, January 17, 2020 at
her home in Ross. She was
98.
Bette was born in San
Francisco on June 28, 1921
to Myrtle (Baruh) Arata and
Louis Arata. She lived her
whole life in Marin, in San
Anselmo and Ross. Bette
attended Tamalpais High
School then moved to San
Rafael High School to be
near the love of her life,
(E.A.) Pete Pedroli. After
high school, Bette worked
for Chevron Oil during the
war as a draftsperson. Bette
and Pete were married in
1942. They were truly
devoted to each other. He
preceded her in death in
1989.
Bette was a beautiful
artist, loved gardening and
flowers. She had a very
generous heart, saw the
best in everyone, and
always treated others the
way she wished to be
treated. She had a great
passion for helping others.
She was a Sunny Hills and
a hospital volunteer. She
was an avid supporter of
her
children’s
and
grandchildren’s
schools,
especially San Domenico,
which they all attended.
She was a member of the
Meadow Club for over 30
years.
She
loved
traveling,
especially to warm and
sunny places, especially
Hawaii, Mexico, and her
home in Palm Desert,
where
she
enjoyed
spending
her
winters.
Bette cherished her friends,
and her greatest love was
her family. She truly
enjoyed family gatherings,
especially
holiday
and
Fourth of July parties.
Bette is survived by her
daughters Vicki Eklund and
Bette Jane Pedroli-Crossley;
grandsons Aaron Crossley
(Miranda)
and
Joshua
Crossley and Tyler Willis;
great-grandchildren
Asher
and
Anna
Crossley;
caregiver Siasiana Tuiloma,
who
was
also
her
companion for the last
eight years; and caregiver,
Michele Wooliever; and
many cousins and relatives.
In lieu of flowers, please
consider a donation to
American
Diabetes
or
American Cancer Society in
Bette’s honor.
Bette was loved by so
many and will be missed so
very much. A celebration of
life will be held Sunday,
February 9, 2020 at the
Meadow Club in Fairfax
from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Monte’s Chapel Of The
Hills, San Anselmo
415-453-8440

Jean B.
Scarborough

May 1, 1935 – Oct. 24, 2019
Jean
Scarborough,
beloved
mother
and
grandmother,
died
peacefully on October 24,
2019 at 84 years of age. She
is survived by her four
children: John Scarborough
of
Novato,
Anne
Scarborough Adkisson of
Novato, Dean Scarborough
of Sierra Madre and Lynn
Scarborough
Kirsch
of
Carlsbad; as well as 10 of
her 12 grandchildren. She is
also survived by her two
sisters: Hazel Houston of
Arlington, Virginia and
Betty Becker of Virginia.
Jean was born on May 1,
1935 in Staunton, Virginia.
She had a wonderful sense
of humor and used to joke
that the doctor hollered,
“May Day! May Day!” when
she
was
born.
She
continued to crack jokes
right to the very end of her
life. Her warm smile and
happy attitude are greatly
missed. She spoke fondly
of
happy
childhood
memories climbing trees
and spending summers at
her grandmother’s house,
and helping in her large
garden.
Jean graduated from Lane
High School in 1953 and
loved playing the clarinet
in the marching band. She
went on to attend the
University of Virginia and
graduated with a degree in
education. She met her
husband of 30 years, Paul
Scarborough, III while at
UVA. They were both so
proud to have graduated
from The University.
Jean and Paul moved to
Novato, CA in November
1967. While Paul went off
to fight in the Vietnam War
as a Marine in 1968, Jean
was hired as a teacher at
Lynwood
Elementary
School, where she taught
for several years. Jean spent
her last 10 years before
retirement teaching 5th
grade at Pleasant Valley
Elementary School. She
especially loved to teach
math and science, and
enjoyed taking her students
to Outdoor Education for
a week each year.
Jean was a loving and
caring mom. She was a
gourmet cook and an avid
gardener. She was always
ready with a big bear hug
and an encouraging word.
She taught us to serve
others enthusiastically and
without complaint. She
gave many hours of service
to Scouting, her church,
and her community. We
miss her bright smile.
In lieu of flowers, the
family asks for donations to
a special scholarship fund
at
Pleasant
Valley
Elementary School, which
will be used to help economically
disadvantaged
5th graders afford the fees
for Outdoor Ed, and to
fund other science and
math initiatives. Donations
can be sent to: Pleasant
Valley Elementary School
PTA, 755 Sutro Avenue,
Novato, CA 94947. Cards
can be sent to Anne Adkisson, P.O. Box 466, Novato,
CA 94948.

John Langan Merchant

John was an adventurous, loving Renaissance man. A
creative force with boundless energy and a wonderfully
dry sense of humor, he had a generous spirit that touched
all who knew him.
His extraordinary life began on March 10, 1944 in Sacramento and ended on January 14, 2020 in San Francisco.
In his 75 eventful years, John’s path included serving
in the Vietnam War, where he earned a Purple Heart;
becoming a husband, father and grandfather; and
co-creating Indian Springs, one of the most iconic resorts
in the Napa Valley.
John, along with his three sisters, spent his formative
years in Yakima, Washington. He made lifelong friends
there and briefly joined the Jesuit seminary after high
school. Becoming a Jesuit brother, however, was not
in the cards, and seeking adventure, John joined the military. He served honorably as an intelligence officer in
Vietnam before suffering severe injuries from a grenade
explosion.
In San Francisco, John recovered at Letterman Hospital
before completing the remaining months of his service
commitment. He then obtained a degree in biology at
USF, with the hope of becoming a doctor. Pursuing this
goal, he attended medical school in Liege, Belgium.
Returning to San Francisco, John supported himself as
an ambulance driver. It was during this time that a friend
encouraged him to invest in real estate. Borrowing a
small amount of money from his mother, he purchased
his first property. From that point on, one of his ongoing
passions was real estate investment.
It was also in San Francisco that John met his future
wife, Patricia, a kindred spirit (and a spirited match).
Together, they created a rich, experiential life for their
family. John loved being a father and raised his three
children in his own eclectic way. Erin, Ryan and Danny
were at the center of his life and a part of countless
adventures, including round-the-world trips, living abroad
in Spain and France, African safaris, and yearly scuba
diving trips to Mexico. John was proud of each of them
and reveled in their accomplishments and successes. In
turn, how John lived his life to the fullest while providing
for his family set a lasting, invaluable example for his
children.
John continued to grow his real estate investment business before discovering a gem in Calistoga. When an
historic but somewhat distressed resort property came
up for sale, he fearlessly purchased it. Over many years,
John’s energy and vision helped transform the property
into the Indian Springs of today. The resort was also an
emotional investment for John; he never tired of seeing
and hearing how much people enjoyed being there.
In addition to his business acumen, John had a constant
desire to create beauty around him. It was an important
element in his business projects and a key interest
personally. With a great appreciation of art, John’s adventures took him to many of the world’s major museums
and galleries. Not content to be a passive “consumer,”
John drew and painted after taking classes in Paris and
the Bay Area. He championed local artists and collected a
variety of artwork.
John had a curious mind and a continual need to seek
out new experiences and share them with family and
friends. He dreamed big and his enthusiasm for life and
ideas encouraged others to do the same. John believed
strongly in the benefits of real estate investment, always
encouraging others to try their hand at it. As many of his
friends have said, it was one of John’s ongoing themes,
and he frequently handed out books on the subject to
friends and strangers alike. Motivated by a desire to lift
others up, he generously offered a helping hand whenever needed.
With his zest for life, John was the focal point of many
indelible memories and amusing stories. He could rap on
nearly any subject—and did so often. He explored local
farmers markets, the flea markets of Paris, and much of
New York City with equal enthusiasm. An independent
thinker, John read constantly on a wide range of topics.
He savored a good steak or a plateau de fruits de mer, as
well as the occasional after-dinner cigar. John valued his
diverse, extensive circle of friends, many of whom he had
known for decades. Although he enjoyed a crowd, he
loved having one-on-one conversations, always deeply
interested in other people’s lives.
John leaves his beloved wife and partner, Pat Merchant,
his daughter and son-in-law, Erin and Tom Furtney, his
son Ryan Merchant, and his son and daughter-in-law,
Danny and Jackie Merchant. He also leaves his adored
grandchildren: Fiona, Ford, Audrey and John Ryan
Furtney, and Oliver Merchant. John leaves his sister, Judy
Neid, her family, and the families of his two other sisters,
Mary and Peggy.
John’s family has been touched by the many heartfelt
messages they have received and would like to thank
everyone who has reached out to them.
A celebration of John’s life is planned for February 15 at
1:00 p.m. at Indian Springs, Calistoga.
Assisted by Monte’s Chapel of the Hills,
San Anselmo, CA.

MOUNT TAMALPAIS
MORTUARY & CEMETERY
(415) 459-2500
Serving Marin County since 1879
2500 5th Ave. San Rafael CA
CRM321 Lic FD1410 CA432 CCM215

Monte’s Chapel of the Hills
Since 1931
Marin’s only locally Owned Funeral Home
Traditional Funeral Services – Cremation
Prearranged Funeral Planning-Memorial Services
Edward J. Leon–Owner FDR 1633 FD602

415-453-8440
330 Redhill Ave., San Anselmo, CA 94960
24 Hour Service

Una Mary Moloney

March 5, 1923 to December 4, 2019
Una Moloney passed away peacefully in her home at
the age of 96, with friends and family by her side. Born in
Dublin, Ireland, she was the youngest of three daughters
born to Jeremiah and Catherine Murray; Maureen Murray
Roche (Patrick) and Sheila Murray Stewart (David). She
attended University College Dublin, where she met the
love of her life, Sean Moloney of Tipperary (1919-1993).
They were married in Clontarf and emigrated to the
United States, where they settled in Mill Valley (via San
Francisco) in 1955.
Beloved mother to six children; Caitriona Moloney, Sean
Moloney (Leticia), Sheila Moloney Newton, Eileen
Moloney Wee (William), Kevin Moloney and Deirdre
Moloney. She will be deeply missed by her ten grandchildren; William Wee, Jr. (Emily), Brian Wee (Lisa), Katie
Keefe (James), Brendan Wee, William “Will“ Newton
(deceased), Charles Newton, Meghan Newton, Eileen
Moloney, Daniel Moloney and Tomas Moloney. She
would have cherished the opportunity to know her five
great grandchildren better; Ava Wee and William Wee IV
(William and Emily), Zara Wee, Remy Wee and Leo Wee
(Brian and Lisa). Una loved her nieces and nephews as
if they were her own; Terence Roche (Robin), Noreen
Roche Carter (Colin), Katie Roche Carter (Mark) and
Margaret Stewart Andrews (Tim). Our eternal gratitude to
Lucy Mena, her angel caregiver, for supplying unlimited
love, care and support to Una and her family, during the
most challenging of times.
Una will be joyously greeted in heaven by her husband,
parents, sisters, brothers-in-law, grandson and countless
friends with whom she shared her love and companionship. A devoted member of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
parish, she participated in every school activity and charity. A life member of the Outdoor Art Club in Mill Valley,
she sponsored many women for membership. A long
time member of the Women’s Golf Section of The Olympic Club, she rarely missed a Tuesday Ladies Day with
her friends and a Sunday round with Sean, her beloved
partner. An avid domino player, she played with the same
foursome for decades. Although many of her partners
went on ahead, she would always find someone else to
include. Una loved to include people, to bring them in.
Nowhere was this more evident than at the family cabin
in Chamberlands, Lake Tahoe. All of the family were
welcome and we children were always allowed to bring a
friend. Hosting neighborhood gatherings there and in Mill
Valley, was a regular occurrence. Una had a long list of
wonderful friends, but she never stopped making new
ones. She traveled extensively and people were drawn to
her wherever she went.
A memorial mass will be held March 7, 2020 at noon,
at Mt. Carmel Church in Mill Valley, with a reception to
follow. Donations can be made to Saint Vincent de Paul
Society of Marin County.

Adrienne M. Hale

The loving wife of Louis
J. Berardi, passed away
peacefully on January 20,
2020.
Adrienne was born to
John P. Hogan and Rose D.
Milazzo Hogan in Brooklyn,
New York on August 20,
1936. The family moved to
California when Adrienne
was in the fifth grade.
She attended St. Raphael’s
School, won a scholarship
to Dominican Convent for
her high school years, and
went on to attend College
of Marin. Adrienne had a
long and successful professional career in Marin
County as a tax preparer
and as an enrolled agent.
Adrienne is survived by
her loving husband Lou,
her three children Michael
Guy, John Guy, and
Carolyn Guy, her granddaughter
Carli
Rose
Matthews, and her sister
Jan Kovacs. Adrienne was
preceded in death by her
sister Dorothy Robello.
Adrienne met Lou, the
love of her life, in 1977 and
they spent the last 42 years
together, being married for
29 of those many years.
Adrienne and Lou loved to
travel throughout Europe,
especially to Italy.
A Funeral Mass will be
celebrated at 10:30 a.m., on
Saturday, February 8, 2020,
at St. Anselm Church, 97
Shady Lane, Ross, CA.
A private burial was held at
Mt. Tamalpais cemetery.
The family was assisted
by Monte’s Chapel of the
Hills.

Mark Andrew
Hardin

Mar 18 1961 – Jan. 7, 2020
Mark Andrew Hardin died
on January 7, 2020 after
a three year battle with
Cancer. Mark was the son
of Rev. Hugh Fletcher
Hardin Jr., deceased, and
Betty Nell Binkley Hardin.
He was born in Gilroy,
CA. As a graduate of San
Rafael High School, Mark
received the Senior Class
Art Award for his Turquoise, Silver and Wood
Cross with a handmade
silver link chain that he
made for his Father. Mark
received his Associate Degree at College of Marin.
He graduated with a Bachelor in Fine Art from San
Diego State University, and
continued his education at
Indiana University graduating with a Masters in Fine
Arts, with an emphasis in
Metal Sculpting and Jewelry. He was honored and
recognized by his peers in
the 2004 publication of
the book “1000 Rings.”
He apprenticed in Tiling
and bought the business.
He received his General
Building Contractor License
and started “Hardin Tile.”
He specialized in the artistic installation of granite,
glass tile, and original
mosaics. He also substituted in the Richmond and
San Rafael School systems
as a classroom teacher.
In lieu of flowers please
consider a gift to the
Hardin Memorial Garden at
St. Paul’s church or Habitat
for Humanity. The service
will be Saturday, February
8th at 2:00 p.m. at St. Paul’s
Church, 1123 Court Street,
San Rafael, CA.
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Britain exits European Union, Israel’s leader
takes a leap into the unknown has a wild week
By Jill Lawless
and Raf Casert
The Associated Press

So long, farewell,
auf wiedersehen, adieu.
With little fanfare, Britain left the European Union
on Friday after 47 years of
membership, taking a leap
into the unknown in a historic blow to the bloc.
The U.K.’s departure became official at midnight
in Brussels, where the EU is
headquartered. Thousands
of enthusiastic Brexit supporters gathered outside
Britain’s Parliament to welcome the moment they’d
longed for since Britain’s
52%-48% vote in June 2016
to walk away from the club
it had joined in 1973. The
flag-waving crowd erupted
in cheers as Big Ben bonged
11 times — on a recording.
Parliament’s real bell has
been silenced for repairs.
In a message from nearby
10 Downing St., Prime Minister Boris Johnson called
Britain’s departure “a moment of real national renewal and change.”
But m a ny Br it on s
mourned the loss of their
EU identity, and some
marked the passing with
tearful vigils. There was
also sadness in Brussels as
British flags were quietly
removed from the bloc’s
many buildings.
Whether Brexit makes
Britain a proud nation
that has reclaimed its sovereignty, or a diminished
presence in Europe and the
world, will be debated for
years to come.
While Britain’s exit is a
historic moment, it only
marks the end of the first
stage of the Brexit saga.
When Britons wake up
on Saturday, they will notice very little change. The

By Aron Heller
The Associated Press

LONDON >>

FRANK AUGSTEIN — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A Brexit supporter shouts during a rally in London on Friday.
U.K. and the EU have given
themselves an 11-month
“transition period” — in
which the U.K. will continue to follow the bloc’s
rules — to strike new agreements on trade, security
and a host of other areas.
The now 27-member EU
will have to bounce back
from one of its biggest setbacks in its 62-year history
to confront an ever more
complicated world as its
former member becomes a
competitor, just across the
English Channel.
French President Emmanuel Macron called
Brexit a “historic alarm signal” that should force the
EU to improve itself.
“It’s a sad day, let’s not
hide it,” he said in a televised address. “But it is a
day that must also lead us
to do things differently.”
He insisted that European citizens need a united
Europe “more than ever,”
to defend their interests in

the face of China and the
United States, to cope with
climate change and migration and technological upheaval.
In the many EU buildings of Brussels on Friday,
British flags were quietly
lowered, folded and taken
away. This is the first time
a country has left the EU,
and many in the bloc rued
the day. EU Commission
President Ursula von der
Leyen lamented that “as
the sun rises tomorrow, a
new chapter for our union
of 27 will start.”
But she warned Brexit
day would mark a major
loss for the U.K. and said
the island nation was heading for a lonelier existence.
“Strength does not lie
in splendid isolation, but
in our unique union,” she
said.
Johnson insisted postBrexit Britain would be
“simultaneously a great
European power and truly

global in our range and ambitions.”
“We want this to be the
beginning of a new era of
friendly cooperation between the EU and an energetic Britain,” Johnson said
in a pre-recorded address
to the country broadcast an
hour before Britain’s exit.
In a break with usual
practice, independent media outlets were not allowed to film Johnson’s
speech, which the government recorded Thursday at
10 Downing St.
Johnson won an election victory in December
with a dual promise to “get
Brexit done” and deliver
improved jobs, infrastructure and services for Britain’s most deprived areas,
where support for leaving
the EU is strongest. On Friday, he symbolically held
a Cabinet meeting in the
pro-Brexit town of Sunderland in northeast England,
rather than in London.

EASTERN EUROPE

Pompeo plays cleanup in Ukraine
as impeachment trial nears end
By Matthew Lee
The Associated Press
KYIV, UKRAINE >> As the Senate lurched toward a vote
to acquit President Donald Trump on impeachment charges, Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo played
cleanup in the country at
the center of the inquiry
on Friday.
Visiting Ukraine, Pompeo denied the main allegations that prompted the
investigation, contradicting witness testimony that
Trump withheld critical
military aid and a coveted
visit to the White House
for the nation’s leader in
exchange for a corruption
investigation into a political rival.
In Kyiv, Pompeo also
sought to distance himself
from heated comments he
reportedly made to a radio
interviewer last weekend
in which he questioned
whether Americans actually care about Ukraine.
He said Americans value
and respect Ukraine as a
“bulwark” against authoritarianism.
Pompeo met with Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskiy just hours before
the Senate was to cast crucial votes that could lead

KEVIN LAMARQUE — POOL

U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, center, Ukrainian
Foreign Minister Vadym Prystaiko, left, and Metropolitan
Epifaniy, head of the Orthodox Church of Ukraine, take part
in a ceremony at the memorial to Ukrainian soldiers who
were killed in a recent conflict in the country’s eastern
regions in Kyiv, Ukraine, Friday.
to an abrupt end and acquittal in Trump’s trial.
Democrats accuse Trump
of w ithholding American security aid as leverage to pressure Ukraine
to investigate former Vice
President Joe Biden and
debunked theories of 2016
election interference. Several witnesses at House
impeachment hearings
testified about the link,
but Pompeo, a loyal Trump
ally, denied the allegations.
“It’s just simply not the
case. We will find the right

time, we will find the appropriate opportunity” for
a visit by Zelenskiy, Pompeo said at a press conference after meeting with
the U k rainian leader.
Pompeo had not been expected to announce a
White House visit while
in Ukraine.
Pompeo is the highestranking American official
to visit Ukraine since the
impeachment process began last year. That process started with revelations about a July 25 phone

call between Zelenskiy and
Trump.
Ukraine is eager for
good relations with Trump
as it depends heavily on
U.S. support to defend itself from Russian-backed
separatists. Although the
military assistance was
put on hold, it was eventually released after a
whistleblower complaint
brought the July 25 call to
light. The Trump administration has also supplied
Ukraine with lethal defense equipment, including
Javelin anti-tank weapons.
The furor over impeachment had, at the least,
complicated discussions
about Ukraine policy and
had also caused strains between Pompeo and American diplomats, who expressed concerns he was
not doing enough to support them during the controversy.
Yet Zelenskiy maintained impeachment had
not had a negative effect
on U.S.-Ukraine relations
and thanked the Trump
administration for its financial and military support. And Pompeo sought
to reassure diplomats at
the embassy in Kyiv at
a closed-door “meet and
greet” event.

MOSCOW >> When Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu left the
White House after the unveiling of President Donald Trump’s Mideast plan,
which hugely favors Israel,
he and his entourage could
barely contain their glee as
they boasted of realizing
their dream of swiftly annexing large swaths of the
West Bank.
But by the time his
plane had flown across
the Atlantic Ocean, the
mood had taken a downturn, with Netanyahu’s annexation plan suddenly in
question and an embarrassing criminal trial casting a cloud over his reelection hopes.
Netanyahu’s sojourn to
Moscow, to bring home an
Israeli backpacker jailed
on drug charges that the
prime minister had convinced Russia to pardon,
capped a roller-coaster
five-day journey during
which he was also formally indicted on corruption charges.
It’s been quite a trip
for Israel’s longest-serving prime minister, who
has portrayed himself as
a master statesman as he
fights for his political survival ahead of March 2
elections.
It began Sunday, with
grand proclamations upon
departure about the great
mission he was on, and
about “making history”
with Trump. On Monday, he beamed alongside
Trump in the Oval Office,
flaunting their friendship
and lavishing praise upon
the American president.
On Tuesday, Netanyahu
withdrew a request for immunity before parliament
could reject it, triggering
the official launch of his
trial on charges of bribery,
fraud, and breach of trust
stemming from three longrunning corruption cases.
He will now be the first sitting prime minister to face
a criminal trial.
Hours later, Trump announced a plan to resolve
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict that overwhelmingly
favors Israel and appeared
to pave the way for immediate annexation of large
swaths of the West Bank,
including Israel’s many
settlements and the Jordan Valley.
Before an adoring audi-

MAXIM SHEMETOV — POOL PHOTO

Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu
listens to Russian
President Vladimir Putin
during their meeting in the
Kremlin in Moscow, Russia,
Thursday.
ence of evangelical Christians and other supporters, he called Trump the
“greatest friend that Israel
has ever had in the White
House,” and compared the
moment’s significance to
that of the birth of Israel
in 1948.
In a lengthy briefing
to journalists after the
announcement, Netanyahu laid out a detailed
24 -point presentation
showcasing all the upsides
for Israel and downplaying
the heavily restricted notion of Palestinian statehood called for in the plan.
He insisted that, at most,
the Palestinians would
be granted “limited sovereignty that depends on
a long list of conditions,”
and vowed to bring his
West Bank annexation
plans to a vote at his next
Cabinet meeting, as early
as Sunday.
Visiting Israeli journalists from nationalistic and
pro-Netanyahu media outlets could be seen dancing
outside their Washington
hotel in joy.
But on Wednesday, the
tide began to change.
In a series of interviews,
Trump’s staunchly pro-Israel peace team appeared
to tap the brakes on the
race to annexation, putting greater emphasis on
the prospects of Palestinian statehood that Netanyahu was trying to sidestep. U.S. Ambassador to
Israel David Friedman,
who days earlier had led
Jewish prayer services
aboard Netanyahu’s plane,
said a U.S.-Israeli committee would need to be
formed to insure that any
move matches up with the
administration’s “conceptual map.”
“It is a process that does
require some effort, some
understanding, some calibration,” he said. “I’m not
going to speculate how
long that will take.”

OBITUARY

Navajo Code Talker dies
at 96; a handful remain
The Associated Press

One
of the few remaining Navajo Code Talkers who
used their native language
to confound the Japanese
in World War II has died.
Joe Vandever Sr. died of
health complications Friday in Haystack, New Mexico, according to his family. He was 96.
Tribal leaders called
Vandever a “great warrior”
and a “compassionate family man” and asked Navajos to keep his spirit and
his family in their prayers.
Vandever was among
hundreds of Navajos who
served in the U.S. Marine

WINDOW ROCK, ARIZ. >>

Corps, transmitting messages using a code based
on the Navajo language.
The code developed by an
original group of 29 Navajos was never broken.
Vandever’s death leaves
less than a handful of Navajo Code Talkers still
alive.
Vandever enlisted in
the Marines in Santa Fe in
March 1943 and was honorably discharged in January 1946. He worked multiple jobs after the war, including for an oil company
and as a mining prospector, and stressed the importance of the Navajo language. He also was a medicine man.

GLOBAL WARMING

Climate activists from African nations make urgent appeal
By Dorothee Thiesing
and Cara Anna
The Associated Press
STOCK HOL M , SW E DE N >>

Ugandan climate activist
Vanessa Nakate and peers
from other African nations
on Friday made an urgent
appeal for the world to pay
more attention to the continent that stands to suffer
the most from global warming despite contributing to
it the least.
The Fridays For Future movement and activist Greta Thunberg held a
news conference with the

activists to spotlight the
marginalization of African
voices a week after The Associated Press cropped Nakate out of a photo at the
World Economic Forum in
Davos, Switzerland.
Nakate, Makenna Muigai
of Kenya, Ayakha Melithafa
of South Africa and climate
scientist Ndoni Mcunu of
South Africa pointed out
the various challenges
both in combating climate
change on the booming
continent of some 1.2 billion people and in inspiring the world’s response.
“African activists are do-

ing so much,” Nakate said.
“It gets so frustrating when
no one really cares about
them.”
The AP has apologized
and acknowledged mistakes in sending out the
cropped photo on Jan. 24
and in how the news organization initially reacted.
The AP has said that it will
expand diversity training
worldwide as a result.
Nakate said Friday she
was very sad the photo incident occurred but added
that “I’m actually very optimistic about this” as it
has drawn global attention

to climate activists in Africa and the various crises
there.
Muigai pointed to a recent locust outbreak that
parts of East Africa have
seen in 70 years, which
threatens food security for
millions of people in countries including Kenya, Ethiopia and Somalia and is
moving toward South Sudan and Uganda.
Challenges include everything from deforestation to bad energy policies,
Muigai said. They also include changes in storm intensity that brought two

devastating cyclones to
Mozambique a year ago,
Mcunu said. And they include the recent drought
crisis in South Africa’s Cape
Town region, Melithafa
said.
“The narrative we have is
Africans can adapt to this.
That is actually not true,”
Mcunu said.
The warnings have been
stark for Africa. No continent will be struck more severely by climate change,
the U.N. Environment Program has said.
Africa has 15% of the
world’s population, yet is

likely to “shoulder nearly
50% of the estimated global
climate change adaptation
costs,” the African Development Bank has said, noting
that seven of the 10 countries considered most vulnerable to climate change
are in Africa: Sierra Leone,
Nigeria, Chad, Central African Republic, South Sudan,
Ethiopia and Eritrea.
And yet “to date, energyrelated CO₂ emissions in
Africa represented around
2% of cumulative global
emissions,” the International Energy Agency said
last year.
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Saturday Soapbox
San Geronimo golf:
Vote yes on Measure D
I am writing to urge you to
vote yes on the San Geronimo
golf Measure D for democracy.
Keep our wildlife sanctuary
without costing the taxpayer a
penny.
Here is how the “no on D” advocates also win by voting yes:
Those opposed are very concerned that the private golf
course lost money. They claim
no golf course operator will step
forward to purchase a losing
proposition. They cite as proof
golf courses closing nationwide.
However, their concern about
costs mysteriously evaporate
when it comes to purchasing
the land from the current private owner, the Trust for Public Land, nor are they concerned
about the continued taxpayer
subsidy to maintain the land in
perpetuity.
The undemocratic opposition campaigners want the taxpayers to pay without asking for
their approval. However, by voting yes, the decades-old zoning
that protected this land from
development since 1967 becomes ironclad by changing the
phrase “should remain golf” to
“must remain golf” to remove
any ambiguity and prohibiting
future development. Mission accomplished, but why?
If those opposed to the measure believe their own propaganda that no savvy golf operator will purchase the land, and
TPL has stated on the record
they will not allow golf, they logically should vote yes, and the
land will re-wild and revert to
its natural state, now protected
forever with “must remain golf,”
and we get a free park without
asking the taxpayers for millions
of dollars. A no vote is illogical,
it does not protect the land, as
nothing has changed in the zoning, it would still be vulnerable
to back room deals and it sets a
dangerous precedent of upending voter-approved community
plans and county general plans
by subverting participatory democracy. Vote yes on D for Democracy. It’s a win-win for wildlife, the residents of San Geronimo Valley and the taxpayers of
Marin County.
— Robert Foti, Forest Knolls

San Geronimo golf:
Vote no on Measure D
I’m writing to explain why
I’m voting no on Measure D regarding the former San Geronimo Golf Course property.
I remember the cotton-candy
sky one sunset evening driving
over White Hill and descending into San Geronimo Valley
with my husband and young
daughter. It was one of those
moments when we knew this
would be our future, and in
2016 we bought a home in Woodacre and moved in.
When the golf course land
first opened to the public for
short periods of time in 2018, I
saw people enjoying the park,
playing tag, picnicking and riding bikes. Being able to experi-

Cartoonist’s take

Get real about history
of the Black Panthers
Mark Phillips, who is identified as a “regular contributor to the Marin Voice” column
in the Independent Journal, is
also listed as a “professor emeritus of education.” Apparently,
he needs a better education, to
correct his false statements. He
writes: “my mistaken belief for
many years that the Black Panthers were radical group of violence prone activists. That was
a myth I shared with many. The
fact is that they did major peaceful work for social justice and
equity. ” What does history say?
Formed in 1966 in Oakland,
the group became infamous
for taking up arms and for its
stark contrast to the passive
Martin Luther King Jr., civil
rights movement. Bobby Seale
and Huey Newton founded the
Black Panthers.
— Leonard Malherbe,
Mill Valley

Novato theater project
needs a real plan

ence this kind of open space so
freely caused me to reflect on
the potential for this land and
how it could benefit the whole
community instead of just a
small golfing demographic.
When golf stopped completely
and the property became freely
open to the public, accessing
the land regularly became part
of my family’s weekly routine.
We hike with friends, ride our
bikes to school, take pictures
of the beautiful nature that
abounds — just a few examples
of how this shift in land use is
benefitting all people.
I’m also voting no on Measure D because of the detriment
pesticides used by golf course
owners cause, as well as the impact these practices have on the
nearby creek that supports our
endangered coho salmon and
threatened steelhead trout. I
can envision much better ways
to build healthy soil, including
agricultural practices that serve
our land and climate.
The potential of this property
is vast. “San Geronimo for all” is
the spirit that truly represents
our valley. To share and connect, and to create a hub that
everyone in Marin can enjoy is
why I’m voting no on Measure
D. These are ideals worth getting behind.
— Anne Mannes, Woodacre

Then it spent $1.7 million out
of the general fund for the second Sonoma-Marin Area Rail
Transit station while the first
one was is being used by less
than 480 people.
Now there’s no money for the
school so they threaten to cut
staff, athletics and other necessities. Don’t be fooled. Tell the
city to be responsible with tax
dollars and vote no on any new
school tax. The main priority of
the city is climate change, not
kids and not the schools.
— Robert A. Casper Sr.,
San Rafael

Wildfire tax: Vote
yes on Measure C
I’d like to respond to a letter
to the editor appearing Jan. 29
from Peter Van Meter. He misunderstands some of the basic
points that Measure C wildfire
tax proposes.
A no vote on Measure C does

not mean the Southern Marin
Fire District will be seceding
from the joint-powers authority
which would allow the SMFD to
coordinate with the JPAs work
in other districts. It means that
the JPA will not get funded and
therefore no countywide fire
prevention activities will exist
to coordinate on cross-jurisdictional vegetation management,
inspections, responses, education, evacuations and alerts.
He also states that by joining
the JPA the SMFD “has decided
to duplicate” the fire prevention
efforts funded by the SMFD’s
Measure U.
By design, the JPA will be performing new, extra work in the
SMFD. And by performing work
in other nearby districts the JPA
will be making Southern Marin’s
efforts more effective.
As we all know, fire knows no
boundaries.
— Eileen Denny Alexander,
Mill Valley

Cartoonist’s take

Novato schools tax:
Vote no on Measure A
The IJ editorial board has
endorsed the Measure A Novato schools tax proposal. This
tax wouldn’t be needed if the
city was more responsible with
the money it has and not misused it. I understand the school
wasted millions on solar panels,
then told the people over “25
years” the solar energy will save
millions of dollars. Right.

I lived in Novato in the 1990s
to early 2000s. I moved to Sonoma, moved back and still no
downtown theater.
I contributed all the while I
lived here and when I returned.
I signed up with the theater
group to volunteer, I wrote
the group emails, I have never
heard from anyone.
There are a couple of problems that I see. One is, why on
earth would the city council allow them to start construction
on a project without enough
money, especially when the city
put some money in the pot?
Yes, I know there were construction items that were not
expected, but we used to have
an unused but attractive oldfashioned theater to look at
and now we have a hole that
isn’t even completely boarded
up. It doesn’t make Novato look
interesting, interested or caring. Didn’t the city council care
about that when planning their
last beautification project?
The group or groups (who
can keep track?) might have
great ideas but they are nebulous as presented to the public. They’re going to have classes
and plays and movies and conferences — why can’t planners
have a focus?
The days of let’s build a barn
and put on a play are over — it
takes a lot of concrete and preplanning to accomplish anything. Plans should be made
for more money, usage, timelines, involvement by individuals and groups. Who is going
to have these conferences, and
classes? Have they been contacted?
It’s not just the group, the
city council or the money, it’s
all of the above. If you want to
draw people to Novato, to the
street, plan ahead. Even the design of the new building is not
in keeping with the quaint look
that Old Town Novato should
look like.
— Marie J. Salerno, Novato
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Give SMART brass credit and vote yes on Measure I
to secure $323 million of capital
funding from external sources
to make this possible. This was
In 2008, we voted to tax our- more than the sales tax revenue generated under Measure
selves to build the SonomaMarin Area Rail Transit system. Q. Some may question Mansourian’s style, but not his accomIn retrospect, promises
plishments.
made by Measure Q propoIt’s extremely difficult, costly
nents proved difficult to deand time-consuming to build
liver. In the face of the Great
new infrastructure projects of
Recession, the quarter-cent
any kind in the United States.
sales tax approved by the votSMART dealt with high labor
ers was inadequate to conand material costs in a heated
struct a railroad and bikeway
economy, layers of often confrom Larkspur to Cloverdale.
The proponents were overly op- flicting regulations and pertimistic on revenue projections mitting requirements, obtainand underestimated construc- ing the approval of the Federal
Railroad Administration, as
tion and operating costs. In
spite of this, much has been ac- well as satisfying the needs of
numerous cities and stakeholdcomplished.
SMART General Manager Far- ers. Those are only a few of the
challenges.
had Mansourian inherited an
They were also required to
underfunded mandate, promimplement the first positive
ises he didn’t make and rail vetrain control system for a new
hicles he didn’t select. And yet,
passenger railroad in the U.S.
by assembling a capable team,
The group saved millions of dolSMART has constructed and
lars by locating a drawbridge in
placed in operation the system
we have today. The GM was able Texas and restoring it to as-new

By Jeff Rhoads

condition for the Petaluma River
crossing. That’s just one example of its resourcefulness. What
the SMART team achieved in a
short time with few hiccups is
remarkable.
Much has been said about reducing greenhouse gas emissions. SMART opponents say
that current diesel locomotive
GHG will remain static and that
buses and automobiles will improve due to transition to electric propulsion. No consideration is given to switching
SMART’s fuel source to renewable biodiesel or transitioning
to electric power. Motor vehicles
also produce pollution not associated with the railroad, including friction products from tires
and road dust.
SMART calculates that the
trains operate with one-third
less GHG production based
on their current ridership versus automobiles. This number
will improve as ridership increases.
Tailpipe GHG is only part of

How to have your say: Confine letters to 300 words. Letters are edited for length, grammar, spelling, clarity, style, libel and civility. We do not publish form letters, “open” letters,
petitions, individual consumer complaints or letters published elsewhere. Letters must
include the writer’s name, address and daytime phone number so we can verify authorship.

Email:
opinion@marinij.com
Phone: 415-382-7206

a more significant issue: Reducing our large ecological footprint. SMART and the bike
highway will help by enabling
people (particularly younger
and older people) to choose to
live without automobiles in
walkable communities with
smaller apartments along the
rail/bikeway corridor. Apartments with common walls use
less energy for heating and
cooling and contain far less embodied energy. They also contain fewer resource-consuming
possessions than our suburban
single-family homes.
We are faced with a decision
on the Stay Green, Keep SMART
initiative. I support Measure
I because extending the existing quarter-cent sales tax allows
the capital improvement bonds
to be refinanced at a more favorable interest rate. It’s like replacing an old mortgage with
one having a lower interest rate
and a longer term to reduce
monthly payments. This provides an additional $12 million
Mail to: Readers’ Forum,
Marin IJ, 4000 Civic
Center Drive, Suite 301,
San Rafael, CA 94903

a year. These funds will support
operations and help attract capital improvement dollars to build
out the system.
SMART has been operating
for just over two years. It’s in its
infancy. Commuter ridership is
rising and will increase with the
Windsor and Larkspur extensions.
Let’s keep our train operating and make it better. Let’s get
to Cloverdale and complete the
bike highway. Let’s elevate the
rail line through central San Rafael and extend it to a new ferry/
rail terminal at the water’s edge
west of San Quentin.
Please join me and vote yes on
Measure I.
Jeff D. Rhoads Is president of
Argonaut Company, a San
Rafael based town planning
and architecture consultancy.
He also serves as the Executive
Director of Resilient Shore a
San Rafael nonprofit project
addressing sea level rise
adaptation and flood risk.
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WHERE
IS IN STORE

.

UNITED’S OWN
HANDMADE
BURGERS
UNITED’S OWN - Freshly made in
our stores with fresh ground beef.
Easy choice for a quick weeknight
dinner or weekend BBQ. Choose
from Original, Bacon and Cheddar
or Bacon and Blue Cheese.
2 burgers per package.

5

$ 49
pound

CHOPPED KALE SALAD

Freshly made in our kitchen with hearty kale, mandarin
oranges, pecans & cranberries. With its defined texture,
earthy, green flavor, and superfood nutrition profile, this is
a fantasticly refreshing, healthy salad.

5

$ 98
pound
GOLDEN
BANANAS
Rich in potassium and health
benefits, this natural “On the
Go” snack is a great workout
recovery snack or a tasty
addition to a refreshing smoothie
or to an evening dessert!

48

LEMON MERINGUE PIE

¢pound

JESSIE LORD BAKERY - Serve up something sweet to your
family and friends. Made with a shortbread crust, luscious
lemon filling, and most notably a fluffy, sky high meringue.
27 oz.

5

$ 98
each

11

STUMPTOWN

$ 98

GOURMET COFFEE
Whole Bean
12 oz.

WISE BUYS

PEET’S

GOURMET COFFEE
Single Cup
10 ct.

6

$ 98

NUMI

FREE TRADE ORGANIC TEA
4 Assorted Varieties
18 ct.

5

$ 48

LARABAR

ENERGY BARS
3 Selected Varieties
1.6-1.7 oz.

CENTO

98

2

$ 98

INDIAN ENTREES
Selected Varieties
10 oz.

QUAKER
OATMEAL
Quick Oats
42 oz.

4

$ 98

ANNIE CHUN’S
ASIAN BOWLS
Soups or Noodles
5.9-8.7 oz.

EGGO

FROZEN WAFFLES
3 Assorted Varieties
12.3 oz.

2

$ 48

2

$ 48

ANNIE’S

MACARONI AND CHEESE
3 Selected Varieties
6-7 oz.

CENTO

PEELED TOMATOES
San Marzano
28 oz.

ARTICHOKE HEARTS
14 oz.

1

3

3

$ 48

$ 68

$ 28

3

$ 28

ROASTED PEPPERS
Chef’s Cut
12 oz.

TASTY BITES

¢

ARM AND HAMMER
TOOTHPASTE
Assorted Varieties
4-6 oz.

458

$

HEAD AND SHOULDERS
SHAMPOOS
Or CONDITIONERS
13.5 oz.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

LIGHT BULBS
Basic 40W or 60W
4 pk.

13

$

98

SHAMPOOS
Or CONDITIONERS
23.7 oz.

5

$ 98

7

$ 98

BAYER

ASPRIN
2 Selected Varieties
100-120 ct.

7

$ 98

COLGATE® TOTAL

TOOTHPASTE
4 Assorted Varieties
4.8 oz.

3

$ 98

San Rafael: 515 Third Street • (415) 454-8912 San Anselmo: 100 Redhill Avenue • (415) 456-1271
Mon-Fri 7:30am - 8pm | Sat 7:30am - 8pm | Sun 8am - 8pm
Visit us at unitedmarkets.com
Healthy Choices. Honest Value.

Items and prices in this ad are available from Sunday, February 2nd- Saturday, February 8th, 2020.
All prices subject to change up or down only when our costs change.
We reserve the right to correct printed errors. No sales to dealers or institutions.

UnitedToGo.com
Delivery or Pick-Up
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FINE LIVING

COURTESY OF SPACEJOY

A photo rendering of a bedroom
design created by online design
studio, Spacejoy.

How to
visualize
a design
at home
PHOTOS BY KAREN GIDEON

When digging out the roots of the mother plant, keep a wide ring around the roots and dig deep enough to clear them.

Breaking up is not hard to do
Division is a great way to get new plants and infuse garden with new life
By Karen Gideon >> IJ correspondent

F

ew activities offer a
greater example of
give-and-take than gardening with perennials. We
care for our plants by watering, mulching and composting over their lifetimes, while
they offer us beauty, fruit
and flowers. With time, your
favorites age as they develop
woody crowns, crowded and
clumped roots, and produce
less bounty. Ahh, the specter
of fading beauty presents
itself once again and we are
called to action. Fear not,
brave gardener — there is
an easy remedy. It’s time to
divide and conquer.

Above: One of the most
prolific spreaders is
agapanthus, as well as
one of the most forgiving
plants for plant division.
Left: Look for natural
breaks between the main
root systems and divide.

Plant division is an ancient practice
that increases the vigor of a plant and
provides new plants for additional landscaping or gifts for like-minded gardeners. While we’ve all heard that “breaking
up is hard to do,” actually it’s not. Division is a great way to get new plants and
infuse your garden with new life. It’s also
a prudent thing to do to perennials every
few years, and is usually successful if you
follow some basic principles.
Most division takes place when the perennials are finished blooming in the fall,
and in the spring when conditions are favorable. Since plant division involves splitting or dividing the crown and root ball,
its use should be limited to plants that
spread from a central crown and have a

If you’ve flipped through
pages of splashy shelter magazines and wished your home’s
interior spaces
had more eye appeal, there’s a new
affordable way to
achieve that.
Spacejoy is a
3-D-powered onPJ
line interior deBremier
sign and consultation studio that
launched last summer. With $1
million in seed funding, it has
its eye on making design more
accessible to the public.
Arnab Saharoy, a Bay Area
resident who serves as chief executive officer, and Vinay Indresh, both of whom share a
background in tech and marketing, founded the new start-up.
Spacejoy’s goal “is to provide
fun, fast and shoppable home
designs, and solve one of the
biggest challenges, which is visualization of designs in actual
rooms,” Saharoy says.
Eligible design spaces include
living, dining and family rooms,
bedrooms, home offices and
nurseries.
Customers start with a choice
of three packages:
• “Delight” ($19) offers clients
one design, a photorealistic 3-D
image and customized shopping
list with a 12-day turnaround.
• “Bliss” ($49) offers two designs and photorealistic 3-D image, unlimited design revisions,
window treatment and paint
recommendations, a customized
shopping list and a 10-day turnaround. Available shopping assistance
• “Euphoria” ($99) offers all
of the Bliss package, plus access
to the site’s price-saving “Deal
Hunter” and a turnaround of
seven days.
Once clients choose a package, they complete a detailed
style quiz online to answer questions such as the primary purpose of the room, a list of existing furnishings they’d like incorporated into their design,
notes on built-in fixtures, such
as wall shelves and beams, and
whether children or pets occupy
the room, so the designer can
include child- and pet-friendly
products.
Clients are asked for store or
brand preferences but, “if they
don’t have any, our designers
go by the budget and try to find
products that are a reflection of
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Four things to do today >>

Garden tip
Identifying plants and birds

FESTIVAL

WORKSHOP

MUSIC

SPORTS

Indian
celebration

Power of
mindfulness

Girl
power

Shoot
your shot

TICKETS.MARIN
CENTER.ORG

EVENTBRITE.COM

HOPMONK.COM

SAINTRITACHURCH.ORG

Get a glimpse into
India’s artistic
world at the annual
“Sanskriti” music
and dance festival
at 5 this afternoon
at Showcase Theater at 10 Avenue
of the Flags in San
Rafael. $45.

Hugh Delehanty
shares how to
destress and unlock
creativity at 9 this
morning at the San
Geronimo Valley
Community Center
at 6350 Sir Francis
Drake Blvd. $100.
RSVP online.

Bay Area all-female
band Blame Sally
pulls at the heart
strings at a seated
show at 8 tonight
at the HopMonk
Tavern at 224
Vintage Way in Novato. $40. For ages
21 and older.

Show off your
sports chops at the
Marin County Free
Throw Championship from 8:30
a.m. to noon at
Drake High School
at 1327 Sir Francis
Drake Blvd. in San
Anselmo. $5 to $10.

Birders love birds; botanists love plants.
They both like to identify the object of their
affection.
Birders seem to like common names for
birds, although a bird may be identified by
genus, species and family.
Botanists favor scientific names, because common names may
be misleading or inaccurate. For example, Western blue-eyed
grass (Sisyrinchium bellum, family Iridaceae) is neither blue-eyed
nor a grass.
Birders and botanists both like abbreviations when identifying
difficult species. Birders say they are looking at a “LBJ,” a little
brown job. Botanists say about the large Aster family that they
are looking at a “DYC,” darned yellow comp. This is because they
are so difficult to identify as a species.

— KATIE MARTIN, UC MARIN MASTER GARDENER
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Religion briefs
Feb. 8
Aglow International, San
Rafael Community Lighthouse meeting: on “Global
Prayer for Our Nation” is at
10 a.m. at 18 West Castlewood Drive, San Rafael. Call
MaryAnn Thiede at 415456-4782 or go to aglow.
org.

Saturdays
Shabbat services: are at
9:45 a.m. at Congregation
Kol Shofar, 215 Blackfield
Drive, Tiburon. Call 415388-1818, extension 100, or
go to kolshofar.org.
Shabbat services: are at
10:30 a.m. at Congregation
Rodef Sholom, 170 N. San
Pedro Road, San Rafael.
Call 415-479-3441 or go to
rodefsholom.org.
Shabbat services: are at
10:30 a.m. at Chabad of
Marin, 1150 Idylberry Road,
San Rafael. Community Kiddush follows. Call 415-4921666 or go to chabadofmarin.com.
Mass: is 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. at
St. Hilary Catholic Church,
761 Hilary Drive, Tiburon.
Call 415-435-1122 or go to
sthilary.org.
Vigil services: are at 6 p.m.
at St. Nicholas Orthodox
Church, 102 Ross Ave., San
Anselmo. Call 415-4540982 or go to stnicholasmarin.org.
Contemporary worship:
is at 5 p.m. at Good Shepherd Lutheran Church, 1180
Lynwood Drive, Novato. Go
to gslsnovato.org.
Vigil Mass: is at 5 p.m.
at St. Patrick Parish, 401
Magnolia Ave., Larkspur.
Call 415-924-0600 or go to
stpatricksparish.com.

Sundays
Early bird service: with
discussion on current and
ancient spiritual texts is
at 7:30 a.m. along with
celebration of life featuring
choir, inspirational singing and children’s church
at 10 a.m. at Community
Congregational Church, 145
Rock Hill Drive, Tiburon.
Call 415-435-9108 or go to
ccctiburon.org.
Quiet Eucharist: is at 8
a.m., family Eucharist at
10 a.m. at St. Stephen’s
Episcopal Church, 3 Bayview
Ave., Belvedere. Call 415435-4501 or go to ststephenschurch.org.
Sunday Liturgy: is at
10 a.m. at St. Columba’s
Inverness, 12835 Sir Francis
Drake Blvd., Inverness. Go to
stcolumbasinverness.org.
Classic praise worship
service: is at 9 a.m. and a
modern worship service is at
11:10 a.m. at Trinity Lutheran
Church, 333 Woodland Ave.,
San Rafael. Adult Bible
Study and CrossRoads for
youth are at 10:20 a.m.
Youth group meets at 12:30
p.m. Call 415-454-4135 or
go to trinitysanrafael.org.
Worship services: are at

9 and 10:45 a.m. at Marin
Covenant Church, 195 North
Redwood Drive, San Rafael.
Children’s Ministry program
available during both services. Call 415-479-1360 or
go to marincovenant.org.
Worship services: are at
11 a.m. at Trinity Presbyterian Church (OPC), 495
San Marin Drive, Novato.
Call 415-897-3410 or go to
trinityopcnovato.org.
Contemporary worship
service: is at 9 a.m. with
childcare available and traditional worship service is at
10:30 a.m. at the Presbyterian Church of Novato, 710
Wilson Ave. Call 415-8976152 or go to pcnovato.org.
Insight meditation and
dharma talk: is at 6 p.m.
at Bayview Room, St. Luke
Presbyterian Church, 10
Bayview Drive, San Rafael. All are welcome. Go to
marinsangha.org.
Worship service: is at
9:30 a.m. at Valley Baptist
Church, 3 North San Pedro
Road, San Rafael. Call 415479-3390 or go to vbcsanrafael.org.
Sunday Masses: are at
8, 10 and 11:30 a.m. at St.
Patrick Parish, 401 Magnolia
Ave., Larkspur. Call 415924-0600 or go to stpatricksparish.com.
Spoken service: is at 8
a.m., family service is at 9
a.m. and service with organ
and choral music is at 10
a.m. at St. John’s Episcopal
Church, 14 Lagunitas Road,
Ross. Call 415-456-1102 or
go to stjohnsross.org.
Quiet Mass: is at 7:30 a.m.,
children’s choir mass is at 9
a.m., adult choir Mass is at
11 a.m. and guitar Mass is at
5 p.m. at St. Hilary Catholic
Church, 761 Hilary Drive,
Tiburon. Call 415-435-1122
or go to sthilary.org.
Quiet Mass: is at 7:30 a.m.
and Mass is at 9:30 a.m.
at St. Mary Star of the Sea
Church, 180 Harrison Ave.,
Sausalito. Call 415-3321765.
Said Holy Eucharist: is
at 8 a.m., sung Eucharist
is at 10:30 a.m. at Christ
Episcopal Church, 70 Santa
Rosa Ave., Sausalito. Call
415-332-1539 or go to
christchurchsausalito.net.
Worship services: are at 8
and 10 a.m. at the Episcopal Church of the Nativity,
333 Ellen Drive, San Rafael.
Call 415-479-7023 or go to
nativityonthehill.org.
Holy Eucharist: is at 8 and
10 a.m. at St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, 1123 Court St.,
San Rafael. Call 415-4564842 or go to stpaulssanrafael.org.
Progressive services: are
at 10 a.m. at the Community
Church of Mill Valley at 8
Olive St., Mill Valley. Call
415-388-5540 or go to
communitychurchmillvalley.
com.
Contemplative service:
is at 8:30 a.m., traditional

COURTESY OF MARIN LUTHERAN CHURCH

Corte Madera’s Marin Lutheran Church offers a worship service on Sundays.
service with music is at 10
a.m. at the First Presbyterian Church of San Rafael at
1510 Fifth Ave. Call 415456-6760 or go to fpcsr.
org.
Healing services: and
Sunday school are at 10 a.m.
at the Christian Science
Church, 1618 Fifth Ave., San
Rafael. Call 415-453-3714
or go to christiansciencesanrafael.org.
Worship services: are at
8:30 and 11 a.m. at Tiburon
Baptist Church, 445 Greenwood Beach Road, Tiburon.
Call 415-388-3900 or go to
tiburonbaptist.org.
Worship services: are at
11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. at
Calvary Baptist Church, 2
Baltimore Ave., Larkspur.
Call 330-340-9413 or go to
cbclarkspur.org.
Worship service: is at 9:30
a.m. at Aldersgate United
Methodist Church, 1 Wellbrock Heights, Terra Linda.
Call 415-492-0237 or go to
aldersgatemethodist.org.
Worship services: are
at 8:30 and 10 a.m. at
Westminster Presbyterian
Church, 240 Tiburon Blvd.,
Tiburon. Call 415-383-5272
or go to aldersgatemethodist.org.
Worship service: is at
9:30 a.m. at Marin Lutheran
Church, 649 Meadowsweet
Drive, Corte Madera. Call
415-924-3782 or go to
marinlutheran.org.
Worship services and
Sunday school: are at
10:30 a.m. at Mt. Tamalpais
United Methodist Church,
410 Sycamore Ave., Mill Valley. Call 415-388-4456 or
go to mtumc.org.
Morning service: is at
10:30 a.m. at Miller Avenue
Church, 285 Miller Ave.,
Mill Valley. Evening service
with singing and personal
anointing is at 6 p.m. Call
415-302-1199.

Worship service: is at 9
a.m. at the Point Reyes
Community Presbyterian
Church, 11445 Shoreline
Highway, Point Reyes Station. Call 415-663-1349 or
go to pointreyescommunitypresbyterianchurch.org.
Worship services: are at
9:30 a.m. at Red Hill Church,
921 Sir Francis Drake Blvd.,
San Anselmo. Call 415454-2774.
The Sunday Circle: is at
9 a.m. and liberal worship
service is at 10:30 a.m. at
the Unitarian Universalist
Congregation of Marin, 240
Channing Way, San Rafael.
Call 415-479-4131 or go to
uumarin.org.
Worship services: are at
9:30 a.m. and Christian
education hour is at 10:45
a.m. at All Saints Lutheran
Church, 2 San Marin Drive,
Novato. Call 415-892-1669
or go to aslcnovato.org.
Worship services: are at
9:30 a.m. at Christ Presbyterian Church, Terra Linda, a
More Light Church, 620 Del
Ganado Road, San Rafael.
Call 415-479-2712.
Worship service: is at
9:30 a.m. at Good Shepherd Lutheran Church, 1180
Lynwood Drive, Novato. Go
to gslsnovato.org.
Worship services: with
Grace Church of Marin are at
9:30 a.m. at the College of
Marin Student Center, 835
College Ave., Kentfield. Go
to gracemarin.org.
Worship services: are at
9:30 a.m. at Peace Lutheran
Church, 205 Tennessee
Valley Road, Mill Valley. Call
415-388-2065 or go to
plcmarin.org.
Worship services: are at
9:30 a.m. at Sleepy Hollow
Presbyterian Church, 100
Tarry Road, San Anselmo.
Call 415-453-8221 or go to
sleepyhollowchurch.org.

SAUSALITO
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
415-332-3790

Parish
415.456.4815

112 Bulkley Ave., Sausalito, CA
The Rev. Paul Mowry
Sunday Worship at 10:00 A.M.
Parking Available
Wheelchair Access and
Childcare Available
A More Light Church: Fully Inclusive
www.sausalitopres.org

For info: Lynne Halgren
415-382-7218 • lhalgren@marinij.com

Holy Eucharist: is at 10
a.m. at St. Francis Episcopal
Church, 967 Fifth St., Novato. Call 415-892-1609 or
go to stfrancisnovato.org.
Holy Eucharist: is at 10
a.m. at Episcopal Church of
the Redeemer, 123 Knight
Drive, San Rafael. Call 415456-0508 or go to redeemer94901.org.
Divine Liturgy: is at 9:30
a.m. at St. Nicholas Orthodox Church, 102 Ross Ave.,
San Anselmo. Call 415454-0982 or go to stnicholasmarin.org.
Dharma family service: is
at 10 a.m. at the Buddhist
Temple of Marin at 390
Miller Ave., Mill Valley. Call
415-388-1173 or go to buddhisttempleofmarin.org.
Worship services: are at
10 a.m. at Christ Lutheran
Church, 2626 Sir Francis
Drake Blvd., Fairfax. Call
415-454-6365 or go to
clcfairfax.org.
Worship services: are at
10 a.m. at First Presbyterian
Church, 72 Kensington Road,
San Anselmo. Call 415-4563713 or go to togetherweserve.org.
Worship services: are at 10
a.m. at First Congregational
Church of San Rafael, 8 N.
San Pedro Road. Call 415479-2747 or go to fccsanrafael.org.
Sunday services: with the
Golden Gate Center for Spiritual Living are at 10 a.m. at
the Corte Madera Community Center, 498 Tamalpais
Drive. Call 415-721-2492 or
go to ggcsl.org.
Fellowship: is at 9 a.m. and
celebration worship is at
9:30 a.m. at the Lutheran
Church of the Resurrection, 1100 Las Gallinas, San
Rafael. Call 415-479-1334
or go to resurrectionlutheransanrafael.org.
Worship services: are at
10 a.m. at Novato United
Methodist Church, 1473 S.
Novato Blvd. Call 415-8929896 or email novatoumc@
novato.net.
Worship services: are at 10
a.m. at Lighthouse Christian
Church, 1915 Novato Blvd.,
Novato. Call 415-897-5556
or go to lighthousechurchnovato.com.
Worship services: are at
9:15 a.m. at the Quest, 1461
S. Novato Blvd., Novato.
Call 415-892-3670 or go to
questnovato.com.
Worship service: is at 10
a.m. at Redwoods Presbyterian Church, 110 Magnolia
Ave.. Larkspur. Call 415924-4832 or go to redwoodspres.org.
Worship services: are at 10
a.m. at Sausalito Presbyterian Church, 112 Bulkley Ave.,
Sausalito. Call 415-3323790 or go to sausalitopres.
org.
Worship services: with St.
David’s Anglican Church are
at 10 a.m. at a San Rafael
residence. Call 415-378-

6825 for directions.
Worship services: are at 10
a.m. at St. Luke Presbyterian Church, 10 Bayview Drive,
San Rafael. Call 415-4542705 or go to stlukepres.org.
Sunday Mass: is at 10 a.m.
at St. Mark’s Church, 129
Magnolia Ave., Larkspur. Call
415-461-6960.
Worship services: are at
10:30 a.m. at Fairfax Community Church, 2398 Sir
Francis Drake Blvd., Fairfax.
Call 415-755-3775 or go to
fairfaxcommunitychurch.
me.
Service: is at 11 a.m. at
San Geronimo Community
Presbyterian Church, 6001
Sir Francis Drake Blvd., San
Geronimo. Call 415-4889318 or go to sgpchurch.org.
Festive Holy Eucharist: is
at 9 a.m. at Holy Innocents
Episcopal Church, 2 Tamalpais Drive, Corte Madera.
Call 415-924-4393 or go to
holyinnocentsmarin.org.
Reading and discussion:
is at 6 p.m. with pastor
Kent Philpott on “Christian
Basics” at Miller Avenue
Church, 285 Miller Ave., Mill
Valley. Call 415-302-1199.

Fridays
Jummah prayers: are offered at the Islamic Center
of Mill Valley, 62 Shell Road.
Call 415-383-0617 or go to
mvmasjid.com.
Shabbat services: are
at 6:30 p.m. at the San
Geronimo Valley Community
Center at 6350 Sir Francis
Drake Blvd. San Geronimo.
Call Gan HaLev at 415-4884524 or go to ganhalev.org.
Shabbat services: are at
6:15 p.m. at Congregation
Rodef Sholom at 170 N. San
Pedro Road, San Rafael.
Call 415-479-3441 or go to
rodefsholom.org.
Bible prophecy seminar:
is at 6:30 p.m. with speaker
Wyatt Allen at 495 San
Marin Drive, Novato. Call
706-936-1795 or go to
endtimehope.org.

Mondays
Meditation: is at 7 p.m.
at Episcopal Church of the
Redeemer, 123 Knight Drive,
San Rafael. Call 415-4560508 or go to redeemer94901.org.

Tuesdays
Zazen service: and meditation is from 7 to 8:30 a.m.
at Aikido of Tamalpais at
142 Redwood Ave., Corte
Madera. For more information, go to mtsource.org.
Email listings to
calendar@marinij.com,
mail to Religion/Lifestyles,
Marin Independent
Journal, 4000 Civic
Center Drive, Suite 301,
San Rafael, CA 94903 or
fax to 382-7209 at least
two weeks, advance. Photo
attachments should be 300
dpi JPGs with a file size of
at least 2 megabytes.
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NY Times Puzzle
No. 1228
Crossword
ACROSS

26

Where hands
go in the Time
Warp dance
5 Baker’s units:
Abbr.
9 Bronze Age
chronicle
14 Number of
sides on a
PARE road sign
15 Springs for
vacation trips
16 Character in
“Monsters, Inc.”
17 Myanmar
neighbor
18 Was completely
satisfying
20 Forewarned
22 Former Soviet
naval base
23 Letters that
often precede a
Ph.D.
24 Like some
humor
25 Tiny amounts
1

28
31
32
34
35
36
37

39

40
41

42
43
44
45
48

More than just
in
Finds a way
Doe, perhaps
Went too
Some framing
supplies
Like some fruits
and ice sheets
Censure of a
senator
Old sports cars
named for a
fish
One of the
five rivers of
56-Across
Involves
They can get
you into the Taj
Mahal
Form of relief
Coach
Vets, e.g.: Abbr.
User of the
“I Ching”
Liquidity
concern
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52
53
54

55

56
57
58

Less efficient
washers
Like triple fudge
brownies
Outdo
Last word in
the first verse
of “Old Mother
Hubbard”
“Put Your
Head on My
Shoulder”
singer, 1959
See 39-Across
Help in a small
way?
Try

DOWN

Edited by Will Shortz
1

2

3

4

5

6

14
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20
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24

26
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12

29

30

13
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25
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35

COURTESY OF SPACEJOY

36

38

A photo rendering of a living room design created by Spacejoy.

39

40

Bremier

41
42

45

46

43

47

44

48

49

Things seen
50
51
52
that aren’t
there
53
54
55
2 “You and me
56
57
58
both”
3 Gave much less
than 100%
PUZZLE BY ROBYN WEINTRAUB
4 Nothing to write
19 Like a binge
46 Woman’s name
home about
32 Fill for a grill
watcher, say
that becomes
5 No-no at
33 Juicy news alert
another
a fancy
21 Uncommon
woman’s name
restaurant
notes
35 Annexed land of
if you switch
2014
6 Menu caution
the first and
25 Roald Dahl title
third letters
character
7 Fancy spread
38 Speeds through
27
Is
thick
the
Downs,
say
8 Historic barrier
47 Mirrored
breaker, for
28 St. ___ College
39 Verdant
short
(school name
48 Firm leaders,
in Indiana,
9 Ingredient in
41 Autumn shade
for short
Maryland and
a John Daly
California)
43 They’re raised
cocktail
on farms
49 Rush home?
10 Worries around 29 Incomplete part
of a contract
the clock,
45 Texting
perhaps
alternative?
30 Not neat
51 Body builder?
11 Bratlings
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
12 Baking
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
entrepreneur
Wally
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
13 ___ plan
1

By Phillip Alder

The other answers assume importance
Here are my answers to the remaining
Christmas Competition questions.
3. How would the bidding proceed if
East were the dealer? My choice is
given in the diagram. That East hand
is worth an opening bid, having no
rebid problem. South is too strong for
a simple overcall. West raises to the
10-trick level because he knows of at
least a 10-card fit. North can hardly
risk passing. Then South bids what
he hopes his partner can make, although he might first employ Roman
Key Card Blackwood.
4. Look only at the North hand. a. West
deals and opens two hearts, a weak
two-bid. b. South opens one heart, and
West overcalls two diamonds. What
should North do in each case? a. Pass
(do not pre-empt against a pre-empt).
b. Pass (maybe three spades, if weak,
or a negative double).

5. Look only at the East hand. North
opens one no-trump. a. What should
East do? b. Whatever East calls,
South jumps to three no-trump. What
should East lead? a. Two hearts if it
shows a heart-minor two-suiter. If it
would be natural, pass (not having a
six-card suit). b. Diamond king.
6. Look only at the South hand. a.
North opens one heart, and East
passes. b. East opens one spade(!).
What should South do in each case? a.
One spade. There is no hurry. b. Double
(though pass might work better).
7. Look only at the West hand. a. North
opens one diamond, East makes a
takeout double, and South responds
one spade. b. East opens two hearts,
a weak two-bid, and South makes a
takeout double. What should West do
in each case? a. Two hearts. b. Four
hearts ... or Blackwood!

SIX-WORD STORIES

Tell the IJ your short tales of love
By Vicki Larson
vlarson@marinij.com
@OMGchronicles on Twitter

It’s almost Valentine’s
Day so the pressure is on
to think about love.
But love comes in many
variations on the theme.
We love people, pets, food,

places, books, TV shows,
movies, ideas.
For February, please
share with the IJ a six-word
story — just one — about
love, whether romantic,
platonic, for someone or
something, however you
define love. Please make it
a story with a beginning,

Bad Boys for Life (R) (12:35, 3:40,
6:40, 9:40)
The Gentlemen (R) (11:35, 2:25, 5:15,
8:05)
Gretel & Hansel (PG-13) (11:45, 2:10,
4:35, 7:00, 9:30)
Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker
(PG-13) (11:15, 2:35, 6:00, 9:20)

1917 (R) 11:40, 2:20, 5:00, 7:30, 9:55
Bombshell (R) 12:10
Dolittle (PG) 12:00, 2:30, 4:50, 7:20, 9:40
The Gentlemen (R) 11:50, 2:40, 5:10,
7:40, 9:55
Jojo Rabbit (PG-13) 12:30, 6:40
Just Mercy (PG-13) 3:00, 6:30, 9:30
Little Women (PG) 12:20, 3:20, 6:50,
9:35
Parasite (R) 3:30, 9:20

an attachment), and use
proper punctuation and
check spelling.
Send your six-word story
to lifestyles@marinij.com
by Feb. 14 with “Six-Word
Story” (yes, this matters) in
the subject line. Then look
for the stories in the Feb. 25
lifestyles section and online.

middle and end, and not
just six adjectives — make
us laugh or cry or feel something. And please, we’ll be
extremely grateful if you
include your full name
and your Marin hometown,
write your short story in
the body of the email (not
in the subject line or in

1917 (R) (12:55, 4:00, 7:00)

1917 (R) (10:50, 1:40, 4:30, 7:20, 10:10)
Bad Boys for Life (R) (12:45, 3:50,
7:00, 10:00)
Dolittle (PG) (10:45, 1:20, 4:00, 6:40,
9:20)
The Gentlemen (R) (10:40, 1:30, 4:20,
7:10, 10:05)
Jumanji: The Next Level (PG-13)
(12:25, 3:40, 6:50, 9:50)
Met Opera 19/20: Porgy and Bess
(NR) (9:55)
The Rhythm Section (R) (11:10, 1:55,
4:45, 7:30, 10:20)
Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker
(PG-13) (11:45, 3:05, 6:30, 9:45)
The Turning (PG-13) (5:10, 7:40, 10:15)

For Hearing
Impaired

6

Wheelchair
Accessible

marinij.com/entertainment
LIFESTYLES

Tuesday, August 13, 2019 » MORE AT FACEBOOK.COM/MARINIJFAN AND TWITTER.COM/MARINIJ

1969

Marinwood
mourns
death of
neighbor
Local » A3

MASTER
GARDENER

Dolittle (PG) 10:35, 11:55, 1:00, 2:25,

H&G » B1

»
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IT IS July 20, 2019

$1.50 FACEBOOK.COM/MARINIJFAN

»

TWITTER.COM/MARINIJ

‘WE WENT WILD’
Marin woman recounts witnessing Apollo 11 launch
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Recallbid        
County
marinij.com

ROSS
VALLEY
SAN RAFAEL

over Dixie
approves
uproarfee
flood
called off
increase
School trustee
Board
clearswas
3%targeted
hike
during name change battle
for watershed drainage

By Keri Brenner
kbrenner@marinij.com
@KeriWorks
on Twitter
By
Richard Halstead
rhalstead@marinij.com
A recall effort
Marnie Glickman,
@HalsteadRichard
on targeting
Twitter
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Fans surround the stage as Joe Cocker performs at the Woodstock Music and Arts Festival in Bethel
concert since Woodstock has mustered the same cultural cachet.

It’s the annive
i

Gretel & Hansel (PG-13) 11:20, 1:50,

(PG-13) 10:00, 1:05, 4:10, 7:15, 9:50

4:20, 6:30, 9:00

The Turning (PG-13) 10:10, 12:25, 2:45,

Jumanji: The Next Level (PG-13)

50th cele
and Stone
By Alyson Kr
The New York

By any me
of ‘69 was,
day,
a “a lot.”
June had
ots, a landma
modern gay
a
July,
y the moon
the grisly Ma
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Woodstock.
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Bad Boys for Life (R) 10:30, 1:20, 4:10,

Knives Out (PG-13) 12:40, 3:40, 6:40,

7:00, 9:20, 10:20

9:50

   





12:45, 2:00, 3:15, 4:30, 5:45, 7:00, 8:15,

Parasite (R) 6:40, 9:50

9:30, 10:45
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The Rhythm Section (R) 10:15, 11:30,

9:10
The Rhythm Section (R) 11:30, 2:00,
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5:05, 7:30, 10:10

Just Mercy (PG-13) 12:30, 7:00

Little Women (PG) 11:50, 2:50, 6:15,
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Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker
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The Last Full Measure (R) 10:00,

Frozen II (PG) 11:30, 2:10, 4:30
9:30

Follow the Marin Independent
Journal on Twitter to keep
pace with breaking news
and events

Sports » C1

High: 76 Low: 54 » PAGE C6

Vicki Larson, vlarson@marinij.
com; Colleen Bidwill,
calendar@marinij.com.

3:30, 4:45, 5:50, 7:05, 8:15, 9:35, 10:40

Dolittle (PG) 7:10, 9:30
The Gentlemen (R) 12:10, 2:40, 6:50,

FOLLOW US
ON TWITTER

VOLAIN’S VIEW

Why Giants
should still
sell at trade
deadline

Here’s how
to ﬁght
the blight
P.M. SUN

Contact us

MOON LANDING — 50 YEARS LATER

5

1917 (R) 10:50, 1:35, 4:20, 7:10, 9:50

Dolittle (PG) 11:00, 1:40, 4:00

For entertainment news and more
ﬁnd it in print or online at
NEWS

Bargain Shows in ( )

1917 (R) 11:50, 2:50, 6:20, 9:10
Bad Boys for Life (R) 11:40, 2:20,
5:10, 8:00

B1

1917 (R) (1:15, 4:15, 7:20, 10:20)
Bad Boys for Life (R) (12:10, 1:30,
3:10, 4:30, 6:10, 7:30, 9:10, 10:30)
Bombshell (R) (11:35, 2:25, 5:10, 7:55,
10:40)
Dolittle (PG) (11:05, 1:40, 4:20, 7:00,
9:40)
Ford v Ferrari (PG-13) (11:50, 3:20,
6:50, 10:20)
Frozen II (PG) (11:30, 2:15, 5:00, 7:40,
10:20)
Gretel & Hansel (PG-13) (12:20, 2:50,
5:20, 7:50, 10:15)
Jumanji: The Next Level (PG-13)
(1:25, 4:25, 7:25, 10:25)
Just Mercy (PG-13) (12:25, 3:45, 7:05,
10:25)
Knives Out (PG-13) (12:50, 4:00, 7:15,
10:30)
The Last Full Measure (R) (1:10,
4:10, 7:10, 10:10)
The Rhythm Section (R) (11:20, 2:10,
4:55, 7:45, 10:35)
Spies in Disguise (PG) (11:15, 2:00,
4:50, 7:35, 10:15)
The Turning (PG-13) (12:15, 2:45, 5:25,
8:00, 10:35)

Typically, he points out,
customers can spend anywhere from $5,000 to
$7,000 for a living room,
FROM PAGE 1
$5,000 for a bedroom and
$2,500 for a home office
their style,” Saharoy says.
So far, designs have fea- on furnishings. The estitured products from a va- mate is reduced if customers use any of their existriety of United Statesbased brands such as Way- ing pieces.
The company promises
fair, Target, CB2, Pottery
a 100% satisfaction guarBarn, IKEA, West Elm,
antee adding, “there is just
Anthropologie and Etsy.
one thing we want to inClients are also asked
still — happiness in the
to upload images, taken
from all angles, of the spe- form of a stylish home.”
cific room along with any
Don’t-miss events
of their favorite inspiration images from Pinterest
• Join Sloat Garden Cenor Houzz.
ter experts in the first of
“The photos help us un- a two-part seminar, “Prederstand what kind of
pare Your Spring Vegetaplaces they are drawn to
ble Garden,” as they ofand offers a good insight
fer tips on preparing soil,
into their preferences,” Sa- planning the garden, deharoy says.
sign tips and troubleshootThen, one of the firms’
ing at 10 a.m. Feb. 8 at 700
10 designers is assigned
Sir Francis Drake Blvd. in
to create a mood board,
Kentfield (415-454-0262)
a room layout with a 3-D
or at 401 Miller Ave. in
view and assemble a list
Mill Valley (415-388-0365),
of furniture suggestions,
or 10 a.m. Feb. 9 at 2000
along with suggestions for Novato Blvd. in Novato
décor accessories, paint
(415-897-2169). Admission
and fabric options, and
is $10. Reservations by
window and flooring treat- telephone are required.
ments. A client’s existing
• Discover how to water,
pieces can be incorporated feed and repot orchids and
into the design.
get them to rebloom in
“Once assigned, our de- an class from 9 to 10 a.m.
signer is in constant touch Feb. 8 at Armstrong Garwith the customer through den Centers at 1430 S. Nointernal dashboards that
vato Blvd. in Novato. Call
allow them to talk with
415-878-0493 or go to armeach other in real-time
stronggarden.com.
or in the delayed messag• Learn basic bee inforing system,” Saharoy says. mation, seasonal cycles of
“If and when required, the a colony, how to get bees
designer and customer do and where to place your
get on phone calls.”
hive and work with equipClients access their dement during a beginner
sign options, in an interbeekeeping series taught
active 3-D view, on Space- by Bonnie and Gary Morse
joy’s desktop app.
of Bonnie Bee & Co. The
“They can swap prodseries features a lecture
ucts as the entire catalog
at 9 a.m. to noon Saturis open, and they can move day and one field session
furniture and decor to try at 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
out different layout opMarch 21. Rain may posttions before finalizing the pone the field session to
concept,” he says.
March 28. The series costs
Clients receive a 3-D
$185 or $65 each lecture
photorealistic rendering
and $75 for the field sesafter approving and can
sion. Lectures are at the
then shop the suggested
Fairfax Backyard Farmer
products or not. Accordat 135 Bolinas Road in
ing to Saharoy, there is no Fairfax. Register at 415commitment to purchase
342-5092 or go to fairfaxanything.
backyardfarmer.com.
“We work with any budget, big or small, from as
PJ Bremier writes on
low as $1,000 to as high as home, garden, design and
$10,000,” he says. “However, entertaining topics every
we don’t insist any of our
Saturday and also on her
clients buy the products fea- blog at DesignSwirl.co. She
tured in their designs right may be contacted at P.O.
away. They buy it at their
Box 412, Kentfield 94914,
convenience and pace.”
or at pj@pjbremier.com.

1917 (R) 7:15, 10:00

Today’s web bonus » Photos: Sausalito slide cleanup delayed. marinij.com

The Wonderland (NR) 4:30
Joker (R) 9:30
Met Opera 19/20: Porgy and Bess
(NR) 9:55
Parasite (R) 7:00
The Two Popes (PG-13) 2:00

|3

19

31

37

B

16

27

34

| YOUR DAILY BREAK

Spies in Disguise (PG) 11:00, 1:30,

Spies in Disguise (PG) 11:10, 1:30,

4:15, 7:00

3:50

Frozen II (PG) 11:35, 2:05, 4:35

Four
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Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker
(PG-13) 11:20, 3:00, 6:30, 9:45

The Gentlemen (R) 11:20, 12:40, 2:00,

The Turning (PG-13) 12:00, 2:30, 5:00,

4:40, 6:00, 7:20, 8:40, 10:00

7:30, 9:50

Gretel & Hansel (PG-13) 10:00, 11:05,

Weathering With You (PG-13) 3:50,
10:00

12:05, 1:15, 2:15, 3:25, 4:25, 5:35, 6:35,
7:05, 7:45, 8:45, 9:15, 9:55, 10:55
Jumanji: The Next Level (PG-13)

1917 (R) (10:20, 1:10, 4:30, 7:40, 10:30)
The Gentlemen (R) (11:00, 1:50, 4:40,
7:30, 10:20)
Jojo Rabbit (PG-13) (11:15, 2:00, 4:50,
7:50, 10:30)
Knives Out (PG-13) (4:00, 7:10, 10:15)
Little Women (PG) (12:00, 4:10, 7:20)
Parasite (R) (12:15, 3:50, 7:00, 10:10)
Met Opera 19/20: Porgy and Bess
(NR) (9:55)

Fantastic Fungi (NR) (2:30) 4:30,
6:30, 8:30
The 2020 Oscar Nominated Short
Films: Animation (NR) (2:00, 4:00)
6:00, 8:00
The 2020 Oscar Nominated Short
Films: Live Action (NR) 5:00, 7:30
The 2020 Oscar Nominated Short
Films: Documentary (NR) (1:00)

10:45, 1:40, 4:30, 7:25, 10:15
Bombshell (R) (4:40, 8:00)
Little Women (PG) (12:30, 3:30, 6:30,
9:35)
Met Opera 19/20: Porgy and Bess
(NR) (9:55)

Call theater for showtimes

Showtimes Valid: Saturday, February 1, 2020
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Wife can’t seem to
separate the twins

By Eugenia Last

SATURDAY, FEB. 1

In your
response to the question from “Worried,” you
noted your alarm that
she was involved in a
controlling and abusive
marriage.
Amen to you! I was
especially impressed that
you suggested that Worried should not have children. Children will trap
her in the relationship. I
know, because my own
abusive marriage became
a nightmare. I was fortunate to be able to escape,
and to save my kids.
— Escaped
DEAR ESCAPED » That
called for some real bravery on your part. Good
for you.
DEAR AMY »

You can contact Amy
Dickinson via email:
askamy@amydickinson.
com and follow her on
Twitter @askingamy.

Sudoku

Daytime movies

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Find the 7 words to match the 7 clues. The numbers in parentheses
represent the number of letters in each solution. Each letter
combination can be used only once, but all letter combinations
will be necessary to complete the puzzle.

CLUES

SOLUTIONS

1 Shyamalan superhero ﬁlm (11) ___________
2 make squishier (6)
___________
3 limited in quantity (6)
___________
4 prepared to help (7)
___________
5 “On the 6” artist Jennifer (5) ___________
6 glistening (5)
___________
7 business owners (9)
___________

EN

UN

WIL

BLE

LOP

EZ

LI

EA

ERS

FIN

BR

EMP

ITE

SHI

SO

NY

KA

NG

FT

LOY

© 2020 Blue Ox Family Games, Inc., Dist. by Andrews McMeel

Instructions:
The object is
to place the
numbers 1 to 9
in the empty
squares so that
each row, each
column and
each 3x3 box
contains the
number only once.

Previous Answers: 1. THEREFORE 2. ORDINARILY 3. SHIELDS
4. ABUNDANTLY 5. STAY 6. PROMISES 7. FLEXIBLE
2/1

9:05 a.m. Rampage (2018,
Action) MAX A friendly
gorilla is exposed to a
genetic experiment and
grows to a massive size.
10:00 a.m. First Blood
(1982, Action) AMC
Wandering in a small town,
ex-Green Beret Rambo is
targeted for persecution by
a sheriff.
11:30 a.m. The Eye (2008,
Horror) TMC A formerly
blind girl starts seeing dead
people after having a cornea
transplant.
11:45 a.m. Billy Budd
(1962, Action) TCM A
ship’s captain caught
between an innocent young
sailor and an evil officer.
Noon Rambo: First Blood
Part II (1985, Action) AMC
A Green Beret veteran of
the Vietnam War returns
to Cambodia to search for
American PoWs.
1:45 p.m. Devil in a Blue
Dress (1996, Mystery)
STZ ENC A detective, on
the trail of a mysterious
woman, is drawn into a web
of corruption.
2:00 p.m. Deep Impact
(1998, Action) AMC
An ambitious reporter
discovers a meteor is on a
fatal collision course with
Earth.
5:00 p.m. Doctor Zhivago
(1965, Epic) TCM The
life of a Russian doctor/
poet unfolds against the
backdrop of the Russian
Revolution.
5:30 p.m. Misery (1990,
Horror) TMC A romance
novelist is nursed back
to health and then held
captive by a demented fan.
6:30 p.m. The Help (2011,
Drama) SHOW Tension and
surprises abound as three
women struggle against
prejudice in a small town.

Celebrity Cipher By Luis Campos
Instructions: Celebrity Cipher cryptograms are created from quotations by famous people,
past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

02 01, '20

Broadcast

I’m attacking his brother/
family?
— Flying Solo
DEAR FLYING SOLO » It’s
tough to face this sort of
very obvious imbalance.
Of course you notice, and
of course you feel bad
about it!
My question is — given
the imbalance that already seems to exist here,
why do you sign up for
more? You need to take
better care of yourself.
You should not surrender
your own vacation for
this other family. Your
husband is a twin, but he
is married to you.
You should continue to
give to the children. Dive
in and love these children
abundantly.
If the adults don’t participate in a gift exchange
(many adults don’t), then
you shouldn’t, either.
That way, you can enjoy
your generosity toward
the children without feeling sorry for yourself.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.
19) — If you want something done correctly, do it
yourself. Look at a change
someone is making from
every angle before you
decide to get involved.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March
20) — Keep the ideas
flowing until you come up
with a plan that you feel
comfortable implementing.
Any proposals you make
will draw attention.
Aries (March 21-April
19) — Shake things up and
be the one to make the first
move. A positive attitude
and intelligence, coupled
with enthusiasm, will get
others on board.
Taurus (April 20-May
20) — Gather information
before you expose your true
feelings. Be sensitive to
how your words will affect
your listeners. A creative
project will raise your
awareness.
Gemini (May 21-June
20) — Address matters
that concern your home,
life and property. Be honest
about your feelings, set the
record straight and find
out where you stand. Don’t
take a financial risk.
Cancer (June 21-July
22) — Listen and learn.
Partnerships will develop
if you and someone close
to you take an interest in
a common goal. Love and
romance are encouraged.
Leo (July 23-Aug.
22) — A competitor will
underestimate your ability.
Speak up and present your
thoughts with passion
and dedication. Focus on
improvements that will
enhance your home.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept.
22) — Mental or physical travel will result in a
change to the way you live,
the people you hang out
with or how you earn your
living.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct.
23) — Update your papers,
change your routine or do
something that will make
you happy. The help you
offer someone in need
will lead to a surprising
payback.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov.
22) — Embrace what life
has to offer. Consider
who you enjoy spending
time with and make plans
that will bring you closer
together.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23Dec. 21) — Concentrate on
what’s important to you
and steer clear of anyone
who makes you feel uncertain or confused. Choose
what works best for you.
Capricorn (Dec. 22Jan. 19) — Engaging in
social activity and getting
involved in unusual forms
of entertainment will lead
to all sorts of new possibilities for partnerships.

(2) KTVU
(4) KRON
(5) KPIX
(7) KGO
(9) KQED
(11) KNTV
(14) KDTV
(20) KOFY
(22) KRCB
(26) KTSF
(32) KMTP
(36) KTVU+
(43) KCSM
(44) KBCW
(54) KQEH+
(65) ION

PremIum

My husband
is an identical twin. He
is very close to his twin
brother, “Chet.”
Chet is married and
has three children. His
wife is a spoiled millennial with a short fuse
and unpredictable moods.
My husband and I have
tried for children for a
decade now, with no
luck.
I take
issue with
something
I feel I can’t
talk to my
husband
Amy
about
Dickinson
without
Ask Amy
him getting
defensive
and upset.
We are very good to
his brother’s family, attending the kids’ games,
events and birthday
parties.
I even gave up going
on vacation this year
so his brother and kids
could go with my husband instead of me.
We give gifts to the
kids, and for Chet and
his wife’s birthdays. (I’m
lucky to get a text message on my birthday.)
For Christmas, we
dropped more than $200
on gifts for all of them
(three kids and two
adults).
My husband and I
received nothing from
them.
I gave up my vacation
for them. I give so much
throughout the year! Do
we just continue to be neglected because we don’t
have kids?
I felt like I was kicked
in the gut leaving the
Christmas “gift exchange”
with nothing.
Am I being too sensitive, or are my feelings
warranted? What is the
best way to communicate this to my husband
without him feeling like
DEAR AMY »

NEA Crossword

Horoscope

HBO
MAX
SHOW
STZ ENC
TCM
TMC

Cable

YOUR DAILY BREAK |

A&E
AMC
ANPL
BRAVO
COMC
DISC
E!
FOOD
FX
HIST
HALL
LIFE
OXY
PRMT
SYFY
TBS
TLC
TNT
USA
WGN

Sport

B

CSN
ESPN

News

|

CNBC
CNN
CSPAN
FNC
MSNBC

Kids

4

FREE
DISN
NICK

7

PM

7:30 8

PM

8:30 9

PM

9:30 10

PM

10:30 11

PM

11:30

2
4
5
7
9
3
14
13
22
8
32
6
17
12
28
16

BigBang BigBang NFL Honors (N) 'TVPG'
News (N) Sprtwrap Music Fest (N)
San Francisco in
KRON 4 News (N) Red and Gold Zone KRON 4 News (N) Ins. Ed. Sheriffs:
Paid
Paid
NCIS
FBI: Most Wanted 48 Hours
News (N) NCIS:NO
(5:30) NBA Basketb. Game
Wheel
Jeopardy BA Life Nightline Prime
News (N)
Check
Film
< Guess Who's Coming to Dinner?
(:55) <+++ ... And Justice for All 'TVMA'
Access Dateline NBC
Saturday Night Live (L) 'TV14' Sat. Night Live
News (N) S.N.L
(:55) MFL Fútbol (L) 'TVG'
Familia Familia Vecinos Vecinos Noticias Noticiero
Market Market American Ninja
Intervention "Cher" < To Be Announced
House
O.House Austin City (N)
Backstage Pass
Front and Center Film
Film
News (N) Bay Area Beyond Show 'TVPG'
NewWorl News (N) Paid
Paid
Paid
K-Pop
K-Pop
News (N) Arts.21 News (N) EcoAfri. K-Pop
Sobem K-Pop
TMZ (N)
Modern Modern BigBang BigBang Seinfeld Seinfeld News (N)
De Klerk Apartheid Cashing MixedBl Nele Neuhaus Mysteries (N) 'TV14'
Living a Lie
Goldberg Goldberg Mike&M. Mike&M. Feud
Feud
Friends Friends Fam.Guy Fam.Guy
Hidden Villages
Appear. As Time There Were None Midsomer (:35) Midsomer M. Bolder
SVU "Merchandise" Law&O: SVU "Wet" SVU "Branded"
SVU "Trophy"
SVU "Penetration"

551
561
576
518
501
591

(5:30) < Aquaman <+++ Alita: Battle Angel ('19, Act) 'TV14' (:05) The Outsider (:05) Bill Maher
(6:30) <+ Stay Alive <++ Night School ('18, Com) 'TVPG'
(:55) < The Change-Up 'TVMA' Movie
(6:30) <+++ The Help ('11, Dra) 'TV14'
< The Best of Enemies (P) 'TVPG'
(:15) Shameless
Movie
(:55) <+++ Fallen ('98, Susp) 'TV14'
Spartacus: Venge <+++ King Kong
(5:00) < Doctor Zhivago 'TV14' <++++ Funny Girl ('68, Mus) 'TVPG'
:15 < The Way W...
< Zombie ('79, Hor) 'TVMA'
(:20) <++ The Eye ('08, Hor) 'TV14'
100 Years 100 Movies

47
49
51
48
63
29
64
34
36
62
66
46
73
45
160
35
50
37
42
33

(5:00) Live PD

Live PD /Live PD
Live PD (L) 'TV14'
<+++ Taken ('08, Thril) 'TV14'
Seven Worlds (N) 'TVPG'
<+++ Taken ('08, Thril) 'TV14'
Pit Bulls & Parolees Puppy Bowl (N)
Pit Bull Parole (N) (:05) Vet Life (N)
(:05) Vet Life (N)
6:40BDeck (:45) <+++ Speed ('94, Act) Keanu Reeves. 'TVMA'
(:20) <+++ Speed ('94, Act) 'TVMA'
(6:50) <++ Men in Black II 'TV14'
<+++ The Hangover ('09, Com) Ed Helms. 'TVMA' Movie
Exp. Unkown
Man/Bear (F) (N)
(:55) Bush People
(:05) Bush People
(:05) Bush People
(6:30) <++ Sweet Home Alabama 'TV14' <++ Sweet Home Alabama ('02, Com) 'TV14'
Movie
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
(5:) < Ride Along 2 <++ Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle 'TV14'
< Jumanji: Welcome to the ...
Ancient Aliens
Ancient "Earth Station Egypt" (N) 'TVPG' Ancient Aliens (N) (:05) Ancient Aliens
< Love, Romance and Chocolate 'TVG' < A Valentine's Match (P) 'TVG'
Cat Bowl II (N)
6: < Chris Watts:... < Poisoned Love: The Stacey Castor S... (:10) < My Wife's Secret Life 'TV14'
Snapped
Snapped
Snapped
Criminal Confess Criminal Confess
<+++ Four Brothers ('05, Act) 'TV14'
<+++ Four Brothers ('05, Act) 'TV14'
Movie
(:45) <+++ Zombieland ('09, Act) 'TVMA' (:45) < Pride and Prejudice and Zombies 'TV14'
(6:00) <++++ Wonder Woman 'TVPG'
BigBang BigBang BigBang BigBang Frontal Miracle
Say Yes-Dress
Say Yes to the Dress (N) 'TVPG'
Say Yes-Dress
Say Yes-Dress
(5:) < Coach Carter < Pain and Gain ('13, Cri) Mark Wahlberg. 'TVMA'
(:45) <++ 2 Guns 'TVMA'
Movie
(:50) <+++ Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince ('09, Adv) 'TVPG'
Dare Me
Last Man Last Man Last Man Last Man Carter
Dog B.H. Dog B.H. <++ The Last Kiss

40 5: Basket. Post-game (L)
38 Boxing Top Rank (L) 'TV14'
58
56
15
59
60

TBA

Undercover Celeb Undercover Celeb
Race-White House Race-White House
(6:00) Public Affairs Events 'TVG'
Greg Gutfeld Show Watters World
The Last Word
The 11th Hour

Mecum10 Mecum10 Motorsport Hour
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)

Motorsport Hour
SportsCenter (N)

Undercover Boss Undercover Boss
Race-White House The Eighties
Public Affairs Events 'TVG'
Judge Jeanine
Greg Gutfeld Show
Investigates
Investigates

Paid
Paid
The Nineties

52 5: < Ferris Bueller... (:10) <+++ Back to the Future ('85, Sci-Fi) 'TVPG'
55 Sydney Special BigCity BigCity BigCity BigCity Sydney
53 Loud H. Loud H. H.Danger All That The Crystal Maze Friends

Watters World
Dateline

(:50) < Back to the Future II

G. Duran Raven
Friends Friends

RollwIt
Friends
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DILBERT

ZITS

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM
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Scott Adams PEARLS BEFORE SWINE

Jerry Scott & Jim Borgman

B

|5

Stephan Pastis

SHERMAN’S LAGOON

Jim Toomey

Mike Peters WUMO

Wulff & Morgenthaler

THE DUPLEX

Glenn McCoy LUANN

Greg Evans

BABY BLUES

Jerry Scott & Rick Kirkman BALDO

Hector D. Cantu & Carlos Castellanos

BLONDIE

Dean Young & John Marshall BIG NATE

SIX CHIX

Bannerman, Shulock, Piccolo, Gibbons, Epstein & Piro TAKE IT FROM THE TINKERSONS

TUNDRA

Chad Carpenter PICKLES

BIZARRO

Wayno & Piraro ARGYLE SWEATER

BORN LOSER

Art & Chip Sansom

Lincoln Peirce

Bill Bettwy

Brian Crane

Scott Hilburn

MISTER BOFFO

Joe Martin

6

|
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AT HOME

What’s hot, what’s not in 2020
and whether you should care
Last week, my husband and I went to a fundraiser with a 1980s theme.
We saw lots
of big hair,
padded
shoulders,
legwarmers
(what a stupid idea) and
Marni
huge danJameson
gly earrings,
and that was
just my costume.
We laugh now, but we
lived through that go big,
“Bonfire of the Vanities”era. Back then, the looks
weren’t so funny, because,
they were, well, in style.
Having seen many styles
come and go over the decades, in both home design
and fashion, I’ve learned —
I’m afraid this is called getting older — that the rise
and fall of what’s hot and
not is mostly Madison Avenue marketing getting
us to buy new stuff. Classic design with timeless appeal, not the trend du jour,
is what you want in your
home, and closet for that
matter.
If only I were that disciplined. Truth is in January, when trend spotters
put out their annual lists
of what’s hot and what’s
not, I guiltily gobble up
the reports like good gossip, the way I slyly scan
the tabloid headlines in
the grocery store checkout. (Brad and Jen again,
really?)
So, after reviewing several 2020 lists, which I’m,
ahem, required to do as a
professional, I pulled out
half a dozen looks ready
to go the way of the floppy
disk. Here’s my what’s nothot list, along with what
designers suggest you try
instead, followed by my
humble opinion.

PHOTO BY KAREN GIDEON

After the soil has been amended with compost and bone
meal, the roots are settled in a deep hole. Cover the roots
with soil to the top of the roots and water, compost and
mulch.

MG

using forks back-to-back
in the center.
Lift and shake off any
loose soil. Rinsing the
FROM PAGE 1
roots with water can be
helpful. Look for natural
clumping growth habit
fractures between bulbs,
like daisies, asters, agroot clumps, or rhizomes
apanthus, yarrow, aneand gently split these fisnomes, achillea, irises,
sures with your hands.
columbine and chrysanthemums. Fruits and veg- If they don’t come apart
easily, they can be cut
etables can also be diwith a sharp, clean knife.
vided, like rhubarb, arAll plant divisions
tichokes, asparagus and
must be kept moist durherbs, including thyme,
ing this process. If the
marjoram and tarragon.
Division is a soil-build- roots or rhizomes are allowed to dry, the plants
ing opportunity. While
may not survive. If there
lifting, forking and diis a delay in replantviding your plants, it’s a
chance to amend old and ing the new plants, keep
prepare new soil. Work in them in moist soil mix in
some compost, leaf mold a container or in water.
and bone meal when you Be careful not to damage
the roots and keep the
build the new home for
portions good sized.
divided plants.
Successful division proWhile the technique
duces new roots. To keep
may differ depending on
the plant’s energy in the
the type of root structure of the plants to be di- recovering root structure,
trim off any dead growth
vided, there are common
tools to get ready. Have a and some of the leaves at
the top of the plant, but
bucket of water nearby, a
retain enough greenery
fork or shovel or two for
lifting, implements for ei- so the plant can still supply energy to the roots.
ther cutting the roots or
The remaining mother
pulling tubers apart and
some isopropyl alcohol or plant from which you
nine parts water and one took the divisions can be
replanted immediately.
part bleach to sterilize
Water thoroughly, add
your knives and pruners.
compost and mulch the
Trim and water the
replant. Keep an eye on
plants to be divided a
couple of days before you your new plants and protect them from extreme
divide. Do your division
weather.
on a cool, cloudy day or
Over the next spring
find a shady spot. Have
and summer, your newly
the soil in the new beds
prepared and fill your gift divided plants will begin their new life cycle.
pots with moist soil and
Blooming, growing, thrivcompost.
ing, the plants proliferate.
The plants need to be
You’ll fall in love again.
carefully lifted from the
And in due time, when
soil. Depending on size
the fade
and consistency of the
T: 4.5 in
T: 4.5 in of age begins,
you’llS: 3.5bein ready again to
soil, you can lift them
S: 3.5 in
divideT: 4.5and
refresh.
with a shovel, hand forks,
T: 4.5 in
in
pitchforks or hand trowel.
S: 3.5 in
S: 3.5 in
Dig around the base of T: 4.5 in The University of
the plant deeper than S: 3.5 in California Marin Master
are sponsored
the root structures. If at-T: 4.5T: in4.5Gardeners
I T lift
only
A IKTE Sonly
A SinTPAAKREKS. A S P A R K .
tempts to
the Tplant
S: 3.5 inby UC Cooperative
S: 3.5 in
Extension. For questions
out of ground prove too
T: 4.5 in
difficult,I Tsending
only aT Ashovel
IKT E only
S A about
ST PA AK Rgardening,
E KS . A S P A plant
RK.
S: 3.5 in
or
diseases,
call
or spade into
the
center A pests
I TI T only
S
P
T
A
A
R
K
K
E
.
S
A
S
P
A
R
T: 4.5 in T A KI ET S only
only
PA AT ARS KPE. AS R AK .S P A R K K. .
I Twill
onlyT A TK AEI SKT EAonly
S S415-473-4204
from 9
of the crown
S: 3.5 in split the
plant. WorkingT: 4.5
asin a team a.m. to noon, and 1 to 4
AT KA K
E SEp.m.
or one side IatT IaS:Tonly
time,
onlyTthe
S A A Sweekdays,
SP PA AR RK K. . bring in
3.5 in
or pictures to
plant can be Ipried
apart
TI T only
TT AA KK EE SSsamples
only
AA SSPPAAR RK K. .
1682
Novato
Suite
into two or more
clumps.
I T only T A K E S A S P A RBlvd.,
K.
Smaller plants can be di- 150B, Novato, or email
T A K EK SS. AA SSPPAAR RK K. .
I T only
T A person
K EI TIST only
Aonly
vided
by one
byS PTAA RK Ehelpdesk@marinmg.org.
T: 4.5 in

T: 4.5 in

T: 4.5
S:
3.5 in
in

T: 4.5
S:
3.5 in
in

S: 3.5 in

S: 3.5 in

OUT >> Farmhouse, cottage,
nautical and rustic-modern looks. These styles are
so last decade, according to designers at Living
Spaces, a California-based
furniture retailer, and
Fixr, an online resource
for home remodelers.
“People liked these rustic, shabby looks at first
because you don’t have
to work hard to maintain
them,” says Sarabeth Asaff
South, chief writer and interior design expert at
Fixr. “But, the look can be
a little too worn. Homeowners are finding there’s
a fine line between comfortable and rundown.”
TRY INSTEAD >> The cleaner
lines of mid-century modern styles are holding,
South says.

T: 4.5 in
T: 4.5
S:
3.5 in
in
S: 3.5 in

T: 4.5 in
T: 4.5
S:
3.5 in
in
S: 3.5 in

T: 4.5 in
T: 4.5
S:
3.5 in
in
S: 3.5 in

S: 5.75 in

S: 5.75 in

S: 5.75 in
S: 5.75 in

T: 6.75 in
T: 6.75 in

S: 5.75 in

T: 6.75 in

T: 6.75 in

S: 5.75 in S: 5.75 in

S: 5.75 in
T: 6.75 in T: 6.75
in

S: 5.75 in

T: 6.75 in

S: 5.75 in

T: 6.75 in
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Farmhouse,
cottage, nautical and rustic
looks are always in style if
you have a farmhouse, cottage, beach house or rustic
cabin. Anywhere else they
look contrived. Designing
for where you live is always
in style.

MY OPINION >>

to most household chemicals, and surprisingly durable. Plus, chrome always
matches.”

and are staying strong.

When you
see a fabric fad (remember
the dragonfly motif?), get
MY OPINION >> What in your it in, oh, a hot pad, not in
home do you handle more a chair. For interior looks
than your faucets? This is that last, go with timeno place for precious, per- tested classics >> botanicals, florals, plaids, stripes,
snickety, thin-skinned
OUT >> Mason jars and
herringbones, houndmetallic finishes. Hands
stooth and toile. Looks you
down, or on, chrome gets
pallet art. As the farmhave seen before, but won’t
my vote.
house and cottage looks
mind seeing again.
wind down, they’re takOUT >> Gray. After a long
ing mason jars and pallet
OUT >> Edison bulbs. Those
art (artwork on recycled
ride, gray is finally fadwood) with them, accord- ing. In a recent survey, Fixr light bulbs that boldly
ing to Living Spaces’ 2020 found that 80% of designshow their filament have
home décor trend report,
ers said gray was either
dropped in interest 43%
based on data from Google completely over or waning. since 2016.
Trends. Interest in mason According to Elle Décor, re“The exposed light bulb
jars has fallen 40% since
strained, monochromatic
trend was popular for a hot
its 2015 peak; and pallet
gray-on-gray interiors are
minute,” say Living Spaces
art interest has dropped
passé. However, the lag be- designers, probably because
56% from its 2015 high.
tween what designers say
of their “authentic vinand what homeowners do
tage charm.” But like most
TRY INSTEAD >> Move tocan be two to three years,
trends, once done, and overSouth says.
done, it’s lights out.
ward minimal with
cleaner-lined cylinder
TRY INSTEAD >> To wean
TRY INSTEAD >> To keep the
vases, and art that shows
a lot of canvas and puts
away from gray, move tosimplistic, no-lampshade
the emphasis on negative
ward warm, brownish
charm of Edison bulbs, opt
space.
grays. To cut completely,
for the “no-shade” shade,
go for a warm palette.
designers suggest. LampMY OPINION >> I still like a
Note >> Earth tones are
shades made of see-though
materials let you see the
bouquet of daisies in a ma- making a comeback.
bulb inside, but not quite
son jar on the kitchen taMY OPINION >> Thank goodso clearly.
ble, and I always will.
ness. I’ve never liked gray
OUT >> Rose gold. Like most interiors. Homes need
MY OPINION >> Just get
warmth. Rooms need life. frosted bulbs. I don’t need
novelties, this one didn’t
stick. The metal’s pink un- Both come from color.
to see the inner workings
dertones limit how and
of my light bulb anymore
OUT >> Ikats and chevrons.
where you can use it, say
than I need to see the inLiving Spaces experts.
ner workings of my garSince interest in Ikat patPlus, if you get a rose gold terns peaked in 2015, it
bage disposal.
faucet and a rose gold
has dropped 66%; since
light fixture from different interest in chevron patSyndicated columnist
makers, the finishes likely terns peaked in 2014, it
Marni Jameson is the
won’t match, South says.
has dropped 73%, accord- author of five home and
lifestyle books, including
ing to the Living Spaces
TRY INSTEAD >> “People are
“Downsizing the Family
report. Consumers liked
Home What to Save, What
swinging back to chrome,” the softer edges and welSouth says. “Chrome used comed the retro and global to Let Go” and the justfeel, but the data say, we’re released “Downsizing the
to be the finish you put
Blended Home — When
in the children’s bath, but over them.
Two Households Become
consumers have learned
TRY INSTEAD >> Bolder geoOne” (Sterling Publishing,
that chrome (because of
2019). You may reach her
its chromium plating) is
metrics have been trendat marnijameson.com.
easy to clean, impervious
ing up for several years,
MY OPINION >>

Trowel & glove

Gardening classes: The
Mill Valley Public Library offers free seasonal gardening
classes most Saturdays and
occasionally on Sundays.
Call 415-389-4292 or go to
millvalleylibrary.org.
Gardening classes: The
San Rafael Public Library
offers Marin Master Gardeners’ lectures every other
month on the second Friday.
Call 415-485-3321 or go to
srpubliclibrary.org.
I T only T A K E S A S P A R K .
Garden club: Novato GarI TI T only
T
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K
E
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A
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.
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den Club presents monthly
meetings at the Margaret
Todd Senior Center, 1560
Hill Road, Novato. Email gardenclubnovato@gmail.com
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Eight
out of 10
designers
surveyed
said the
heyday of
gray was
either over
or waning.
But, that
change
likely
won’t be
reflected
in homes
for a few
years.
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kh
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landscape designers on nine
acres at 23570 Highway 121
in Sonoma. Free. Call 707933-3010 or go to cornerstonesonoma.com.
Olive ranch: McEvoy Ranch
at 5935 Red Hill Road in
Petaluma offers tours,
workshops and special
events. Call 707-769-4123
or go to mcevoyranch.com.
Botanical garden: Quarryhill Botanical Garden at
12841 Sonoma Highway in
Glen Ellen covers 61 acres
PROVIDED BY CIE CARY and showcases a large
UC Marin master gardener Katherine Randolph shares how selection of scientifically
to pick the right tree or shrub for your garden space at 10
documented wild source
a.m. Wednesday at the Landmarks Art & Garden Center in temperate Asian plants.
Tiburon. For more information, call 415-473-4204.
The garden is open for
roses and good garden prac- Novato Independent Elders self-guided tours from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. daily. Free.
tices. Check marinrose.org
Program seeks seasonal
Call 707-996-3166 or go to
for schedule and locations.
volunteers to help Novato
quarryhillbg.org.
seniors
with
their
overgrown
Seminars: The Marin Orchid
— Compiled by Colleen
Society presents lectures on yards Tuesday mornings or
Bidwill
Thursday afternoons. Call
raising orchids at 7 p.m. on
the fourth Tuesday of every 415-899-8296.
month in the Morning Glory Garden exchange: The
The Trowel & Glove
Room, 750 Lindaro St., San Marin Open Garden Project Calendar appears
Rafael. Call 415-895-0667. encourages residents to
Saturdays. Send highGardening volunteers:
bring their excess backyard- resolution jpg photo
Marin Art & Garden Center
grown fruit and vegetables
attachments and details
in Ross seeks volunteers
for a free exchange with
about your event to
for maintenance, weeding,
other gardeners from 9 to
calendar@marinij.com or
transplanting and mulching. 10 a.m. Saturdays through
mail to Home and Garden
Call 415-455-5260.
October at the San Anselmo Calendar/Lifestyles,
Town Hall lawn at 525 San
Gardening volunteers:
Marin Independent
Anselmo Ave. Call 415-419- Journal, 4000 Civic
The Novato Streetscape
Committee seeks volunteers 4941 or go to opengardenCenter Drive, Suite 301,
for weeding and planting on project.org.
San Rafael, CA 94903.
several traffic islands in NoItems should be sent two
Around the bay
vato from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
weeks in advance. Photos
most Saturdays. These sites Landscape garden: Corshould be a minimum of
are predominantly California nerstone Sonoma is a per2 megabytes and include
native and drought resistant manent, gallery-style garcaption information.
plants. Call 415-897-7124
den featuring walk-through Include a daytime phone
Gardening volunteers: The installations by international number.
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Contact us
To submit story ideas, contact:
Sports editor Ian Ross
iross@marinij.com
or at 415-382-7383.
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SUPER BOWL LIV

From COM to the 49ers:
played on ’94 title team
Popson, who also had time with KC, caught pass in big game

marinij.com

WARRIORS

RAY CHAVEZ — BAY AREA NEWS GROUP

Warriors majority owner Joe Lacob
reacts during a game against the
Clippers in November 2015.

Watching
a game
with Joe
Lacob
Owner discusses first
year of Chase Center
Wes Goldberg
Bay Area News Group

PAUL BUCK — GETTY IMAGES

San Francisco 49ers tight end Ted Popson dives for a first down against the Dallas Cowboys in 1994 at Texas Stadium. The 49ers won the
game 38-20.
By Ian Ross
iross@marinij.com
@IRossMIJ on Twitter

As someone who has a Super
Bowl ring from the last time
the 49ers won it all and then
went on to play for the Kansas
City Chiefs, former tight end
Ted Popson has a fairly unique
rooting interest in Sunday’s
game between the two franchises.
“I was really blessed to have
played for both teams,” said
Popson, who began his football
journey at College of Marin. “I
can honestly say both organizations were phenomenal.
The Kansas City fans are unbelievable. The 49ers and the
way that organization treats
players like family is second
to none. If you’re gonna sit

there and have me choose —
San Francisco.
“I’m looking for a great
game. San Francisco is about
as tough on both sides of the
ball as I’ve seen in some time.
I would probably have to give
the edge to San Francisco.”
Popson’s perspective on this
game would have been a lot
different if not for his time at
COM, where he first took up
football and switched from
linebacker to tight end.
“There’s a lot of lessons, especially for younger players,
that can be learned from my
personal story,” Popson said.
“Not playing in high school,
having zero experience and
walking on at the junior college level seemed crazy at the
time but if you have a passion
POPSON >> PAGE 3

EDDIE LEDESMA — CONTRA COSTA TIMES

Ted Popson scores the first of his two touchdowns against the
Cincinnati Bengals at 3Com Park in 1996.

49ers
defensive
coordinator
Robert Saleh
watches
during the
first half of
the team’s
game against
the Los
Angeles Rams
on Dec. 21.

By Mae Anderson
The Associated Press

Amazon
Amazon’s ad stars Ellen DeGeneres and her wife, actress Portia de Rossi, imagining life before
the company’s voice assistant Alexa. A maid named Alexa throws
some burning firewood out a window when she is asked to turn the
temperature down; an Old West
pioneer asks his companion Al to
“play that song I like.” In one of
the few political allusions of the
ADS >> PAGE 2

LACOB >> PAGE 4

TUNE IN
WARRIORS AT CLEVELAND

Super Bowl LIV: Former Patriot Wes Welker faced a steep
learning curve as the 49ers’ receivers coach, C3

10 ads
to watch
for during
Sunday’s game
This year’s Super Bowl won’t be
a politics-free zone, as both President Donald Trump and Democratic presidential candidate Michael Bloomberg will air campaign ads during the game.
But most other advertisers will
offer escape from impeachment
and the upcoming presidential
election by stuffing multiple celebrities in their ads, appropriating iconic songs, going for inoffensive humor, and trying to tug
at people’s heartstrings.
Here are 10 ads to watch for
during Sunday’s game in Miami:

SAN FRANCISCO >> It only takes
watching a Warriors game with
Joe Lacob to understand how
much this all means to him.
Lacob typically watches Warriors
games feverishly at midcourt of
the $1.6 billion Chase Center built
in San Francisco, but today he decides to watch the game from the
upper deck.
He strides to his new seat in the
200 level as fans reach for highfives and shout his name, like a
Silicon Valley rock star in a window-paned sports coat. For an
owner overseeing the franchise’s
worst season in 20 years after
moving the team from Oakland,
the support is rather surprising.
“It beats getting booed,” he
says.
Lacob taps an unknowing fan
on the shoulder and says, “Hi,
I’m Joe Lacob, and I want you to
have my seat for tonight’s game.”
Owner and fan swap tickets, and
Lacob settles into his new seat in
the Modelo Cantina.
“Up here,” he says. “You see
where all the pieces are moving.”
After politely declining a beer,
he chooses to sip on a Pepsi. Lacob
has only the occasional glass of
wine with dinner and avoids coffee. No uppers, no downers. He
doesn’t need it.
To watch a game with Lacob,
64, is to witness his unyielding competitiveness. But today’s
game would be the worst-ever
loss at Chase Center, a 33-point
romp from the Utah Jazz. As the
game goes on and the Warriors’
hole deepens, he only becomes

When: Saturday, 5 p.m.
TV/Radio: NBCSBA/95.7 FM

NHL

GM Wilson
talks about
Sharks’
future
By Curtis Pashelka
Bay Area News Group

Doug Wilson has every expectation the Sharks will return to the NHL playoffs in 2021
after what’s arguably been the
most trying season of his near
17-year tenure as the team’s general manager.
The Sharks entered Friday with
a 22-26-4 record and are in 13th
place in the Western Conference,
nine points back of the last playoff spot, and will likely miss the
postseason for just the third time
since 1998.
Injuries to their top two centers
have beset the Sharks in recent
weeks, as captain Logan Couture
suffered a fractured bone in his
left ankle Jan. 7. Thursday, it was
revealed Tomas Hertl has torn an-

SAN JOSE >>

JOHN HEFTI — AP
PHOTO, FILE

Defensive maestro Saleh needs
one final masterpiece from unit
By Kerry Crowley
Bay Area News Group

To execute complex
defensive gameplans, to ensure that every player understands pre-snap assignments
and to make last-second, onfield adjustments, NFL defenders need excellent communication skills.
During the 2019 season, a
ferocious 49ers’ defense was
almost always on the same
page. Master storyteller Rob-

MIAMI >>

TUNE IN
SUPER BOWL LIV
CHIEFS VS. 49ERS

When: Sunday, 3:30 p.m.
TV: FOX
ert Saleh, the man in charge
of the defensive playbook,
made sure of it.
“You’re trying to tell them
a story of what we need to
do and what they’re trying
to do,” Saleh, the 49ers’ defensive coordinator, said last

week. “So it’s, ‘What is this offense really trying to accomplish? What are they trying
to accomplish when they look
like this versus another formation or whatever it may
be?’”
In his third year leading the defense under head
coach Kyle Shanahan, Saleh
rose to prominence by overseeing one of the NFL’s best
units. The 49ers finished the
regular season ranked second
SALEH >> PAGE 2

WILSON >> PAGE 5

TUNE IN
TAMPA BAY AT SHARKS

When: Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
TV/Radio: NBCSCA/98.5 FM
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Saturday’s local events

NFL NOTES

Browns name female chief of staff

COLLEGE BASEBALL

COM at Sequoias: noon, Visalia
BASKETBALL

Marin County Free Throw Championships: 8:30 a.m.,
Drake High
MEN’S BASKETBALL

Fresno Pacific at Dominican: 4 p.m., San Rafael
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Fresno Pacific at Dominican: 2 p.m., San Rafael
BOYS SOCCER

Drake at Tam: 1 p.m., Mill Valley
Marin Catholic at Terra Linda: 1 p.m., San Rafael
San Marin at Branson: 1 p.m., Ross
San Rafael at Redwood: 1 p.m., Larkspur
Stuart Hall at Marin Academy: 1 p.m., San Rafael
GIRLS SOCCER

Drake at Tam: 11 a.m., Mill Valley
Marin Catholic at Terra Linda: 11 a.m., San Rafael
San Marin at Branson: 11 a.m., Ross
San Rafael at Redwood: 11 a.m., Larkspur
COLLEGE SOFTBALL

Dominican vs. Concordia: 2 p.m., Las Vegas
Dominican vs. Montana State Billings: 4:30 p.m., Las
Vegas

lahan was on his staff.
Callahan has been an
NFL coach for 22 years and
spent four seasons at Nebraska. He brings a huge
wealth of knowledge to Stefanski and the Browns.

The Associated Press

Callie Brownson has been
named chief of staff for new
Browns coach Kevin Stefanski, who began his NFL career in a similar job.
Brownson spent last season as a coaching intern
with the Buffalo Bills, and
is one of the few women in
the league, which has been
more welcoming to women
in recent years. She’s the first
person to have this position
in Cleveland, where her role
will be much like what Stefanski did while working
for coach Brad Childress in
2006 with Minnesota.
Stefanski, who was with
the Vikings for 13 seasons before coming to the
Browns, said the experience
was invaluable and paved
the way for him to become
a head coach eventually.
“It’s very involved in every aspect of a football operation,” Stefanski said.

BILLS STAYING PUT AT CUR-

MARK ZALESKI — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, FILE

Bills coaching intern Callie Brownson talks with players
during warmups before a game against the Titans on Oct.
6 in Nashville, Tenn. Brownson has been named chief of
staff for new Browns coach Kevin Stefanski.
“Callie is uniquely situated where she can go interact with football ops or
PR or the locker room or the
equipment room. She’s really the liaison to the rest
of the building for me. I’m
going to lean on her heavily

and already have.”
The Browns also officially announced on Friday
the hiring of former Oakland Raiders coach Bill Callahan as their new offensive
line coach. Stefanski confirmed last week that Cal-

Ads

Sunday’s local events

FROM PAGE 1

No events scheduled.

night, a newsboy says his
newspaper has “fake news”
and a character resembling
Richard Nixon asks his secretary to remind him to delete his tapes (although she
tells the camera she won’t
do it).

On the air Saturday
BOXING

3:30 p.m.
5 p.m.

PBC prelims
Welterweight: Ugas vs. Dallas Jr.

FS1
FS1

Audi

MEN’S COLLEGE BASKETBALL

8 a.m.
9 a.m.
9 a.m.
9 a.m.
9 a.m.
10 a.m.
10 a.m.
11 a.m.
11 a.m.
11 a.m.
11 a.m.
11 a.m.
Noon
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
5 p.m.
5 p.m.
5 p.m.
5 p.m.
5 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Xavier at Seton Hall
FOX
Indiana at Ohio State
ESPN
Mississippi at LSU
ESPN2
Creighton at Villanova
FS1
Bryant at St. Francis (Pa.)
CBSSN
Michigan State at Wisconsin
FOX
Connecticut at Memphis
CBS
Louisville at North Carolina State
ESPN
Tennessee at Mississippi State
ESPNU
Kansas State at West Virginia
ESPN2
Providence at Butler
FS1
Colgate at Holy Cross
CBSSN
Oklahoma State at Oklahoma
ABC
Texas Tech at Kansas
ESPN
UCF at South Florida
ESPNU
TCU at Baylor
ESPN2
Miami (Ohio) at Northern Illinois
CBSSN
Gonzaga at USF
NBCCA, 1050
Oregon State at Cal
PAC12, 810
Fordham at Dayton
NBCSN
Kentucky at Auburn
ESPN
Wichita State at Tulsa
ESPNU
Houston at Cincinnati
ESPN2
East Carolina at Temple
CBSSN
Oregon at Stanford
PAC12
Pepperdine at Loyola Marymount NBCCA
St. Louis at St. Joseph’s
NBCSN
Duke at Syracuse
ESPN
Tulane at SMU
ESPNU
Bradley at Loyola-Chicago
ESPN2
Massachusetts at Davidson
CBSSN
Arizona at Washington State
PAC12
Santa Clara at Portland
1220
Nevada at Boise State
ESPNU
Saint Mary’s at BYU
ESPN2
Utah State at San Diego State
CBSSN
Colorado at USC
FS1
Arizona State at Washington
PAC12

GOLF

6 a.m.
10 a.m.
Noon
1:30 a.m.

Champions: Morocco Champions
PGA: Phoenix Open
PGA: Phoenix Open
European: Saudi Inter. (early Sun.)

GOLF
GOLF
CBS
GOLF

MOTOR SPORTS

4 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
9 p.m.

Lucas Oil: Late Model Dirt Series
Supercross: Oakland
Lucas Oil: Late Model Dirt Series

MavTV
NBCSN
MavTV

NBA

5 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

Warriors at Cavaliers
76ers at Celtics

NBCBA, 95.7
ABC

NFL

8 p.m.

NFL Honors from Miami (delayed)

FOX

HOCKEY

12:30 p.m.
4 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

CHL: Red Deer at Calgary
Blues at Jets
Lightning at Sharks

NHL
NHL
NBCCA, 98.5

SOCCER

4:25 a.m.
6:30 a.m.
6:30 a.m.
6:30 a.m.
6:55 a.m.
9:20 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
12:20 p.m.
12:55 p.m.
2:55 p.m.
6:55 p.m.

Premier: Leicester City vs. Chelsea NBCSN
Bundesliga: Mainz vs. Bayern Munich FS1
Bundesliga: Borussia Dort.-Union Berlin FS2
Bundesliga: Hofenheim vs. Leverk. FSPLUS
Premier: Liverpool vs. Southampton NBCSN
Bundesliga: Leipzig vs. Möncheng.
FS2
Premier: Man. United vs. Wolves
NBC
Women’s Olympic: St. Kitts vs. Mex. FS2
Inter. friendly: U.S. vs. Cst. Rica ESPNEWS
Liga MX: Monterrey vs. Querétaro
FS2
Liga MX: Santos Laguna vs. UNAM
FS2

TENNIS

2 p.m.
8 p.m.
12:30 a.m.

Australian Open:
women’s final (repeat)
Australian Open:
men’s doubles final
Australian Open:
men’s final (early Sun.)

The Buffalo
Bills have informed county
officials they will not use an
early and one-time opt-out
clause to terminate their
lease at New Era Field.
The team’s decision, sent
in a letter to Erie County
Executive Mark Poloncarz,
was considered a formality,
but in no way rules out the
possibility of the Bills one
day playing at new facility in downtown Buffalo. A
copy of the Bills letter was
posted by Poloncarz on his
Twitter account, and simply
states the team will honor
the terms of the 10-year
lease negotiated in 2013,
and not exercise the early
termination clause.

RENT HOME >>

TENNIS
TENNIS
ESPN

Arya can sing as well as
stab, it turns out. “Game
of Thrones” actress Maisie
Williams belts out the hit
song “Let it Go” from “Frozen” as she promotes Audi’s
e-tron family of electric vehicles. The ad airs in the
fourth quarter.
RANDY VAZQUEZ — BAY AREA NEWS GROUP

49ers defensive coordinator Robert Saleh, left, and Deebo Samuel (19) celebrate after a
defensive stop during the NFC Championship game at Levi’s Stadium on Jan. 19.

Saleh
FROM PAGE 1

in team defense, second in
third-down percentage and
eighth in scoring defense.
A year after the 49ers
ranked 28th in scoring defense and the team finished
last in the NFL in turnover
margin, Saleh’s job security
was questioned by national
analysts. Now, a team
that wasn’t necessarily
equipped to execute Saleh’s
gameplans can make the
ultimate statement against
superstar quarterback Patrick Mahomes and the Kansas City Chiefs.
“I know he came in here
with a very good philosophy on what he believed
in,” Shanahan said. “We
weren’t always ready to do
all of that stuff which forces
you to adjust as a coach.
When you’re forced to adjust, it only helps you grow.”
Saleh’s growth has been
an oft-discussed topic this
season as a vaunted passrush has wreaked havoc on
quarterbacks while a stronger secondary helped the
49ers finish the year with
the league’s No. 1 ranked
passing defense.
49ers defensive backs
and defensive linemen alike
say the defense has thrived
because the rush and coverage are in sync, but that’s
not simply the result of having better personnel. Veteran defensive tackle DeForest Buckner credits Saleh
for taking input from players who have allowed his
philosophies to evolve.
“He’s a really good coach
with listening to players’
ideas and everything,”
Buckner said. “Listening
to him and putting it into
the gameplan. He’s one of
those coaches who is a really approachable guy. He’ll
hear things out, bounce
ideas off of you.”
After injuries up front
stripped the defensive line
of key backups including
D.J. Jones and Ronald Blair,
several 49ers players said the
unit became too reliant on
its top rushers. Instead of
maintaining a rotation that
kept linemen fresh, Buckner, Arik Armstead and Nick
Bosa watched their snap
counts soar while backups
such as Sheldon Day and Solomon Thomas stayed on the
sidelines.
With careful evaluation of the group and honest discussions with players, Saleh and the 49ers

decided to trust its second-unit more and reduce
the amount of time its star
linemen were on the field.
The 49ers reaped the benefits against the Minnesota Vikings and Green Bay
Packers and will surely enjoy the extra week of rest
to prepare for the daunting
task of containing a more
mobile passer in Mahomes.
Aside from adding talent at defensive end with
Bosa and Dee Ford and
two more sideline-to-sideline linebackers in Kwon
Alexander and Dre Greenlaw, the 49ers also consider
their defensive improvements the result of the familiarity the unit has with
each other.
Linebacker Fred Warner admitted he wasn’t initially comfortable with all
that was asked of him as
a rookie last year, but the
player tasked with relaying Saleh’s calls to the rest
of the defense said his confidence has skyrocketed in
his second year as a starter.
“As a rookie, I hadn’t
played in the box or gotten
a call before so it was an
adjustment for sure,” Warner said. “It was a learning
curve, but this year, he’s
been great about keeping
up with me, seeing where
I’m at, if it’s too much,
lightening the load for me
so I can just go out, play
fast and anticipate what
the offense is doing.”
As the 49ers struggled to
a 4-12 season last year and
opponents averaged nearly
30 points per game against
them, cornerback Richard
Sherman grew frustrated
with the way Saleh was
doubted. The 49ers’ internal support for their coordinator was rock solid, but
Sherman felt Saleh received
too much criticism for the
team’s defensive errors.
Sherman said Saleh
hasn’t changed much since
last year, the 49ers defenders have simply done a better job of avoiding unnecessary mistakes.
“People would be like, ‘Oh
my god, he’s calling terrible
games.’ Well he’s calling a
great game, it was poor execution more than anything.
You call a blitz and they
don’t blitz. You call Cover 2
and they play Cover 3. You
get poor execution and everyone says, ‘Oh my god,
he’s a terrible coordinator.’
“Well he’s calling the
same stuff this year and
we’re No. 1 in the league
and it’s just guys executing the scheme he called.”

If the 49ers have cut
down on communication issues and lapses in execution,
it’s possible the players who
have been under contract
for multiple seasons are too
close to Saleh to notice any
significant differences in
his messaging. Players new
to the defense such as Bosa
say the third-year defensive
coordinator is as direct as he
needs to be.
“He lays out the plan really well,” Bosa said. “From
the start of the week to today, he tells you what we
need to do to beat them and
it’s usually pretty accurate.”
A year after Saleh faced
external questions about
his ability to lead the 49ers’
defense, his name surfaced as a coach who could
soon be leading an entire
franchise. The Cleveland
Browns chose Vikings offensive coordinator Kevin
Stefanski over Saleh as
their new head coach, but
the 49ers’ defensive mastermind will enter the 2020
season on the shortlist of
assistants expected to leave
their posts after the season
for top jobs elsewhere.
The 49ers consider
themselves for t unate
Saleh wasn’t tabbed by the
Browns or any of the other
four teams that conducted
head coaching searches
this offseason, but they also
believe it won’t be long before Shanahan’s coaching
tree sprouts some branches.
When Saleh was passed
over by the Browns, Shanahan admitted he was
“pumped” for the chance to
keep his coordinator and
defensive system in place
for at least one more season. Saleh believes he’ll only
be more prepared when his
time eventually comes.
“To understand Kyle and
to work with Kyle is really gift that a lot of people
should have once in their
lives,” Saleh said. “He strives
to make people better, and I
think that’s what makes this
organization tick.”
Many 49ers defenders
consider working with
Saleh a gift, too, particularly because of the way he
relates to the team through
his stories. Even as his profile continues to rise, those
that know what he’s done
for the 49ers behind the
scenes believe he’s still due
more credit.
“I feel like he’s a guy that
doesn’t get talked about
enough,” Warner said.
If the 49ers shut down
the Chiefs on Sunday, that
will change fast.

Budweiser
T he A nheuser-Busch
brand enlisted Oscar-winning director Kathryn Bigelow for a 60-second ad
that contrasts a voiceover
of “typical American” behavior with real-life video
of Americans doing heartwarming things. For instance, the narration says
typical Americans are “always so competitive” while
the ad shows Hannah
Gavios, who is partially paralyzed, completing a marathon.

Doritos
The snack chip is betting people will connect
with “Old Town Road,” the
smash hit of the summer
by Lil Nas X. In the Western-themed ad, Lil Nas has
a dance off with grizzled
character actor Sam Elliott. Billy Cyrus, who features in the song’s remix,
also makes a cameo.

Facebook
The social media site
hasn’t unveiled its firstever Super Bowl ad but it
will star Rocky himself,
Sylvester Stallone, with comedian Chris Rock to promote the site’s Groups feature. The 60-second ad airs
late in the game during the
fourth quarter.

Google
Google’s 90-second ad is
one of the few ads this year
that doesn’t use humor or celebrities. It features a man
reminiscing about his wife,
using the Google Assistant
feature to pull up old photos of her and past vacations.
The ad is set to an instrumental version of “Say Something” by Great Big World.

Hyundai
The automaker pokes
fun at Boston accents with
a 60-second ad in the first
quarter that uses Boston-affiliated celebrities including actor Chris Evans, John
Krasinski, Saturday Night
Live alum Rachel Dratch
and former Boston Red Sox
David Ortiz. They discuss
Hyundai’s feature that lets
car owners park remotely
with exaggerated accents
that make “Smart Park”
sound like “smaht pahk.”

Pepsi
Pepsi tries to reignite the
Cola Wars with Missy Elliott and H.E.R. performing
an updated version of the
Rolling Stones’ classic tune
“Paint It Black.” As singers
intone the lyrics “I see a red
door and I want it painted
black,” a red cola can resembling a Coke changes
into a black can of Pepsi.
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SUPER BOWL LIV

Welker faced a steep learning
curve as 49ers’ receivers coach
By Evan Webeck
Bay Area News Group
MIAMI >> Deebo Samuel remembers now the first time
he met Wes Welker. He just
didn’t realize it at first.
It was at the NFL scouting combine in Indianapolis,
and the 49ers had requested
a meeting with the versatile
playmaker out of South Carolina. Just that week, they
had announced the additions of two former receivers to their coaching staff —
Welker, the decorated former
Patriot, and Miles Austin.
Samuel walked into the
room hyperfocused on the
question-answer session.
He walked out not having
realized one of the coaches
he was speaking with was
Welker.
“I walk out the door and
somebody’s like, ‘Did you realize that was Wes Welker?’”
Samuel remembered. “I’m
like, ‘What?’ So I run back
in just to shake his hand,
say it’s nice to meet you.”
A few months later, Samuel, then a newly drafted
second-round pick, and
Welker, still establishing
himself in his first assistant
coaching role, were tasked
with the same mind-bending challenge: learning Kyle
Shanahan’s complex offensive playbook.
Was there any sort of
learning curve for the new
wide receivers coach?
“This playbook is something to think about,” Samuel said.
That, Welker said this
week in Miami, was the
most humbling experience
since he traded in his cleats
for a headset.
“Some of the players had
been in the system longer
than I had,” Welker said.
“There’s definitely an adjustment period, where I
had to study and buckle
down because a lot of them
knew it better than I did.”

MATT SLOCUM — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, FILE

Former Patriots wide receiver Wes Welker, now the 49ers’ receivers coach, is still
learning, even after a successful playing career in the NFL.
So, at the end of his first
year under Shanahan, has
Welker surpassed his players in his knowledge of the
system?
“Yeah, I would say so,” he
said, cracking a smile. “They
may disagree with you. That’s
typical players for you.”
Welker would know. He
spent 12 seasons racking up
receptions, yards and accolades as one of the game’s
most prolific slot receivers,
including five straight as a
Pro Bowl selection in New
England.
He thought he knew everything there was to know
about football. Turns out,
there’s more to the game
than just mastering routes.
“These guys here — Kyle,
(Mike) LaFleur, (Mike) McDaniel — they’ve really taught
me things about something
I thought I knew everything
about,” Welker said.
It took him three days to
break down his first game.
He never had to identify
defensive fronts before. Is

it an under, with the threetechnique weak from the
tight end, or an over, with
him on the strong side?
“I’m sitting there thinking, ‘What am I doing?’”
Welker remembered. “It
makes you realize just how
much there is left to learn.”
Shanahan has developed
a reputation as a perfectionist. A head coach who knows
exactly what he wants — and
how to achieve it. He’s direct
with his players and coaching staff alike, but he also solicits feedback and it’s generally a two-way street.
It’s all the more demanding being the wide receivers coach under Shanahan, who played the position at the University of
Texas. Shanahan, 40, and
Welker, 38, actually played
each other in college, when
Welker was at Texas Tech.
Welker said he and Shanahan are similar in that
regard. The receiver room
is loose, but they hold each
other accountable.

Welker spent the majority of his career playing for
Bill Belichick in New England, but he’s had a number
of coaches to draw from. He
said his style is an amalgamation of replicating what
he liked — and avoiding
what he didn’t.
The big one: Don’t tell a
player what not to do. Tell
him what to do differently.
Now, he’s also the person
in the room who can tell his
guys what to expect from
the spectacle that is Super Bowl week. Welker has
thrice made it here — but
never won a ring as a player.
When he hung them up,
he spent his year away from
football spending time with
his family. But also golfing
“four or five hours a day.” His
wife was none too pleased.
Whether Sunday ends in
his first ring or defeat, he’ll
have plenty of time to hit
the links.
“Now that I work nonstop, it’s OK,” he said with
a laugh.

Popson
FROM PAGE 1

for something and really
enjoy doing what you’re
doing and have a good
work ethic, other people
are going to notice.”
Popson, who is from
Truckee but spent “a couple of months” at Tam
High, decided to continue
his education at COM —
where his older brother,
Dwight, was already playing football.
Dwight convinced Ted
to join the team in 1986
but he began his football
life as a linebacker. After
Ted made a few interceptions, coach Jim Dickey realized his talents might be
better served on the other
side of the ball.
“Honestly, I was an athlete long before I was a
football player,” Popson
said. “When I got introduced to the game, I just
wanted to play. I wasn’t
particular. Maybe that
was a huge benefit for me,
having so little experience
of playing I could care
less where I played. I just
wanted to play.
“The head coach said
they needed a tight end
and asked if I was interested in moving to that
position. … I said ‘I’m your
guy.’”
The tight end with no
prior experience went
from playing junior college
football in 1986 to being
drafted by the New York
Giants in 1991 — with a
stop at Portland State University in between. Popson
joined the 49ers in 1994,
just in time for the team’s
Super Bowl win against
the San Diego Chargers.
Popson caught a 6-yard
pass from backup quarterback Bill Musgrave in
the late stages of the 49ers’
blowout victory.
“It’s like the Fourth of
July and Christmas and
all your favorite holidays
kinda wrapped up into
one,” Popson said of the entire two-week Super Bowl
experience. “You get to
meet a lot of fantastic people that week. The gametime experience was very

Marin Nonprofits:

Let's talk about free marketing!
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“It’s like the
Fourth of July
and Christmas
and all your
favorite
holidays kinda
wrapped up into
one.”
— Ted Popson, who attended
College of Marin, on his Super
Bowl experience in 1994.

intense. I think everybody
on the team realized that
it’s not a baseball sevengame series or a basketball playoff situation. It’s
a one-time, give-it-everything-you’ve-got experience. It’s very intense.”
Popson played three
years with the 49ers, highlighted by a six-touchdown
season in 1996, then spent
the next two seasons in
Kansas City before retiring following a series of
concussions.
Since retiring from the
NFL, Popson has worked
in sports talk radio for 95.7
FM in San Francisco and
KAHI AM 950 in Sacramento. He currently lives
in Auburn and works for
MLS Mortgage. Popson
is also the defensive line
coach for Sierra College
in Rocklin — where the
49ers held their training
camps during the bulk of
the team’s dynastic years
from 1981 to 1997.
As a former tight end,
the battle between San
Francisco’s George Kittle and Kansas City’s Travis Kelce — arguably the
top two tight ends in the
league — is of particular
interest to Popson.
“It’s definitely a different
game from when I played,”
Popson. “The initial thing
that jumps off the screen
with both those guys is just
how athletic they are. They
are just phenomenal athletes. I think you could plug
either one of those guys into
multiple different sports
and they’d be successful.
“They’re both unbelievable. They both block well,
they’re great receivers and
they work hard downfield
to block for their teammates.”

SAMPLE AD

Marin nonprofits may receive free exposure in the
Marin IJ and on marinij.com!
Now accepting ads for March • Deadline is Feb. 15

iving Marin is a partnership of
community-minded North Bay
businesses and institutions that
underwrite advertising space for 501(c)
(3) nonprofits that operate in Marin
County.

Nonprofit organizations that want
their ads to be reviewed for participation
in the program can email camera ready
advertising to ads@givingmarin.com.

Visit givingmarin.com/how
-to-apply for specifications.
for more information, contact:
Liz Saint John Boorstein
liz@givingmarin.com

Beneficiaries
The following nonprofits have
received advertising space courtesy
of the Giving Marin partners:
23 Elephants Theatre Company
Adopt a Family
Age Friendly Solutions
Alzheimer's Association
Ambassadors of Hope and Opportunity
Art Works Downtown
Asian Pacific Heritage Festival
Autistry Studios
Barrel Bag
Bay Area Barns & Trails
Beyond Differences
Big Brothers Big Sisters Bay Area
Black Mountain Circle
Bloom
Blue Star Moms of Marin
Bolinas Museum
Bread & Roses Presents
Buck Institute
California Film Institute/ Mill Valley Film Festival
California Native Plant Society-Marin Chapter
California State PTA
Call of the Sea
Canal Alliance
Canal Welcome Center
Care for Peace

Center for Domestic Peace
Coastal Camp
Community Action Marin
Community Institute for Psychotherapy
Computer & Technology Resource Center
Conservation Corps North Bay
Cool Effect
Covia Community Service
CVNL
Dance Palace
Dedication to Special Education
Dillon Beach Emergency Response Team
Downtown Streets Team
Drawbridge
Earn It Keep It Save It-Sparkpoint
Experience Corps Marin
ExtraFood
Fair Housing Advocates of Northern California
FIRESafe Marin
Friends of China Camp
Godmothers of St. Vincent's School for Boys
Golden Gate Computer Society
Golden Gate Marin Artists
Grace Signs
Guide Dogs for the Blind
Halleck Creek Ranch
HeadsUp San Rafael Public Education Foundation
Hearing Loss Association of America
Homeward Bound of Marin
Hospice by the Bay
Huckleberry Youth Programs
Integrated Community Services
Inverness Garden Club
Jake's Place
Kids Cooking for Life
Larkspur Community Foundation
LAUNCH Five4Five
Legal Aid of Marin
Lifehouse
Lifelong Medical Care
Little Wishes
Love is the Answer
Marin Aquatic Masters
Marin Arts
Marin Athletic Foundation
Marin Audubon Society
Marin CASA
Marin Center for Independent Living
Marin Charitable
Marin Coalition
Marin Community Clinics
Marin Dance Theatre
Marin Environmental Housing Collaborative
Marin Foster Care Association

Marin Girls Chorus
Marin Golden Threads
Marin Homeless Aid
Marin Humane
Marin Interfaith Council
Marin Master Gardeners
Marin Mobile Care
Marin Museum of Contemporary Art
Marin Music Chest
Marin Oaks High School
Marin Open Studios
Marin Professionals
Marin School of the Arts
Marin Society of Artists
Marin Valentine’s Ball
Marin Ventures
Marin Villages
Marine Mammal Center
Matrix Parents Network
Mayflower Chorus
Mill Valley Philharmonic
Milo Foundation
Miwok Stables Center
Mountain Play Association
Mt. Tam Quilt Guild
Museum of the American Indian
Neighborhood Response Group
New Beginnings Law Center
Next Generation Scholars
North Bay Children's Center
North Marin Community Services
Not In Our Town
Novato Community TV
Novato Theater Company
Ocean Riders of Marin
Offerings
O'Hanlon Center for the Arts
Okizu
PEP Housing
Point Blue Conservation Science
Relay for Life
Resilient Neighborhoods
Ritter Center
Ross Valley Players
RotaCare
Rotary Club of Ignacio
Rotary Club of Tiburon Sunset
San Francisco-Marin Food Bank
San Geronimo Valley Community Center
Sausalito Rotary Club
SchoolsRule
Schurig Center for Brain Injury Recovery
Senior Access
She-Can
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The Godmothers of St. Vincent’s School for Boys
(formerly The Godmothers of Timothy Murphy School)
Actively supporting the boys of St. Vincent’s through
fundraising, financial contributions, and donations of
their time, talents, and compassion.
The Godmothers mission is to work directly with
the boys who have been entrusted to St. Vincent’s for
academic and therapeutic assistance by funding and
executing activities designed to bring color to their lives
and help lead them to wise and fulfilling futures.
Join as a Junior (ages 21-45), Active, or Supportive
member and meet over 210 Godmothers while helping
the boys living at St. Vincent’s.
CONTACT INFORMATION
www.godmothers.org
The Godmothers of St. Vincent’s School for Boys
1 St. Vincent Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903
THIS NONPROFIT MESSAGE IS SPONSORED BY

A PROUD
PARTNER

givingmarin.com

Side by Side
Singers Marin
Slide Ranch
Soroptimist International of Novato
Spahr Center
St. Vincent de Paul Society of Marin
Star Academy
Subversive Music Foundation
Sunny Hills
Syzygy Dance Project
Tam Twirlers
Tamalpa Institute
Tax-Aid
The Planet
The Redwoods
To Celebrate Life Breast Cancer Foundation
Tour of Novato-School Fuel
Trips for Kids
Veterans Housing & Services
West Marin Rotary Club
West Marin Senior Services
Whistlestop
Wildcare
Youth In Arts
Youth Leadership Institute
Youth Poster Contest
YWCA San Francisco & Marin

Thank you to these generous supporters of Giving Marin
These partners are
making a difference
in Marin County by
donating advertising
space and funding to
nonprofit
non-profit organizations
organizations
that provide critical
services to those who
most need it.
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NBA ROUNDUP

Roses for Kobe, Gianna
as Lakers return to action
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES >> Red roses
adorned the courtside seats
where Kobe and Gianna
Bryant sat at the last Los
Angeles Lakers game they
attended. On the overhead
video board, photos of Bryant in action for the Lakers alternated with those
of the other seven people
who were killed alongside him and his 13-yearold daughter in a helicopter crash.
Friday night at Staples
Center was unlike any other.
Longtime public address
announcer Lawrence Tanter introduced the entire
Lakers lineup the same way:
“From Lower Merion High
School, No. 8, Kobe Bryant.”
In a ceremony before
the Lakers’ first game
since the crash on Sunday,
Usher stood at center court
of the darkened arena in
front of No. 8 and No. 24
yellow rose arrangements
to sing “Amazing Grace.”
Cellist Ben Hong from the
Los Angeles Philharmonic
performed while video of
Bryant talking about his
life and career played.
Fans interrupted the silence with chants of “Kobe!
Kobe!” and “MVP! MVP!”
Boyz II Men, from Bryant’s
hometown of Philadelphia,

Scoreboard

Friday
1. Baylor (18-1) did not play.
2. Gonzaga (22-1) did not play.
3. Kansas (17-3) did not play.
4. San Diego State (22-0) did not play
5. Florida State (17-3) did not play.
6. Louisville (18-3) did not play.
7. Dayton (19-2) did not play.
8. Villanova (17-3) did not play.
9. Duke (17-3) did not play.
10. Seton Hall (16-4) did not play.
11. Oregon (18-4) did not play.
12. West Virginia (16-4) did not play.
13. Kentucky (16-4) did not play.
14. Michigan State (16-5) did not play.
15. Maryland (17-4) did not play.
16. Butler (17-4) did not play.
17. Auburn (18-2) did not play.
18. Iowa (15-6) did not play.
19. Illinois (16-5) did not play.
20. Colorado (16-5) did not play.
21. Houston (17-4) did not play.
22. LSU (16-4) did not play.
23. Wichita State (17-3) did not play.
24. Penn State (15-5) did not play.
25. Rutgers (16-5) did not play.

Marin
COLLEGE BASEBALL
Sequoias 9, College of Marin 3

BOYS BASKETBALL
San Domenico 61, Urban 52
Branson 55, San Marin 34
Marin Catholic 55, Terra Linda 47

GIRLS BASKETBALL
Branson 51, San Marin 45
Tam 46, Drake 32
Marin Catholic 44, Terra Linda 23
Redwood 53, San Rafael 12

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
College of Marin 74, Contra Costa 67

Friday
1. South Carolina (20-1) did not play.
2. Baylor (19-1) beat Texas 64-44.
3. Oregon (18-2) did not play.
4. UConn (19-1) did not play.
5. Louisville (21-1) did not play.
6. Stanford (19-2) beat Washington
58-41.
7. N.C. State (20-1) did not play.
8. UCLA (18-2) lost to No. 16 Arizona
92-66.
9. Mississippi State (19-3) did not play.
10. Oregon State (17-4) did not play.
11. DePaul (19-3) lost to Creighton 63-61.
12. Gonzaga (21-1) did not play.
13. Kentucky (17-3) did not play.
14. Florida State (17-4) did not play.
15. Texas A&M (18-3) did not play.
16. Arizona (17-3) beat No. 8 UCLA 92-66.
17. Maryland (17-4) did not play.
18. Iowa (18-3) did not play.
19. Arizona State (16-5) beat Southern
Cal 76-75, 3OT.
20. Indiana (17-5) did not play.
21. South Dakota (20-2) did not play.
22. Tennessee (17-4) did not play.
23. Northwestern (18-3) did not play.
24. Missouri State (17-3) beat Bradley
90-56.
25. Arkansas (17-4) did not play.

Marin Academy 2, San Domenico 1

GIRLS SOCCER

The Lakers’ LeBron James, wearing a No. 24 jersey,
speaks about Kobe Bryant prior to Friday’s game against
the Trail Blazers in Los Angeles.
sang the national anthem.
The game was not final
at press time.
NETS 133, BULLS 118 >> Kyrie
Irving scored a season-high
54 points, making all 10
shots in the first half and 19
of 23 for the game, to lead
Brooklyn past Chicago.
PELICANS 139, GRIZZLIES 111

Zion Williamson scored
24 points in a little less
than 29 minutes, and New
Orleans beat Memphis in
the first matchup this season between the NBA’s top
two draft picks.

>>

NUGGETS 127, BUCKS 115 >>

Will Barton had 24 points
and eight assists as tired
and short-handed Denver snapped Milwaukee’s

Marin Academy 1, Urban 0

NFL
WILD-CARD PLAYOFFS

nine-game winning streak
and handed the NBA-leading Bucks just their third
home loss this season.

Saturday, Jan. 4
Houston 22, Buffalo 19, OT
Tennessee 20, New England 13
Sunday, Jan. 5
Minnesota 26, New Orleans 20, OT
Seattle 17, Philadelphia 9

ROCKETS 128, MAVERICKS 121

DIVISIONAL PLAYOFFS

James Harden scored 35
points, Russell Westbrook
added 32 and Houston
built a big lead and held
on for a victory over Dallas.

>>

THUNDER 111, SUNS 107 >>

Danilo Gallinari scored 27
points, Dennis Schroder
added 24 and Oklahoma
City rallied in the final minutes to push past Phoenix.
RAPTORS 105, PISTONS 92 >>

Pascal Siakam scored 30
points and Serge Ibaka
added 21 to lift Toronto
past Detroit for its 10th
straight victory.

Saturday, Jan. 11
San Francisco 27, Minnesota 10
Tennessee 28, Baltimore 12
Sunday, Jan. 12
Kansas City 51, Houston 31
Green Bay 28, Seattle 23
CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS

Sunday, Jan. 19
Kansas City 35, Tennessee 24
San Francisco 37, Green Bay 20
PRO BOWL

FAR WEST

Sunday, Jan. 26
At Orlando, Fla.
AFC 38, NFC 33

Arizona 92, UCLA 66
Arizona St. 76, Southern Cal 75
Hawaii 94, UC Irvine 70
Stanford 58, Washington 41
Washington St. 92, California 66

SUPER BOWL

Sunday, Feb. 2
At Miami Gardens, Fla.
Kansas City vs. San Francisco, 3:30 p.m.
(FOX)

NHL

GP W

WESTERN CONFERENCE
PACIFIC DIVISION

FROM PAGE 1
Lakers
Clippers
Phoenix
Sacramento
Golden State

W

L

36
33
20
18
10

10
15
28
30
39

Pct

GB

.783
—
.688
4
.417
17
.375
19
.204 27 1/2

Vancouver
Edmonton
Calgary
Vegas
Arizona
Sharks
Anaheim
Los Angeles

Houston
Dallas
Memphis
San Antonio
New Orleans

To watch a game with Golden State Warriors majority
owner Joe Lacob, 64, is to witness his unyielding
competitiveness.
In his first year running
the Warriors, he estimates
he fired 80% of the company. “I didn’t do that to
be mean,” he says. “It’s just
that they weren’t good.”
Lacob tried for more
than a decade to buy into
the NBA, but opportunities
like Phoenix, Atlanta and
Philadelphia weren’t right.
That’s when the late David
Stern, former NBA commissioner, told him to buy
into a limited partnership
with his hometown Celtics, which provided valuable insight into running
a team.
After he purchased the
Warriors in 2010, it took
only five years — sorry,
“Four years, seven months
and 11 days,” he points out
— to win a championship.
Jesus, 27 points ...
Last year, he ended a 47year stay at Oracle Arena
when he moved the team
to San Francisco, a decision met with backlash
from the Oakland fan base.
“People from Oakland
are still bitter, but we’re a
team that represents the
whole Bay Area,” Lacob
says. “I hear you, I understand why you’re proud
you’re from Oakland, but
it’s really not about Oakland. It’s about the whole
Bay Area.”
Ugh, now down 30 ...
So what’s next? He’s relieved Chase Center is
open, and is no longer rubbing his temple over the
running tab. Instead of the
originally budgeted $1 billion, the arena cost $1.6 billion, but, “Now that it’s all
done and here, it’s like anything else, you don’t think
about how much you pay
for something.”
He considers Chase Center the greatest arena in
the world (“You can be the
judge, but I think it is”) and
doesn’t expect ticket prices
to go down any time soon.
“We have a very expensive payroll, which will be
going up next year.”
With hotels, of fice
spaces and restaurants
managed by the likes of Michael Mina and Tyler Florence expected to open on
the property later this year,
he considers this season a
soft launch.
From a league-wide perspective, he isn’t sold that

declining TV ratings are a
problem, though admits
the Warriors losing is not
helping. He likes the idea
of the NBA implementing a play-in tournament
for the playoffs but needs
more data before forming
an opinion on the proposed
30-team in-season tournament.
We’re down 33. This is
incredibly bad. This is so
embarrassing ...
But none of that matters if the Warriors aren’t
winning. During this lottery-bound season, Lacob
has taken trips to Kentucky, Georgia and Iowa
with general manager Bob
Myers to scout draft prospects.
Among the current crop
of youngsters, he likes
what he’s seen from Ky
Bowman, Damion Lee and
Eric Paschall (a keeper),
and believes Golden State’s
championship window will
be open for the next four
years, until Curry’s age-35
season.
It’s hard for me to relate
to this. It’s like a dream ...
During the waning minutes of the game, with the
Warriors headed for their
36th loss, Lacob is asked
about the infamous “lightyears ahead” comment.
He admits that he let his
guard down around the
reporter who quoted him,
and emphasizes — with eye
contact — that he won’t let
that happen again.
According to Lacob, the
social media meme became
a running joke in the Warriors organization as well,
but it was boastful comments like that that helped
change the narrative
around the organization.
When trying to pump up
your own franchise, Lacob
says, a light-years comment
is bound to happen.
Well, I have to say, I
have to go down and talk
about this one ...
Sitting high in the cantina, his Pepsi barely
touched, Lacob is hopeful
for what the next decade
will bring.
“We have no reason
to not be in the hunt for
championships all the
time, every year, forever,”
Lacob says. “If we don’t,
we’ll make sure we get people who do.”

Denver
Utah
Oklahoma City
Portland
Minnesota

W

L

30
29
24
21
20

18
19
25
26
29

W

L

34
32
30
21
15

15
16
20
27
32

Pct

GB

.625
—
.604
1
.490 6 1/2
.447 8 1/2
.408 10 1/2

Pct

GB

.694
—
.667 1 1/2
.600 4 1/2
.438 12 1/2
.319
18

EASTERN CONFERENCE
ATLANTIC DIVISION

Toronto
Boston
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
New York

W

L

Pct

GB

35
32
31
21
13

14
15
18
26
36

.714
.681
.633
.447
.265

—
2
4
13
22

Pct
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SOUTHEAST DIVISION

Miami
Orlando
Washington
Charlotte
Atlanta

29
27
27
26
26
22
20
19
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NORTHWEST DIVISION
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51
51
52
53
53
52
51
52

W

L

32
21
16
16
13

15
27
31
32
36

W

L

.681
—
.438 11 1/2
.340
16
.333 16 1/2
.265
20

CENTRAL DIVISION

Pct

GB

Milwaukee
41
7 .854
—
Indiana
31 17 .646
10
Chicago
19 32 .373 23 1/2
Detroit
17 33 .340
25
Cleveland
13 36 .265 28 1/2
Thursday’s games
Washington 121, Charlotte 107
Toronto 115, Cleveland 109
Atlanta 127, Philadelphia 117
Boston 119, Golden State 104
Sacramento 124, Clippers 103
Denver 106, Utah 100
Friday’s games
Toronto 105, Detroit 92
Brooklyn 133, Chicago 118
Houston 128, Dallas 121
New Orleans 139, Memphis 111
Denver 127, Milwaukee 115
Oklahoma City 111, Phoenix 107
Portland at Lakers, n.
Saturday's games
Minnesota at Clippers, 12:30 p.m.
Miami at Orlando, 4 p.m.
New York at Indiana, 4 p.m.
Brooklyn at Washington, 5 p.m.
Golden State at Cleveland, 5 p.m.
Atlanta at Dallas, 5:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Boston, 5:30 p.m.
Charlotte at San Antonio, 6 p.m.
Lakers at Sacramento, 7 p.m.
Utah at Portland, 7:30 p.m.
Sunday's games
Denver at Detroit, 9:30 a.m.
New Orleans at Houston, 11 a.m.
Phoenix at Milwaukee, 11 a.m.
Chicago at Toronto, noon
Monday's games
Dallas at Indiana, 4 p.m.
Golden State at Washington, 4 p.m.
New York at Cleveland, 4 p.m.
Orlando at Charlotte, 4 p.m.
Boston at Atlanta, 4:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Miami, 4:30 p.m.
Phoenix at Brooklyn, 4:30 p.m.
Detroit at Memphis, 5 p.m.
Minnesota at Sacramento, 7 p.m.
San Antonio at Clippers, 7:30 p.m.

L OT Pts GF GA
18
18
19
20
21
26
26
28

4
6
6
7
6
4
5
5

62 170 152
60 162 159
60 143 155
59 165 162
58 150 145
48 136 174
45 131 160
43 130 164

CENTRAL DIVISION

SOUTHWEST DIVISION

St. Louis
Colorado
Dallas
Nashville
Chicago
Winnipeg
Minnesota

52
49
50
50
51
52
50

31
28
28
24
24
25
23

L OT Pts GF GA
13
15
18
19
21
23
21

8
6
4
7
6
4
6

70 166 145
62 179 143
60 131 127
55 169 168
54 155 161
54 153 162
52 156 166

52
51
49
51
52
51
51
52

30
31
28
27
23
22
18
12

L OT Pts GF GA
10 12 72 171 136
15 5 67 185 145
16 5 61 183 163
17 7 61 186 170
22 7 53 160 162
22 7 51 148 160
24 9 45 141 174
36 4 28 111 203

METROPOLITAN DIVISION

GP W

Washington 52 35 12 5 75 190 154
Pittsburgh
51 32 14 5 69 172 139
N.Y. Islanders 49 29 15 5 63 143 132
Columbus
51 27 16 8 62 138 130
Carolina
51 29 19 3 61 162 136
Philadelphia 51 27 17 7 61 161 154
N.Y. Rangers 49 24 21 4 52 162 161
New Jersey
50 18 24 8 44 135 182
NOTE: Two points for a win, one point for
overtime loss. Top three teams in each
division and two wild cards per conference advance to playoffs.
Thursday’s games
Montreal 3, Buffalo 1
Nashville 6, New Jersey 5, SO
Los Angeles 3, Arizona 2, OT
Friday’s games
Pittsburgh 4, Philadelphia 3, OT
N.Y. Rangers 4, Detroit 2
Washington 5, Ottawa 3
Vegas 4, Carolina 3
Boston 2, Winnipeg 1
Edmonton 4, St. Louis 2
Tampa Bay 4, Anaheim 3
Saturday's games
Columbus at Buffalo, 10 a.m.
Vancouver at N.Y. Islanders, 10 a.m.
Florida at Montreal, 11 a.m.
Colorado at Philadelphia, 4 p.m.
Dallas at New Jersey, 4 p.m.
N.Y. Rangers at Detroit, 4 p.m.
Ottawa at Toronto, 4 p.m.
St. Louis at Winnipeg, 4 p.m.
Boston at Minnesota, 5 p.m.
Chicago at Arizona, 5 p.m.
Vegas at Nashville, 5 p.m.
Edmonton at Calgary, 7 p.m.
Anaheim at Los Angeles, 7:30 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Sharks, 7:30 p.m.

LEADERS
Through JANUARY 29
GP

G

A

Pts

Connor McDavid, EDM 50
Leon Draisaitl, EDM
50
Nathan MKinnon, COL 49
David Pastrnak, BOS 51
Artemi Panarin, NYR 47
Jon Huberdeau, FLA
49
Brad Marchand, BOS 51
Jack Eichel, BUF
50
Patrick Kane, CHI
51
John Carlson, WSH
51
Auston Matthews, TOR 51
Nikita Kucherov, TB
49
Aleksander Barkov, FLA49
Mark Scheifele, WPG 51
Steven Stamkos, TB
47

27
27
30
37
26
18
21
30
25
13
36
22
16
23
22

50
50
42
33
42
47
44
34
38
47
24
36
38
31
31

77
77
72
70
68
65
65
64
63
60
60
58
54
54
53

Golf
PGA TOUR-PHOENIX OPEN

G

FG

FT Pts

Avg

Harden, HOU
44
Aokounmpo, MIL43
Young, ATL
44
Lillard, POR
46
Doncic, DAL
43
Beal, WAS
40
Leonard, LAC
36
Booker, PHX
44
Davis, LAL
39
Westbrook, HOU 40
James, LAL
44
LaVine, CHI
50
Ingram, NOP
43
Mitchell, UTA
47
Siakam, TOR
37
DeRozan, SAS 47
Wiggins, MIN
39
Walker, BOS
42
McCollum, POR 44
Tatum, BOS
43

452
477
407
416
408
389
346
409
357
403
425
435
368
426
325
401
335
311
379
339

463 1569
266 1289
330 1295
325 1333
296 1238
267 1148
223 987
287 1191
276 1032
207 1053
171 1112
234 1257
231 1074
192 1156
144 876
273 1083
137 894
160 926
78 952
143 923

35.7
30.0
29.4
29.0
28.8
28.7
27.4
27.1
26.5
26.3
25.3
25.1
25.0
24.6
23.7
23.0
22.9
22.0
21.6
21.5

College basketball
MEN’S TOP 25

SEMIFINALS

Dominic Thiem (5), Austria, vs. Alexander Zverev (7), Germany, 3-6, 6-4, 7-6
(3), 7-6 (4).
WOMEN'S DOUBLES
CHAMPIONSHIP

Kristina Mladenovic, France, and Timea
Babos (2), Hungary, def. Barbora Strycova, Czech Republic, and Hsieh Su-wei
(1), Taiwan, 6-2, 6-1.

Odds
PREGAME.COM LINE

Favorite

Line (O/U)

at LA Clippers
Miami
at Indiana
at Washington
at Cleveland
at Boston
at Dallas
at San Antonio
Utah
at Sacramento

Off (Off)
Minnesota
1 1/2 (206 1/2) at Orlando
10 1/2 (213 1/2) New York
1 (239)
Brooklyn
1 1/2 (223 1/2) Golden State
Off (Off)
Philadelphia
5 (Off)
Atlanta
Off (Off)
Charlotte
5 (Off)
at Portland
Off (Off)
LA Lakers

Underdog

NHL

L OT Pts GF GA

LEADERS
Through JANUARY 29

MEN'S SINGLES

Saturday

ATLANTIC DIVISION

GP W

Friday
At Melbourne Park
Melbourne, Australia
Purse: AUD71,000,000
Surface: Hardcourt outdoor

NBA

EASTERN CONFERENCE

Boston
Tampa Bay
Florida
Toronto
Montreal
Buffalo
Ottawa
Detroit

Stephen Ames ..................... 63-69—132 -12
Brett Quigley ......................... 69-66—135 -9
Bernhard Langer ................... 67-68—135 -9
José María Olazábal ............. 67-68—135 -9
Scott McCarron ..................... 71-65—136 -8
Rod Pampling.........................68-68—136 -8
Scott Parel .............................68-68—136 -8
Colin Montgomerie ............... 67-69—136 -8
Doug Barron ............................71-66—137 -7
Tim Petrovic............................70-67—137 -7
Kirk Triplett .............................70-67—137 -7
Roger Chapman.....................70-68—138 -6
Stephen Leaney.....................70-68—138 -6
Kent Jones ..............................69-69—138 -6
Ken Tanigawa ........................ 68-70—138 -6
Kevin Sutherland................... 68-70—138 -6
arren Clarke ........................... 71-68—139 -5
Mark O’Meara........................ 71-68—139 -5
Jesper Parnevik ..................... 70-69—139 -5
Jerry Kelly............................... 69-70—139 -5
Jerry Smith ............................. 69-70—139 -5
Tom Pernice Jr. .......................68-71—139 -5
Sandy Lyle .............................. 71-69—140 -4
Larry Mize .............................. 71-69—140 -4
Duffy Waldorf ........................ 72-68—140 -4
Jay Haas.................................. 70-70—140 -4
Billy Mayfair........................... 72-68—140 -4
Marco Dawson....................... 72-68—140 -4
Dudley Hart ............................ 70-70—140 -4
Woody Austin .........................69-71—140 -4
Retief Goosen .........................67-73—140 -4

AUSTRALIAN OPEN

PACIFIC DIVISION

Lacob

Friday
At Samanah Golf Club
Marrakech, Morocco
Purse: $2 million
Yardage: 7,369; Par: 72
Senond Round

Tennis

WESTERN CONFERENCE

NBA

more animated, sprinkling F-bombs and “damn
its” throughout the conversation.
During an end-of-quarter possession that ends
with Jacob Evans’ fruitless
attempt at a 3-pointer, he
doesn’t hesitate to interrupt his own answer about
the future of the Warriors:
We’re shooting 33 freakin’ percent. God dang it ...
As Lacob talks about
the largest scoreboard in
sports (“Are you kidding
me? It had to be!”) and the
relief of the arena finally
being open, he can hardly
bring himself to look away
from the dilemma on the
court.
“My ass is grass if we
lose,” Lacob says. “If we
have more years like this.”
Lacob had hoped the
Warriors would be around
.500 by the All-Star break,
but he dialed back his expectations after Stephen
Curry broke his hand in the
fourth game of the season
(“I was just depressed.”),
which cut short the team’s
ability to evaluate D’Angelo
Russell’s fit (he thinks it
can work).
Then there was Kevin
Durant’s departure to
Brooklyn last summer.
He wished he would have
stayed, but with Durant
sidelined for a year with
an Achilles tear, he rationalized the loss.
“I was sad to see him go
because I think if he’d have
stayed — which I think he
should have — we would
have, maybe not this year
but for the next five years,
one of the best players in
basketball,” Lacob said. “So
that was sad.
“On the other hand, he
was going to be injured
and out this year and he’s
31, he’s getting older. So
there’s a part of me that
said it might be for the
best, long-term, for the
franchise.”
This is ugly. This is a really bad game. We’re down
20 ...
Let there be no doubt:
Lacob is obsessed with
winning. Even as his Warriors sit with the league’s
worst record, he says he
doesn’t believe in a gap
year. The Warriors knew,
at some point, they would
need to get younger. Durant’s departure, Klay
Thompson’s injury and
the sign-and-trade for the
23-year-old Russell expedited that process.
“I think we’ve accomplished our main goal for
this year,” he says.
When asked about his
leadership style, Lacob
isn’t afraid to use a phrases
like “pattern matching”
and “maniacal.” He repeats
that, no, he is not a micromanager, but knows everything that’s going on.

PGA TOUR CHAMPIONSMOROCCO CHAMPIONS

WOMEN’S TOP 25

BOYS SOCCER

RINGO H.W. CHIU — THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Justin Thomas .......................68-68—136 -6
Doc Redman ........................... 69-67—136 -6
Danny Lee ............................... 68-69—137 -5
Bud Cauley ............................. 65-72—137 -5
Keegan Bradley ......................67-70—137 -5
Sam Ryder .............................. 71-66—137 -5
Mark Hubbard ....................... 69-68—137 -5
Gary Woodland...................... 70-67—137 -5
Harris English ........................ 65-72—137 -5
John Huh ................................. 71-66—137 -5
Aaron Baddeley ..................... 68-70—138 -4
Harry Higgs ............................70-68—138 -4
J.T. Poston ..............................70-68—138 -4
Russell Knox............................71-67—138 -4
Matt Kuchar ........................... 68-70—138 -4
Grayson Murray ....................70-68—138 -4
Sungjae Im ............................. 66-72—138 -4
Rickie Fowler ......................... 74-65—139 -3
Bryson DeChambeau ........... 70-69—139 -3
Kevin Tway ..............................72-67—139 -3
Martin Laird ............................72-67—139 -3
Brian Harman ........................ 71-68—139 -3
Sung Kang ...............................67-72—139 -3
Max Homa ...............................72-67—139 -3
Brice Garnett ..........................72-67—139 -3
Luke List ................................. 70-69—139 -3

Friday
At TPC Scottsdale
Scottsdale, Ariz.
Purse: $7,300,000
Yardage: 7,261; Par: 71
Second Round
J.B. Holmes ........................... 64-65—129 -13
Wyndham Clark....................61-69—130 -12
Billy Horschel....................... 63-68—131 -11
Byeong Hun An .................... 65-66—131 -11
Scott Piercy ..........................67-65—132 -10
Hudson Swafford .................. 66-67—133 -9
Nate Lashley .......................... 66-67—133 -9
Adam Long .............................66-68—134 -8
Branden Grace .......................67-67—134 -8
Xander Schauffele .................67-67—134 -8
Webb Simpson....................... 71-63—134 -8
Bubba Watson ....................... 69-66—135 -7
Tony Finau .............................. 69-66—135 -7
Jon Rahm ................................ 67-68—135 -7
Keith Mitchell ........................ 68-67—135 -7
C.T. Pan ................................... 69-66—135 -7
Brandon Hagy ........................ 67-69—136 -6
Patrick Rodgers..................... 67-69—136 -6
James Hahn ............................ 69-67—136 -6
Tom Hoge.................................65-71—136 -6
Adam Hadwin ........................ 69-67—136 -6
Collin Morikawa .................... 69-67—136 -6

Saturday
Favorite

Line

at NY Islanders
at Buffalo
at Montreal
St. Louis
at Toronto
at Detroit
at Philadelphia
Dallas
at Nashville
Boston
at Arizona
at Calgary
at Los Angeles
at San Jose

-138/+128
Vancouver
-106/-104
Columbus
-114/+104
Florida
-133/+123 at Winnipeg
-273/+243
Ottawa
Off
NY Rangers
Off
Colorado
-149/+139 at New Jersey
-124/+114
Vegas
-142/+132 at Minnesota
-148/+138
Chicago
-150/+140
Edmonton
Off
Anaheim
Off
Tampa Bay

Underdog

NFL
Super Bowl - Sunday
Favorite

Line (O/U)

Kansas City

1 1/2 (54)

Underdog
San Francisco

Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
Baltimore Orioles: Claimed RHP Travis
Lakins off waivers from the Chicago
Cubs. Designated Inf/Of Stevie Wilkerson for assignment.
Seattle Mariners: Announced RHP Reggie McClain was claimed off waivers by
Philadelphia.
Toronto Blue Jays: Promoted Matt
Buschmann to director of pitching
development while remaining as the
major league bullpen coach, Casey
Candaele the field coordinator, Dallas
McPherson to skill development coordinator, John Tamargo Jr. to Short-Season
field coordinator, Cory Popham to
pitching programs coordinator & GCL
pitching coach, Matt Tracy to pitching
analysis coordinator & GCL assistant
pitching coach, Harry Roberson to New
Hampshire development coach, David
Aardsma to rehab pitching coordinator,
Michael Rivera to assistant to player
development, and Matthew von Roemer
to technology operations coordinator.
Named Ken Huckaby manager and,
David Howell development coach for
Buffalo (IL), Cesar Martin manager for
New Hampshire (EL), Donnie Murphy
manager, Matt Hague swing consultant
& hitting coach and Taylor Hill development coach for Dunedin (FSL), Luis
Hurtado manager, Phil Cundari pitching
coach and Ryan Wright hitting coach for
Lansing (MWL), Brent Lavallee manager
for Vancouver (NWL), Jose Mayorga
manager for Bluefield (Appalachian),
Dennis Holmberg manager for GCL Blue
Jays, Dane Fujinaka manager (Dominican
Summer League). Named Reed Kienle
minor league hitting analyst, Zach
Stewart minor league assistant coach &
batting practice pitcher, and Sonia De La
Cruz as education coordinator.

National League
Miami Marlins: OF Curtis Granderson
announced his retirement.
New York Mets: Signed 1B Matt Adams
to a minor league contract.
Pittsburgh Pirates: Signed INF JT Riddle
to a one-year contract. Signed LHPs
Robbie Erlin and Derek Holland, C
Andrew Susac and OF Charlie Tilson to
minor league contracts.

FOOTBALL
National Football League
Cleveland Browns: Named Bill Callahan
offensive line coach and Callie Brownson chief of staff.

HOCKEY
National Hockey League
Buffalo Sabres: Recalled F Jean-Sebastien Dea from Rochester (AHL).
St. Louis Blues: Signed G Ville Husso and
D Niko Mikkola to two-year, one-way
contracts.
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NBA All-Stars to wear Kobe’s Branson girls
hoops remains
No. 24 and Gianna’s No. 2
The Associated Press

The NBA’s All-Stars will
be playing this year with
Kobe Bryant and Gianna
Bryant in their minds and
on their jerseys.
So, coming soon: No. 24
Giannis Antetokounmpo,
and No. 2, LeBron James.
As part of what will be
a long series of tributes
to Bryant and his daughter Gianna, the NBA announced Friday that every
player on Team Giannis
will wear 24 on their jerseys at this year’s All-Star
Game and every player on
Team LeBron will wear 2.
Kobe Bryant spent the
last 10 seasons of his career
in a No. 24 jersey. Gianna
Bryant, his 13-year-old
daughter and an outstand-

ing young player, wore No.
2 on her jersey.
All players taking part
in All-Star weekend — including the Rising Stars
game Feb. 14 and the Saturday night events such as
the 3-point contest, slam
dunk contest and skills
competition — will wear
a patch with nine stars to
commemorate the nine victims of Sunday’s helicopter
crash in Calabasas.

Golf

Six months after a finalround collapse and slowplay controversy at the
British Open, Holmes took
a one-stroke lead into the
weekend at the Waste Management Phoenix Open. He
shot a 6-under 65, a day after making a hole-in-one in
an opening 64.
Wyndham Clark was
second, following a careerbest 61 with a 69. He finished with birdies on 17
and 18.

J.B. HOLMES SHOOTS 65 TO

Tennis

TAKE 1-SHOT LEAD IN PHOE-

THIEM BEATS ZVEREV TO

J.B. Holmes
roared through the fanpacked closing stretch
at TPC Scottsdale on his
opening nine, then grabbed
the lead on the mellower
side of golf’s biggest party.

REACH 1ST AUSTRALIAN

NIX OPEN >>

OPEN FINAL >> Dominic
Thiem reached his third
Grand Slam final overall and first at Melbourne
Park by using his baseline
bullying and big-moment

bravado to beat Alexander
Zverev 3-6, 6-4, 7-6 (3), 7-6
(4) at the Australian Open.
T he No. 5 - s e e de d
Thiem’s opponent in the
title match Sunday will be
No. 2 Novak Djokovic, the
defending champion, who
eliminated Roger Federer
on Thursday.
The women’s final is Saturday, with two-time major
champion Garbiñe Muguruza taking on 14th-seeded
Sofia Kenin. It is Muguruza’s fourth Grand Slam final and the 21-year-old
Kenin’s first.
Djokovic, 32, will be
appearing in his record
eighth Australian Open final and 26th Grand Slam
final overall. While Thiem
eyes his first major trophy,
Djokovic is going for No. 17.

NHL ROUNDUP

in playoff hunt
Marin Independent Journal

The Branson girls basketball team stayed in the
playoff hunt with a 51-45
win against third-place
San Marin on Friday night.
Hannah Golan paced the
Bulls (16-7, 7-6 MCAL)
with 20 points while Jaliyah Wiggins chipped in
19. Ariel Anderson poured
in 19 points, pulled down
five boards and blocked
three shots for the Mustangs, who have already
secured the No. 3 seed for
the postseason. Branson is
now just a game and a half
back of fourth-place Terra
Linda (12-12, 8-7), which has
played one more game than
the Bulls to date.
• Redwood raced out to
a 30-point lead at halftime
en route to a 53-12 blowout
of San Rafael. Kylie Horstmeyer racked up 15 points,
nine boards and three assists for the first-place Giants (14-0, 19-3) while Stella
Neuschul scored eight
points and grabbed two rebounds. Bridgette Ryning
led the Bulldogs with seven
points and three rebounds.
• Kate Norris-Icho filled
the stat sheet with 12 points,
six rebounds, four steals
and two blocked shots to
lead Tam past Drake, 4632. A one-possession game
at halftime, the Red-tailed
Hawks broke it open in the
second half with a 20-5 run
fueled by their defense. Samantha Smith also totaled
eight points, seven boards,
four assists and four steals
for Tam.
• Gracyn Lovette had 13
points and Sadie Blue Starrett scored 12 as Marin
Catholic picked up a 44-23
victory over Terra Linda.
Thea Falvey also added six
points for the Wildcats (122, 20-4).

Boys basketball
FRED CHARTRAND — THE CANADIAN PRES

Capitals left wing Alex Ovechkin (8) celebrates his goal against the Senators with right wing Tom Wilson during the
second period on Friday in Ottawa, Ontario.

Ovechkin scores 2 goals,
moves into 8th on goal list
The Associated Press

Alex
Ovechkin scored two goals
and moved into eight place
on the NHL’s career goals
list, leading the Washington Capitals to a 5-3 win
over the Ottawa Senators
on Friday night.
Ovechkin’s second-period goal, his 36th of the
season and the 694th of
his career, tied him with
Mark Messier on the goals
list. He added an emptynet goal with seconds remaining and moved into
the eighth spot.
TJ O sh ie , Evgeny
Kuznetsov and Carl Hagelin

OTTAWA, ONTARIO >>

Wilson
FROM PAGE 1

terior cruciate and medial
collateral ligaments in his
left knee and will miss the
rest of the season.
Wilson received a vote of
confidence from Sharks majority owner Hasso Plattner
last week, and remains in
charge of returning the
team to prominence after a
forgettable few months that
saw the team make its first
in-season coaching change
since Dec. 2002.
“I feel very strongly that
we will be in a good place,”
Wilson said. “But we’ve got
a lot of work to do, make no
mistake about it, on several
fronts.”
In meeting with reporters at the Sharks’ practice
facility Thursday, shortly
after he received the news
regarding Hertl, Wilson
pointed to the team’s turnaround after it missed the
playoffs in 2015 as an example of how quickly he expects the club to rebound.
In the summer of 2015,

also scored for the Capitals.
Ilya Samsonov made
25 stops and won his 11th
straight decision for Washington. Marcus Hogberg
stopped 27 shots in a losing effort for Ottawa.
Chris Tierney, Thomas
Chabot and Artem Anisimov scored for the Senators.
PENGUINS 4, FLYERS 3 (OT) >>

Sidney Crosby beat Brian
Elliott 55 seconds into
overtime to lift Pittsburgh
past Philadelphia.
The Penguins blew a
two-goal lead but recovered for their NHL-leading
19th home victory when
Crosby’s wrist shot slipped
the Sharks signed free
agents Paul Martin and Joel
Ward and traded for goalie
Martin Jones. Those three
players made significant
contributions to a team
that would come within
two wins of capturing its
first Stanley Cup the following season.
For this upcoming offseason, Wilson said he would,
“explore all options. The
benefit we have now is time,
to get some people back on
top of their game. To again
reestablish our identity.
That’s important. If you
play the right way, the results will take care of themselves.”
Wilson felt the Sharks
had a “disjointed” training camp with Erik Karlsson coming back from his
groin surgery and fellow defenseman Radim Simek still
out after he had reconstructive knee surgery — similar
to the one Hertl will have
to go through — in March
2019. He did not return to
play in the NHL until early
November.
Still, Wilson believes
he has the framework of

by Elliott for his ninth of
the season.
Evgeni Malkin, Bryan
Rust and Kris Letang also
scored for Pittsburgh.
Tristan Jarry, fresh of his
first All-Star appearance,
stopped 27 shots for the Penguins.
Jakub Voracek, Tyler
Pitlick and Scott Laughton
scored for Philadelphia. Elliott finished with 16 saves.
Matt Niskanen added two
assists for the Flyers but
some stellar play by Jarry
in the third period helped
the Penguins force overtime.

and two assists, and Artemi Panarin and Chris
Kreider each added a goal
and an assist to help the
Rangers beat Detroit.
GOLDEN KNIGHTS 4, HURRI-

Alex Tuch scored
a tiebreaking power-play
goal with 2:28 remaining
in the third period to lift
Vegas over Carolina.
BRUINS 2, JETS 1 >> Patrice
Bergeron and Jake DeBrusk scored power-play
goals and Boston dealt
Winnipeg its fifth straight
loss.
OILERS 4, BLUES 2 >> Leon
Draisaitl scored twice and
RANGERS 4, RED WINGS 2 >> Edmonton beat defending
Mika Zibanejad had a goal champion St. Louis.
CANES 3 >>

RANDY VAZQUEZ — BAY AREA NEWS GROUP

Sharks general manager Doug Wilson, left, looks in the
direction of interim head coach Bob Boughner as he talks
to the media during a press conference on Dec. 12.
a contending team, led by
Couture, Hertl, wingers
Evander Kane and Timo
Meier and defensemen Erik
Karlsson, Brent Burns and
Marc-Edouard Vlasic.
Per CapFriendly.com,
those seven players will
have a combined cap hit of
$52.125 million for next season, when the league’s salary cap is not expected to
rise much from its current
upper limit of $81.5 million.
That would seem to make

a turnaround more of a
challenge than it was five
years ago.
“To win in this league,
I think you have to have a
bit deeper of a core. I don’t
think you can be carried
by just one or two players.”
Wilson said. “When you
look at the positions those
guys play, center, defense
or power wingers, it allows you to bring in people
around them. I think how
we’ve dedicated our dollars

San Domenico overcame
an early double-digit deficit to upset Urban, 61-52,
clinching a playoff spot in
the competitive Bay Counties League (BCL) West division. The Panthers (13-10,
4-4 BCL West) lost to Urban
by 25 points in their meeting, but they used a 29-17
third-quarter run to take
control this time around.
Greg Snyder led San Domenico with 16 points
while Aleksa Milentijevir
added 12 points and Max
Ray chipped in 11.
• With four starters out
for San Marin, Branson
cruised to a 39-10 halftime lead en route to a 5534 win. Lukas Prongos totaled a double-double of 24
points and 10 rebounds in
the first half alone while
Peyton Mullarkey dished
out eight assists for the
Bulls (21-2, 12-1).
• Kyle Winters led all
scorers with 22 points
to go along with four rebounds in Marin Catholic’s
55-47 win at Terra Linda.
Nick Greenwood piled up
11 points, four boards and
five assists while his older
is to the proper positions.
We’ll have some opportunities to grow this team.
“But I don’t think I look
at it as a big an issue as (an
outsider) would.”
The 2019-2020 season
started with the Sharks
resigning Karlsson to an
eight-year, $92 million contract extension, the richest
deal in team history and the
largest for any defenseman
in the NHL.
Karlsson leads the Sharks
with 37 points and is second
on the team in average time
on ice at 24 minutes and
39 seconds per game. The
Sharks, though, are 28th in
the NHL at 2.58 goals per
game, and have scored just
20 times on the power play.
Wilson said he doesn’t
regret giving out the contract, adding, “He’s a special player who is highly
competitive and is only 29
years of age. I think some
of his best hockey will be
ahead of him.”
In exchange for Karlsson in a Sept. 2018 blockbuster trade with Ottawa,
Wilson sent a sizable package of draft picks, prospects

brother, Jack, scored nine
points. Forward A.J. Rohosy added 10 points for
the Wildcats (17-6, 13-1). If
both MC and Branson win
out, they would share the
regular-season title but the
Wildcats would earn the
No. 1 seed in the playoffs
due to the tiebreaker.

Men’s basketball
Malik Ghiden recorded
24 points, four boards and
a block to guide College of
Marin to a 74-67 win against
visiting Contra Costa. Jalen
Chandler also racked up
16 points, five boards and
block for the Mariners (11,
5-6). Julian Bryant drilled a
late triple and Alfonso Murrie (12 points, 12 rebounds,
one block) drained his free
throws down the stretch to
seal the victory.
“It was a battle tonight,”
COM coach Scott Thom
said via text message. “I’m
happy for our guys, they
continue to stay together
and we did a better job taking care of the ball.”

Boys soccer
Aiden Aley and Alex Marmalejo scored goals to lead
Marin Academy to a 2-1 victory over San Domenico. Andres Felix and Owen Swagel
provided assists for MA (66-1, 5-1-1 BCL West). Josh Lopez scored for the Panthers
(0-7-0, 0-6-0) and Kallen
Aley had 12 saves in goal.

Girls soccer
Ella Klingelhofer scored
the lone goal as Marin
Academy edged Urban, 1-0.
Meredith Stais assisted on
the goal for MA (10-2-0,
8-0-0).

College baseball
Left fielder Joey Loveless
reached base three times,
but College of Marin suffered a 9-3 loss at Sequoias.
Eric Woodrow and Trent
Free each tallied a hit and
a run scored for the Mariners (1-4). COM wraps up
its series with Sequoias on
Saturday at noon.

Free Throw
Championship
The 12th annual Marin
Country Free Throw Championship is set to be held at
8:30 a.m. on Feb. 1 at Drake
High. The event, which attracts hundreds of entrants
annually, raises money for
families in need in this
area.
Last year, 40 different
competitions were held,
spanning all grade levels,
age groups and relationships.
People as young as 18 months
and as old as 88 years have
competed in years past. The
overall record for the event
is 81 consecutive free throws
made, accomplished by current Novato High senior Jason Carpenter when he was
a freshman.
To compete, just show up
at the Drake High Gym before the event begins. Registration is $5 for ages 13 and
under, $10 for everyone else.
and NHL players to the Senators, including a conditional first round draft selection. That pick turned
from a 2019 first round
pick to a 2020 first rounder
when the Sharks made the
playoffs last season.
Right now, it appears
that pick will be somewhere
in the top 10.
“That’s the cost of acquiring high-end players.
That’s the cost,” Wilson
said. “You need difference
makers to compete in this
league. With where were at
with our difference-makers ages, (Patrick) Marleau,
(Joe) Thornton, (Joe) Pavelski. There’s not many players like him, and, that’s the
deal.”
Karlsson has at times
been a lightning rod for
criticism, considering his
contract and the expectations that were bound to
follow.
“People are entitled to
their comments, but they
don’t have the luxury of being within this group,” Wilson said. “When you don’t
have the results, people may
get frustrated.”
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Today

63
48
Wind: N 4-8 mph

BAY AREA 14-DAY TREND
Temperatures

Normals

California today

Yesterday’s high
Yesterday’s low

65
49

North Coast: A couple of showers in the
north this afternoon; low clouds followed
by some sun elsewhere.
Yosemite: Record-tying temperatures today
with sunshine. Some clouds tonight. A little
snow tomorrow.
Central Valley: Low clouds and fog this
morning, then partly sunny this afternoon,
except clouds and sun in the north.
Big Sur: Mostly sunny today. Partly cloudy
tonight. Increasingly windy tomorrow with
sunshine and some clouds.
Tahoe: Mostly sunny and warmer today.
Patchy clouds tonight.
Southern California: Plenty of sun today.
Clear tonight.

Records

56
43

Past 7 days

78 (2015)
30 (1956)

Forecast

80°
70°
60°
50°
40°
30°
20°

Sa Su M Tu W Th F Sa Su M Tu W Th F

ALMANAC

San Rafael through 5 p.m. yesterday
Temperatures
High/low ........................................ 65°/49°
Last year’s high/low .................... 60°/51°
Precipitation
24 hours through 5 p.m. yest. ......... 0.00”
Oct. 1 to date .................................. 17.18”
Last season to date ........................ 20.43”
Normal season to date .................. 20.34”

Sunday

Monday

partial sunshine
Wind: NW 10-20 mph

Temperatures
High/low ........................................ 67°/45°
Last year’s high/low .................... 60°/50°
Precipitation
24 hours through 5 p.m. yest. ......... 0.00”
Oct. 1 to date .................................. 22.27”
Last season to date ........................ 22.17”
Normal season to date .................. 27.76”

Novato through 5 p.m. yesterday

Tahoe
57/35

Fresno
69/46

(The higher the
number, the faster
skin damage will
occur.)

3-5: Moderate
0-2: Low

ALLERGY REPORT
Allergy, dust and dander today: Beneficial
Pollen levels

Grass .......... Absent Weeds ........ Absent
Trees .............. High Mold ................ Low
Source: National Allergy Bureau

AIR QUALITY FORECAST
Today’s air quality

Index

Sacramento ............ Moderate ............. 89
San Francisco ................ Good ............. 42
San Rafael ..................... Good ............. 50
What it means: 0-50: Good; 51-100: Moderate;
101-150: Unhealthy for sensitive people;
151+: Unhealthy for all.
Source: Sparetheair.gov

SKY WATCH
Sunrise

Sunset

Moonrise

Moonset

Tod. 7:15 am 5:33 pm 11:26 am 12:05 am
Sun. 7:14 am 5:34 pm 11:56 am 1:03 am
Hours of sunlight ................. 10 hr., 18 min.
First

Full

Last

New

Feb 1

Feb 8

Feb 15

Feb 23

PLANET WATCH
At sunset, the first quarter moon is high in the
south. As the sky gradually darkens, the planet
Venus shines brightly in the southwest, sometimes called the “evening star.” It’s about the size
of Earth, but at about 100 million miles away, it
looks small and starlike.
Venus rises at .............................. 9:07 am
Mars rises at ................................ 3:55 am
Jupiter rises at ............................. 5:37 am
Saturn rises at ............................. 6:20 am
Source: Morrison Planetarium

World forecast
Today

Sun.

Hi/Lo/W

Hi/Lo/W

AFRICA/MIDEAST
Algiers
Baghdad
Beirut
Cairo
Damascus
Jerusalem
Johannesburg
Riyadh
Tel Aviv

69/49/s
59/38/pc
62/53/pc
66/49/pc
55/40/pc
50/45/pc
88/59/pc
73/45/pc
62/49/c

71/48/pc
61/38/pc
63/54/pc
66/50/pc
57/40/c
54/43/pc
88/59/s
69/42/pc
64/48/sh

ASIA
Bangkok
Beijing
Hanoi
Hong Kong
Islamabad
Kabul
Manila
Mumbai
New Delhi
Seoul
Shanghai
Singapore
Taipei
Tokyo

92/74/s
42/26/pc
64/62/r
66/60/pc
64/38/pc
40/16/pc
85/70/pc
86/71/s
66/45/c
46/25/s
53/37/pc
88/79/t
66/54/s
54/38/s

92/75/pc
41/15/sn
75/65/r
68/62/pc
64/40/pc
40/20/pc
85/70/pc
85/71/pc
67/44/c
40/27/c
55/42/pc
87/78/t
72/57/s
53/38/s

City

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND
Auckland
76/68/s
Melbourne
84/60/r
Sydney
96/82/s

78/67/pc
74/54/s
96/75/t

CANADA
Calgary
Edmonton
Montreal
Ottawa
Toronto
Vancouver
Winnipeg

46/18/sh
38/10/sf
30/20/c
30/19/pc
34/28/pc
47/33/r
33/29/pc

31/12/pc
23/0/pc
30/24/pc
32/28/c
37/33/c
42/29/sh
32/8/c

CARIBBEAN
Barbados
Havana
Nassau
San Juan

85/77/sh
85/62/t
83/68/pc
86/73/pc

85/76/s
75/52/s
74/63/pc
88/73/pc

Today

Pacific Weather

Inverness, Tomales Bay

City

Hi/Lo/W

Hi/Lo/W

Time

High

Time

Low

Anaheim
Auburn
Bakersfield
Barstow
Bishop
Calistoga
Chico
Cloverdale
Columbia
Crescent City
Death Valley
Eureka
Fresno
Gilroy
Grass Valley
Hollister
Lakeport
Los Angeles
Long Beach
Mammoth Lakes
Modesto
Morro Bay
Mt. Shasta
Needles
Nevada City
Palm Springs
Paso Robles
Redding
Riverside
Sacramento
San Bernardino
San Diego
San Jose
San Luis Obispo
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
S. Lake Tahoe
Stockton
Truckee
Ukiah

83/49/s
65/46/s
70/43/s
74/45/s
72/33/s
66/46/s
65/49/pc
67/44/pc
68/41/s
53/39/r
79/53/s
57/42/sh
69/46/pc
71/46/s
65/44/pc
72/44/s
64/40/s
82/55/s
79/51/s
55/31/s
66/47/pc
67/48/s
55/29/pc
76/48/s
67/42/s
83/54/s
74/41/s
65/46/pc
80/40/s
64/48/pc
81/49/s
76/53/s
65/48/s
74/46/s
72/48/s
66/48/s
57/35/s
65/47/pc
58/29/s
65/41/pc

70/44/pc
48/28/pc
62/32/s
76/37/s
65/27/pc
54/32/pc
55/34/pc
52/31/pc
51/27/pc
46/34/sh
82/47/s
49/39/sh
57/33/pc
54/35/pc
46/28/pc
55/31/pc
49/28/pc
69/45/pc
63/46/pc
44/6/sn
57/36/pc
58/40/pc
38/23/sn
78/49/s
44/25/sh
79/48/s
57/30/pc
54/33/c
73/40/s
56/36/pc
72/38/pc
66/51/s
54/34/pc
62/36/pc
68/41/pc
56/39/pc
39/10/sn
57/35/pc
37/9/sn
51/28/pc

4:57 a.m.
5:49 p.m.

4.9
3.3

12:23 p.m.
11:29 p.m.

1.6
2.1

City

EUROPE
Amsterdam
Athens
Berlin
Brussels
Budapest
Copenhagen
Dublin
Frankfurt
Geneva
Helsinki
Istanbul
Lisbon
London
Madrid
Moscow
Munich
Oslo
Paris
Prague
Rome
Stockholm
Vienna
Warsaw
Zurich
LATIN AMERICA
Asuncion
Bogota
Buenos Aires
Caracas
La Paz
Lima
Panama City
Rio
Santiago
MEXICO
Acapulco
Cabo S.L.
Cancun
Guadalajara
La Paz
Mazatlan
Mexico City

Today

Sun.

Hi/Lo/W

Hi/Lo/W

52/44/r
63/48/s
54/41/r
54/43/r
54/46/pc
48/41/r
50/41/pc
55/42/r
54/44/r
39/35/r
53/47/pc
63/52/pc
52/44/pc
65/48/r
32/28/c
59/46/r
44/29/pc
57/51/r
55/41/r
60/51/pc
47/37/r
55/44/pc
52/41/r
55/49/r

51/46/r
62/47/pc
47/40/r
56/48/r
53/46/sh
45/36/pc
52/41/r
55/47/r
52/46/r
41/30/sh
57/49/s
65/50/pc
56/48/r
59/42/pc
36/33/c
53/50/r
38/22/s
60/53/r
49/45/r
62/48/pc
41/29/r
53/47/r
48/35/sh
55/52/r

87/74/pc
69/47/c
85/73/s
86/73/pc
55/41/r
81/71/pc
87/69/t
90/78/t
91/58/s
85/75/pc
78/61/pc
81/66/t
70/48/pc
75/60/pc
78/66/pc
65/46/pc

65°

Water temperature

Fairfield
65/47

Nicasio
Vallejo
62/48
Novato
64/48
Inverness
54°
Point Reyes
65/48
54°
62/49
Lighthouse
Benicia
Woodacre
64/49
61/50
62/48
Hercules
Olema
63/49
Martinez
Pleasant Hill
Point Reyes 62/49
San Rafael
65/49
66/49
San
Station
Pittsburg
63/48
Anselmo
Richmond
65/50
63/49
Corte
62/49
62/49
Madera
Bolinas
Walnut Creek
60/51
62/49
Lafayette 66/49
Berkeley
65/48
Stinson Mill Valley Tiburon
63/49
Beach
61/50
59/49
Orinda
59/51
66/48
Sausalito
Alameda
54°
Moraga
60/50
62/50
Oakland 67/48
61/50
San
Francisco
San Leandro
60/50
63/49
Castro V.
54°
63/49
Daly City
59/51
San Lorenzo Hayward
61/49
61/49
Needles
SFO
76/48
59/51
Union City
Pacifica
67/49
59/51
San Mateo
62/50
Fremont
Palo Alto
64/48
63/47

Pacific Forecast

Rain will fall across western parts of Washington and Oregon today with lowering
snow levels through the day. California will
be dry with the most sunshine across the
south.

TIDES

Sun.

Today’s
High/low forecast

Napa
66/46

Sonoma
67/48

Today’s noon forecast

CALIFORNIA CITIES

City name
75/43

Vacaville
67/47

Petaluma
64/47

Tomales
61/46

8-10: Very high
6-7: High

58
40

How to read this map

San Diego
76/53

11+: Extreme

Highest at 1 p.m.

City

Wind: SSE 4-8 mph

Rohnert
Park
63/46

Dillon Beach
57/49

TODAY’S UV INDEX

3

Times of clouds and sun

Bodega Bay
57/49

Santa Barbara
72/48 Los Angeles
82/55

Temperatures
High/low ........................................ 66°/45°
Last year’s high/low .................... 62°/50°
Precipitation
24 hours through 5 p.m. yest. ......... 0.00”
Oct. 1 to date .................................. 14.49”
Last season to date ........................ 18.49”
Normal season to date .................. 20.34”

Mostly sunny
Wind: N 4-8 mph

57
36

Sebastopol
63/45

Yosemite
66/40
Monterey
63/50

Mostly sunny
Wind: NNW 8-16 mph

54
37

Santa Rosa
63/44

Ukiah
65/41
Sacramento
64/48

Wednesday

Windsor
64/45

Eureka
57/42

Kentfield through 5 p.m. yesterday

Tuesday

55
36
Breezy and cooler with

Low clouds giving way to sunshine
today. Winds north-northwest 4-8
mph. Mostly cloudy tonight. Winds
west-northwest 7-14 mph. Humidity
96%

Point Reyes
Time

High

Time

Low

3:52 a.m.
4:40 p.m.

5.1
3.4

10:58 a.m.
9:38 p.m.

1.9
2.4

Sausalito
Time

High

Time

Low

4:38 a.m.
5:30 p.m.

5.0
3.4

11:29 a.m.
10:35 p.m.

1.8
2.3

Time

High

Time

Low

4:28 a.m.
5:20 p.m.

5.2
3.5

11:15 a.m.
10:21 p.m.

1.8
2.2

Golden Gate

Bodega Harbor
Time

High

Time

Low

3:50 a.m.
4:42 p.m.

5.0
3.3

10:59 a.m.
10:05 p.m.

1.9
2.4

Point Arena
Time

High

Time

Low

4:03 a.m.
4:45 p.m.

5.1
3.5

11:00 a.m.
9:49 p.m.

1.8
2.2

am
tre
tS
Je

Weather Trivia™
Q: What does it mean if the groundhog
sees his shadow?

A: Six more weeks of winter.

6

Weather History

5 p.m. Friday

Brownsville, Texas, and Juneau, Alaska,
both had temperatures of 32 degrees on
Feb. 1, 1985. On that same day, 2 inches
of snow accumulated in Dallas, Texas.

Forecasts and graphics provided by
AccuWeather, Inc. ©2020

National forecast

Today
Sun.
Today
Sun.
City
Hi/Lo/W
Hi/Lo/W
City
Hi/Lo/W
Hi/Lo/W
Akron OH
39/31/c
47/37/c
Des Moines
37/32/pc
44/27/s
Albany NY
38/27/c
40/31/c
Detroit
37/32/sf
45/33/pc
Albuquerque
56/29/s
58/33/s
El Paso
61/34/pc
65/44/pc
Anchorage
6/-5/s
12/10/c
Fairbanks
-18/-28/c
-1/-3/c
Atlanta
53/39/c
62/43/s
Fargo
36/30/pc
36/17/pc
Atlantic City
48/38/c
48/43/pc
Flagstaff
54/24/s
53/29/s
Austin
71/38/s
77/54/pc
Grand Rapids
37/33/sf
45/31/pc
Baltimore
48/35/pc
49/38/pc
Great Falls
61/28/pc
36/14/sn
Billings
62/38/pc
38/17/sn
Greensboro
53/36/pc
59/41/s
Birmingham
55/38/s
65/44/s
Hartford
41/30/c
43/31/pc
Bismarck
45/30/pc
36/17/pc
Honolulu
80/68/sh
79/69/pc
Boise
52/33/c
39/21/sf
Houston
67/41/s
75/56/s
Boston
43/35/c
43/35/pc
Indianapolis
40/33/sn
54/41/s
Brownsville
73/48/s
76/63/pc
Jackson MS
56/38/s
68/47/s
Buffalo
36/29/sf
39/35/c
Jacksonville
59/42/pc
66/41/s
Burlington VT
33/21/c
34/27/c
Juneau
32/19/sn
25/19/sn
Casper WY
45/34/pc
45/17/c
Kansas City
49/36/pc
61/40/s
Charleston SC
56/41/c
62/43/s
Las Vegas
69/46/s
74/41/pc
Charlotte
54/36/pc
61/40/s
Little Rock
56/40/s
69/49/pc
Cheyenne
56/37/pc
62/16/pc
Louisville
47/38/sh
60/46/s
Chicago
37/32/c
51/32/s
Memphis
54/40/s
66/50/s
Cincinnati
43/35/c
56/43/s
Miami
79/55/t
72/51/s
Cleveland
39/33/sn
49/37/c
Milwaukee
38/33/c
49/32/s
Colorado Sprs
63/36/s
69/27/s
Minneapolis
35/32/pc
43/24/pc
Columbia SC
55/39/pc
63/42/s
Myrtle Beach
53/42/pc
60/46/s
Concord NH
38/27/c
40/25/pc
Nashville
51/39/pc
64/47/s
Dallas
63/42/s
74/55/pc
New Orleans
61/43/pc
67/52/pc
Denver
64/37/pc
69/25/pc
New York City
45/36/c
46/40/pc
Shown are today’s noon positions of weather systems and precipitation. Temperature bands are highs for the day.

90/74/t
70/45/c
87/75/s
85/72/s
56/42/t
80/71/pc
87/69/pc
83/76/pc
91/58/s
85/75/pc
72/61/pc
76/64/s
74/51/sh
73/58/pc
78/65/r
71/51/pc

Seattle
51/35

San Francisco
60/50

Detroit
37/32

Toronto
34/28

Chicago
37/32

Atlanta
53/39

El Paso
61/34
Juneau
32/19

Honolulu
80/68
Hilo
78/66

New York
45/36

Washington
50/37

Kansas City
49/36

Los Angeles
82/55
Fairbanks
-18/-28
Anchorage
6/-5

Montreal
30/20

Minneapolis
35/32

Denver
64/37

Sun.
Hi/Lo/W
55/44/s
71/48/s
50/27/s
67/44/s
47/39/pc
78/51/s
46/38/c
39/28/pc
44/33/sh
44/32/pc
60/43/s
45/20/pc
46/19/c
64/43/s
50/26/c
76/55/pc
88/73/pc
53/28/s
44/34/sh
73/52/pc
43/24/s
37/20/pc
64/48/s
77/49/s
53/41/pc

Weather(W): s-sunny, pc-partly cloudy,
c-cloudy, sh-showers, t-thunderstorms,
r-rain, sf-snow flurries, sn-snow, i-ice

Winnipeg
33/29
Billings
62/38

Today
Hi/Lo/W
48/40/r
62/38/s
47/31/pc
68/48/r
48/35/c
76/50/s
38/30/sn
40/28/c
54/35/r
44/33/c
53/38/pc
63/37/s
68/39/s
45/38/pc
50/36/pc
73/44/pc
86/73/pc
51/26/s
51/35/r
61/42/s
41/34/pc
50/24/sh
67/50/t
75/44/s
50/37/pc

City
Norfolk
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Orlando
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland ME
Portland OR
Providence
Raleigh
Rapid City
Reno
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
San Antonio
San Juan PR
Santa Fe
Seattle
Shreveport
Sioux Falls SD
Spokane
Tampa
Tucson
Wash DC

Houston
67/41
Miami
79/55

Monterrey
72/46

NATIONAL
Yesterday for the 48 contiguous states.

Santa Ana, CA ............................................ 86°
Crested Butte, CO .................................... -13°

Marin IJ Special Sections Schedule 2020
February

March

May

June

Readers' Choice

Summer Camps

North Bay Woman

Senior Living

Publishes Feb. 23 | Deadlines Feb. 5

Publishes March 15 | Deadlines Feb. 26

Publishes May 10 | Deadlines April 10

Publishes June 7 | Deadlines May 20

Tabloid-Marin's top businesses, people and

Tabloid-The must-do section for any camp

Magazine-Real Women, Real Stories.

Tabloid-Features stories with tips and

events are saluted in a section devoted to the

with listings kids' opportunities throughout

Fascinating interviews, Fashion,

guidance from local experts, informational

places that are the favorites of readers.

the North Bay for summer.

10 Questions, Business. Celebrating

content and a categorized business

women in the Bay Area.

resource guide.

Reach 250,000+ readers in print and online!

Contact your Marin IJ account representative or call 415-382-7275
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Deadline for Open Home Directory is Friday at 11:30 a.m. To have your home included in the Open Home Directory, call Lynne Halgren at 415-382-7218 or email realestate@marinij.com. For additional
open home information visit marinij.com/openhomes. If you have an account number you can go to http://marinij.com/openhomesinput and input your listing. Follow Open Homes on Twitter@marinij_homes.

oPen Sat. & SUn. 10 am - 5 Pm

ATTENTION REALTORS, mORTgAgE
bROkERS, ANd hOmE SpEcIALISTS!

neW reLeaSe! one &
tWo Story HomeS

PREMIUM PHOTO ADS
AVAILABLE!

3 - 4 Bedrooms / 2.5 - 3.5 Baths,
First Floor Master Suite In All Plans
Casita Included In 2 Plans.
Priced from

$650,069

Model Homes - 5756 Kassandra Pl, Rohnert Park

Showcase your property or service in
one of a limited number of premium ads
within our Open Homes directory
and map pages. Ads run in both
Saturday and Sunday’s IJ.
Call Monday to claim your spot.

LYNNE hALgREN | Marin Independent Journal | Real Estate Specialist

Sycamore at UniverSity DiStrict by SignatUre HomeS

415-382-7218 or lhalgren@marinij.com

707-703-1594 | sighomes.com

Sa/Su 12-2
$4,449,000
40 Rancheria Rd
6Bd/4.5Ba Famed architect William Wurster designed home, beautifully

GREENBRAE
$1,895,000 386 N Almenar Drive
5Bd/3Ba 386NorthAlmenar.com

updated on 2/3 acre in the flats of Kent Woodland

Compass | Trina Lavigna | 415-450-8006

Sa 1-4 Su 11-3

Compass | Barr Haney #01478074 | 415.847.7347

MILL VALLEY

KENTFIELD

$3,895,000
2 Tamalpais Ave Sa 2-4 Su 12:30-2:30
4Bd/3.5Ba Must see! Private, sunny, stunning views near village.
Exquisite contemp design/finishes. 2Tamalpais.com

Put your address here!

Sa 2-4 Su 1-3
Sa 2-4 Su 12-3 $3,295,000 4780 Paradise Drive
$1,679,000
195 Riviera Dr.
3Bd/2Ba legant, down-to-studs remodel 1-Story home 6Bd/5Ba Classic Waterfront Home overlooking private
Beach! Perfect for kayaking!
on golf course.
Engel & Volkers | Britt Engel | 415.601.0077
Compass | Liz McCarthy | 415.250.4929
Su 2 - 4
$4,995,000
$980,000
155 Rock Hill Road
504 Bridge View Court Su 1:30-4:30
4Bd/4.5Ba Tuscan treasure in the heart of Tiburon. 4,120 sf on .4 acre.
3Bd/2.5Ba Resort-style living, eat-in kitchen, hot tub, ideal for

PT. RICHMOND

commuting, SF & Bay views. DRE 1960333 & 1947142

Red Oak Realty | Rudy Gonzales & Seth Franklin | 510-919-9777

SAN RAFAEL

SAUSALITO

Flat yard, stunning views, luxurious master suite

Compass | Beth Brody 415.987.2384 | DRE 00657511

Sa 2-4 Su 11-1
$3,750,000
18 Laurel Lane
4Bd/3.5Ba Architecture Extraordinaire! A rare contemporary

WOODACRE

modern home to capture your imagination!

Bayview Residential | Behzad Zandinejad | 415.793.0015
Vanguard Marin | Howard Wynn | 415-828-9966
Sa 2-4 Su 12:30-2: $499,000
Su 1 - 3
Sa/Su 1-4
Sa 2-4 Su 1-3 $3,895,000 2 Tamalpais Ave.
$799,000
$715,000
24 Ivy Lane
742 Via Casitas
13 Picadilly Court
3Bd/2Ba **PRICE REDUCTION** A fabulous opportunity for a
2Bd/1Ba 15 mins to SF & 5 mins to ferry. Smashing views, esp from 4Bd/3.5Ba Must see. Private & sunny w/stunning views close to town. 2Bd/2Ba Pool, ground floor, end unit, private patio,
Exquisite contemporary design. 2Tamalpais.com
multi-family dwelling, grand home, both private and secluded
beautiful master bedroom. Fresh & bright.
close to trans.
Golden Gate SIR | Howard Wynn | 415.828.9966
Engel & Volkers | Dan Fitting | 415.328.2212
Golden Gate SIR | Karen Schneider | 415.572.6969
Coldwell Banker | Diane Greer MS | 415-246-1222
Su 12:30 - 3: $1,500,000
Su 12 - 3
Su 12-2
$2,499,000
$529,500
34 Surrey Lane
18 Neds Way
240 Hillside Avenue
2Bd/2Ba Light and Bright upper end-unit in the Terra Linda
4Bd/3.5Ba Magnificent large custom home above Kentfield. Panoramic
3Bd/3Ba Exclusive adult community. Views of Lagoon, interior

TIBURON

NOVATO

views among majestic redwoods. Tropical Pool Setting

elevator, access from garage. 1 occupant must be 62+.

Meadows. First Sunday Open Superbowl Special!

BHHS Drysdale | Jeff Paul | (415) 990-4663
Golden Gate SIR | Barbara Major | 415-999-9706
Sa 2-4 Su 1-3 $1,595,000
Sa/Su 11-1 $1,645,000
Sa 1 - 4 $1,100,000
Su 1 - 4
$3,900,000
13 Rebelo Lane
2118 5th Avenue
216 S Ridgewood Rd
251 Trinidad Drive
3Bd/2Ba H Street to 5th. Charming in Sun Valley.
6Bd/4.5Ba Recently remodeled home in highly desirable Kent
4Bd/3.5Ba Amazing Views on 2.9 AC private gated estate, stunning
2Bd/2Ba Townhome with SF Bay & marina views!
floors, high ceilings, Chefs kit, 3CarGar. PV School Dist!
Woodlands w/excellent flr plan & indoor/outdoor access.
www.251trinidad.com
Compass | Wright-Mulligan Team, Lic #01495932/01980953 | 415.601.5520
RE/MAX Gold | Vince Sheehan & Stacy Lynch | (415) 302-2500
Compass | Donna Goldman | 415-509-2427
Golden Gate SIR | John Adlam | 415-515-4779
Compass | Wayka Bartolacelli 415.860.4687 | DRE 00924665

Marin IJ’s
OPEN HOMES

Marin’s most complete
Open Homes guide!

OPEN HOMES
Marin’s most complete Open Homes guide!
New and improved–
both in print and online
Marin IJ home buyers: find everything you need
to locate your perfect home in Marin –
Saturday and Sunday and all weekend at

E
L

marinij.com/openhomes.

A
S

P
M

• Complete print and online listings
• Online driving directions
• Cellphone delivery
• Searchable map online
• View property photos online
• One-click shopping to find your perfect home!

marinij.com

Realtors: 415-382-7218 for more information
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Marin’s
News
Where you want it...
when you want it.
Today’s web bonus » 700 peopl

e vying to spend their lives

Warriors
coach Mark
Jackson
ﬁred
Plus » B4

Media titan
offers a
‘blueprint’
for success
Plus » B1

FORECAST

MARIN IJ
LOBBY LOUNGE

MARYLAND

PROFILE

NBA

Monday, May 12, 2014

on Mars. marinij.com

Man drives
vehicle into
TV station
building

Local musicians are singing
and playing Marin’s virtual
music venue featuring local
musicians in the IJ’s lobby.

VISIT MARINIJ.COM/LOBBYLOUNGE

News » C8

High: 82 Low: 63 » PAGE B4

»

TWITTER.COM/MARINIJ
$1.50 FACEBOOK.COM/MARINIJFAN

marinij.com

A warning for taxpayers

COUNTY

al is a ‘cautionary tale’;
Grand jury report: Novato fire board scand
r chief’s abrupt resignation
board, district facing lawsuit over forme
using public funds. The
By Janis Mara
jmara@marinij.com
@marinij on Twitter

Taxpayers need to pay
more attention to the local boards
they elect or risk problems like
the ones that developed at the No-

MARIN »

vato Fire District, according to the
Marin County Civil Grand Jury.
Among other things, the board
and district have been sued by former chief Marc Revere, alleging
defamation in an ongoing lawsuit
stemming from Revere’s abrupt
2012 resignation amid accusa-

tions of mis
grand jury wrote a report without
ﬁndings, “a cautionary tale for voters and boards of directors alike,”
to avoid inﬂuencing the lawsuit, ofﬁcials said.
“We were gratiﬁed to ﬁnd that

LAWSUIT » PAGE A6

THE LAWSUIT AND INVESTIGATIONS

Marc
Revere:
Former
fire chief

a
Previous lawsuits: The district reached
$250K settlement with a former battalion
chief who claimed verbal abuse and retaliaNickel.
tion by Revere and former deputy chief
Investigations: Revere authorized payments totaling $488,000 for a computer
e.
project without the board’s knowledg

SHADY SPOT FOR
SHOPPERS AND KIDS

NOVATO

endly
Market off to good start with a new kid-fri

location

Changing things up: Farmer’s
Fourth streets
t’s first day on Grant between First and
New spot: Tuesday was the marke

Online: Comment on this story and
others at MARINIJ.COM.
BOARD OF SUPES

Better
recycling
system
vowed
By Nels Johnson
njohnson@marinij.com
@marinIJ on Twitter

Marin County officials say the
civil grand jury got it right when
it concluded that Civic Center has
failed to walk its talk on zero waste.
The jury found the diversion
rate of recyclable materials at the
Marin Civic Center falls far below
the countywide average.
“It’s clear we are not doing as
well as we thought we were doing,” County Administrator Matthew Hymel said, pledging to analyze recommendations for improvements and report back in six
months.
The Board of Supervisors approved Hymel’s plan to study key
recommendations, noted a number of jury proposals promoting
recycling already have been put
to work, and rejected a few as inappropriate.
“I’m glad the grand jury took a
RECYCLING » PAGE A6
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“Just go online
to marinij.com and
place an ad.

Your ad will be in
print AND online!”

Buy and view ads in print and 24/7 online!
415-382-7242 | marinij.com

sell

your

stuff
now
Pets

15 lines/30 days................................

$35

Garage Sale
5 lines/2 days
(Includes Directory)......................$19.00
5 lines/3 days
(Includes Directory)......................$25.00

Autos

Sell It Fast

GUARANTEED!*

4 lines/30 days.............................$29

One vehicle per ad. *If your vehicle doesn’t sell
after 30 days, lower the price by at least 5% and
receive an additional 30 days free!

FOR SLADLE
SO

Jobs

Homes Autos Stuff

JOBS - print & online.

REAL ESTATE For Sale –
For Rent

AUTOMOTIVE Ads in today’s Classifieds
in print and online.

MERCHANDISE - Stuff
you need or need to sell
in today’s Classifieds.

Homes and property for sale
and for rent.

Autos, aircraft, motorcycles, parts,
auto financing, services, trailers.

General merchandise, electronic,
garage sales, sporting goods.

Career training services,
employment services,
job opportunities.

Publication Day....Deadline
Monday...................................................Friday 4:00 p.m.
Tuesday................................................Monday 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday...........................................Tuesday 4:00 p.m.
Thursday.........................................Wednesday 4:00 p.m.
Friday..................................................Thursday 4:00 p.m.
Saturday..................................................Friday 4:00 p.m.
Sunday....................................................Friday 4:00 p.m.
Open Home listings...................................Friday 12 noon

It’s all
about
Marin

Apartments,
homes,
shared
housing.

sports and
classiﬁeds.

Condo &
Townhouse
Unfurnished

To subscribe call
415-883-8633

2BR/1.5 BA Condo in
Novato for lease, w/
washer & dryer.
$2400/mo. Call Don
at 415-883-7964.

Merchandise

Furniture,
tickets
garage
sales.

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Merchandise

Furniture,
tickets
garage
sales.

Legal Notice

TOWN OF CORTE MADERA
PLANNING COMMISSION
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
PROJECT ADDRESS:
MEETING DATE:

TOWN OF CORTE MADERA
FEBRUARY 11, 2020

TIME AND PLACE:

Local news,

7:00 P.M., CORTE MADERA TOWN HALL,
300 TAMALPAIS DRIVE

SUBJECT: PUBLIC HEARING FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSED
ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS TO CHAPTERS 18.18 AND 18.31
OF THE CORTE MADERA MUNICIPAL CODE TO LIMIT ACCESSORY
DWELLING UNITS AND JUNIOR ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS WITHIN
EXISTING STRUCTURES WITHIN THE CHRISTMAS TREE HILL OVERLAY
DISTRICT AND CONSIDERATION OF NON-SUBSTANTIVE CLEAN-UP
CHANGES AND CLARIFICATIONS TO CHAPTER 18.31
PROJECT CONTACT: MARTHA BATTAGLIA, SENIOR PLANNER
mbattaglia@tcmmail.org, (415) 927-5791
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Corte Madera Planning Commission
will hold a public hearing on proposed zoning ordinance amendments
related to Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) and Junior Accessory Dwelling Unit (JADU) Regulations to Chapter 18.18 (Special Purpose Overlay
Districts) and Chapter 18.31 (Accessory Dwelling Units) of the Town of
Corte Madera Municipal Code.
The Town Council adopted Ordinance No. 992 on January 21, 2020 to repeal and replace the prior version of Chapter 18.31 (Accessory Dwelling
Units) and amend Chapters 18.04 (Definitions), 18.18 (Special Purpose
Overlay District), and 18.20 (Off-street Parking and Loading) of the Municipal Code. Based on direction provided by the Town Council on January 21, 2020, the Planning Commission will consider further amendments to Chapters 18.18 and 18.31 to limit ADUs and JADUs within existing structures (i.e. basements, garages, & accessory structures) within
the portions of the Christmas Tree Hill Overlay District that are subject
to ADU capacity limitations. In addition, staff will ask the Planning
Commission to consider additional non-substantive clean-up changes
and clarifications to Chapter 18.31, none of which change the meaning
or intent of the ordinance adopted by the Town Council on January 21,
2020. A subsequent public hearing will be held before the Town Council
and will be duly noticed in advance of the meeting.
The Planning Department recommends that this project is exempt from
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) under statutory exemption 15282(h) since the proposed ordinance is intended to implement the provisions of Government Code Section 65852.2.

Cemetery
Plots & Crypts

Cemetery
Plots & Crypts

Mt. Tamalpais Cemetery crypt for sale.
Most desirable location, eye-level
overlooking the Valley. Significant
discount available from cemetery list price
of $25,750. Offered at $23,000. Contact via
email: johndrews@comcast.net.

Furniture,
Appliances
Wanted
SALON CHAIR
$50.
415-897-2548

Garage Sales
Big S. Rafael
Yard Sale! Sat.
Feb. 1, 8-3pm
127 Ross St.

It’s all
about
Marin
To subscribe

415-883-8633
online @ marinij.com

Transportation

•All interested persons are welcome to attend and to comment, in person or in writing, at the public hearing. You may also submit written
comments prior to the public hearing by contacting the project contact
(listed above).
•Additional information regarding prior meetings, prior staff reports
and presentations can be found on the Town’s Active Projects
webpage for the project:
https://www.townofcortemadera.org/639/Accessory-Dwelling-Units.
•If you have any questions or comments about this application, please
call Martha Battaglia at (415) 927-5791, or come to Town Hall at 300
Tamalpais Drive, from 8:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday.
•Town Council meetings are streamlined live and can be viewed at:
www.townofcortemadera.org/623/Watch-Live-Video.
•Staff reports are usually available by 5:00 p.m. on the Friday before
the meeting and may be obtained from the project contact (listed
above).
•If you challenge this project in court, you may be limited to raising only those issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing described in this NOTICE, or in written correspondence delivered to the Town
of Corte Madera at, or prior to, the public hearing. All written responses will become part of the public record (Government Code Section
65009(b)).

Cars, trucks,
motorcycles,
SUVs,
aircraft,
boats.

I do hereby certify that the foregoing Notice of the Public Hearing was
duly processed according to the California Government Code and the
Corte Madera Municipal Code.
Martha Battaglia, Senior Planner

Automobiles
2001 Cadillac Seville
SLS. Very low miles,
63,000, loaded
w/equipment, pearl
white, same owner
past 12 years. Clean
Carfax. $6,850.
415-309-0532

Notice dated January 29, 2020

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact the Planning Division at 415-927-5064. Notification two business days (the Friday before the meeting) prior to the meeting will enable the Town to
make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility to this meeting.
NO. 110 FEB 1, 2020

KEEP INFORMED
Read
Public Notices
Your Right
To Know

San Rafael
127 Ross St

Sat

8-3

Friday...............................................Thursday, 2:45 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday...............................Friday, 2:45 p.m.

Hours: Monday thru Friday 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Classified Rates: Private party classified rates
are based on the number of lines in your ad, the days of the week
your ad runs, and the number of days your ad runs. There is a
three line minimum with approx. 18 characters per line. Call for
pricing. Limited abbreviations available. Maximum 5 ads per
month. We reserve the right to edit or reject and properly
classify all ads.

Easy ways to pay: Use your Discover, Mastercard, American Express or Visa.
Mail in your check Tto our office, or come in person, pay by credit card, check, or cash
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday-Friday.

Go online to marinij.com to place an ad today!

All special offers private party only. Prepayment
required. Merchandise ads: $5,000 maximum.

Rentals

Garage Sale Directory

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
PROPOSED ORDINANCE TO AMEND TITLE 19 OF
MARIN COUNTY CODE AND ADOPT UPDATED
BUILDING PERMIT FEES AND TECHNOLOGY FEE
ADJUSTMENTS.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Marin
County Board of Supervisors will hold a public
hearing on Tuesday, February 11th, 2020, at
10:30 A.M. or as soon thereafter as the matter
may be heard, in Room 330 Board of Supervisors Chambers to consider adopting amendments to portions of Title 19 (Marin County
Building Code) of the Marin County Code: updating and adjusting building permit fees and
technology fee; and related permit fee provisions.
Comments on the proposed Ordinance can
be presented at the February 11th, 2020 public
hearing or written comments may be submitted to the Clerk of the Board, to be received no
later than 12:00 p.m. on Monday, February
10th, 2020. Written comments are to be submitted to the Clerk of the Board, Room 329,
Marin County Civic Center, San Rafael, CA, or
emailed to BOS@marincounty.org.
A copy of the full text of the proposed Ordinance is available at the Office of the Marin
County Clerk of the Board (Room 329) at 3501
Civic Center Drive, Administration Building)
Civic Center, San Rafael, California.
No.109 Feb. 1, 5, 2020

It’s all
about
Marin
• In Depth Local News
• Top National Stories
• Sports • Lifestyles
• Entertainment • Proﬁles
• Real Estate
• Food and Drink
• Business • Relating
• Generations
• Home & Garden

To subscribe

415-883-8633
online @ marinij.com

FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS
NAME
STATEMENTS
Advertise
Your DBA
Statement
with the IJ!
Mail your ﬁled
copy & $70.00*
publication fee
to Marin IJ
Legal Depart.
4000 Civic
Center Drive,
Ste. 301,
San Rafael, CA
94903
or call
(415) 382-7335
for more
information.
*Prepayment is
required. Please
include your
contact phone
number & $10.00
per additional
business name
and/or partner.
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MEMBERSHIP
REWARDS

Your subscription
includes so much more!
Go beyond the pages of The Marin Independent
Journal with Membership Rewards, a premium
benefits program for our subscribers.

1. Activate 2. Discover 3. Enjoy
It’s complimentary.
Create your account
by visiting myaccount.
marinij.com

Explore exclusive
benefits all over the
Bay Area, download
e-cookbooks and read
premium editions.

Register for events,
claim offers and
connect with other
Marin Independent
Journal subscribers.

Our Latest Rewards
er in
t
En W
to

er in
t
En W
to

THURSDAY • NOVEMBER 21 • 7:30 PM
A pair of tickets to see Cher
at the Chase Center in San Francisco

er in
t
En W
to

A trip for two to
Ka’anapali Beach Resort, Maui

A pair of tickets to the Exploratorium in
San Francisco

Contest dates: 8/19-9/30

Contest dates: 8/12-9/3

Join the conversation with our
Bay Area News Group Membership Rewards
Exclusive Facebook Group:
Contest dates: 11/5-11/17

facebook.com/mercurynews
then look under groups!

